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regarded a

PREFACg

a projection of the training needs in each of 16 all

urging occupations for a sever county area of West Virginia.

e only extensions of pre_

and fixed rou aries.

ita bases and should not be

ant opportunities 1.0 any of

he occupations can change markedly as 4i result of local or national policy

changes or changes in client demand for certain types of health services.

The first section of the report gives background descriptions of the

Manpower projeCtion project, describes the methodology, and explains cer-

tain assumptions in some detail. The second section gives a description

of each of the 16 occupations and the projection of training needs for that

occupation. One table of similar format indicates the training needs for

each of ten years, :1978-1981, for each occupation. The third section

sins a summary of training needs for each of the occupations d a

critique of the methodology used for the projections, including recommenda-

tions for conducting future manpower studies.

The projections have been completed for the Charleston Area Health

Education Center by an AEL research team organized especially for the project.

Dr. Hobert D. Childers has been responsible for directing data collection and

ting with preparation of the report. or. John E. McClurip gave technical

advice and gave orne assistance with report preparation. Mrs. Marcia R.

Lynch assisted with data collection, Mrs. Berme A. Lanham with report prepara-

tion and analysis, and Mrs. Marilyn B., Slack with datl analysis. The project

was under the direction of Dr. Charles L. Bertram.

The research team wishes to express appreciation to many who have helped

the project. Without the cooperation of the employing agencies and



ng institutions, the pro e_
4

d not have been completed.

particular, the team lashes to express appreciation to Dr. Charles H. White, .

'Executive Director, Health Systems Management Corporation, Oakland, Ca.,

whose advice was invaluable to the team. We are especially appreciative

of the time and advice given by Mr. Leslie W. Melton, project officer for

Health Education Center operated, by the Charleston Area Medical

Center.

iv

C. L. B.
R. D. C.
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SECTION I

DESCRIPTION OF ALLIED HEALTH AND NURSING MANPOWER PROJECT
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INTRODUCTION

2

Tonal programs have been based on hunches mina

guesses regarding future personnel

have frequently been accurate.

an area is either faced with an over

a considerable waste of human talent?

°ementa. Fortunately, `the gussaen

sr, wren miscalculation does occur,

of trained personnel, which is

resources required for training, o_

is faced wiithian under supply of trained personne17, which means that

the area does not have persons sufficiently trained to meet serif" cial

needs.

The problem is especially acute in the allied health and nursing areas,

since the health services represented by these occupational areas are quite

tent to our society, and considerable resources are required to train

individuals for the various occupations. Therefore, the purpose of this

project is to study and develop procedures for making projections' which will

facilitate approximate equality between supply of and demand for health ser-

vice personnel, and to apply these procedures to a seven-county area of West

Virginia.

Description o PrO'ect

The Allied Health and Nursing Manpower Project began as a contracted

endeavor between the Area Health Education Center operated by the Charleston

Area Medical Center and the Appalachia Educational Laboratory. In addition

to personnel from the Area Health Education Center, individuals representin

the West Virginia University Regional Medical Program, the State Department

of Health, and the Health Systems Agency provided valuable assistance in

formulation and selection of procedures for the project. Through numer



discussions, the survey and projection procedures described in this report

me to be regardea as most apProprilte to the field situations. Tbe need

for an accurate projection became even more evident as the study progressed,

and the initial objectives were sharpened to better reflect the needs of those

oncerned with the training of health personnel.

The staff of AEL is pleased to submit this projection of the gaining

needs in each of 16 allied health and nursing occupation 4 during the ext two,

five, and tai years. The need for more accurate manpower information and the

objective be project are described in the following pages. Latter parts

of this section describe the methodology used for the study and problems

which became apparent during the study.

Need fir hnwr Information

The need for allied health and nursing manpower information pertaining

to training needs and employment opportunities comes primarily from three

sources.

Individuals ma n carer ices. Accurate, up -to -date, and localized

information concerning employment and training opportunities in all health

occupations is needed. Career decisions should be based on and

accurate information. The need is even more crucial in the nursing and

allied health areas, because recent sociological changes and technological

advances have caused numerous changes in demand for health services and

opened up some areas completely unfamiliar to the students and their counse-

lors. As more fully described later, the amount of accurate informatioji

which can be presented is severeiy limited by confusion and uncertainty

regarding the nomenclature cat some of the 16 areas studied, and by the lack

of data bailable for projections. However, the results of the current study



11 give

lY

uttrre employment opportunities a_

1e information.

study ison

tions in the eav

know wba

4

The primary f is

for each of the occupations, Those institu-

4
Ch train nurses and allied health personnel

clashes to request, and health planners need to keen*

what number oflperSOntel ar required to meet present and future employment
I j

needs. They also ineedd to

yield the desired'

locally tfiiinad students mafr accept employment in other areas or, for one

_ I:
another, decide Rio~ to go into the labor force. Also, Sate

; I

employee coMe from othe_

in the seven - county area

the number of trainees which is required to

ployees following the training, Since iy

reason or

-as, and there are presently no training progr

seven of the 16 occupations studied.

health services, such as ho

Those agencies which delOvr

-als, clinics, nursing homes, and laboratories,

need to have accurate information about the number of ti ployees required to

meet anticipated demand, as well as the number of trained personnel they can

expect to recruit from va es. Facilities must be built, budge

prepared, and service areas organized so that the projected demand can be

effectively met.

This report is therefore anized so as to present available manpower

infcrr ion, to three target audiences: career counselors and their students,

those responsible for training allied health and nursing personnel, and

those who provide health services to the public.



Purpose of 0f the Project

The long-range purpose manpower project was to devtiop an opera-

tional model for projecting training needs in 16 allied health and nuteing

occupations suitable for use in West Virginia. The more mediate purpose

was to complete a preliminary projection of the tr 'aining needs in the 0- -en-
v

county Charleston area planning and development region as a test of the model.

The literature doncerning projections, especially in nursing and the

allied health occupations, and concerning studies completed by other states

kg regions was reviewed in order to permit selection of an appropriate set

of procedures for West Virgnia. As initially expected, the procedures were

based on expected demand for health -services and projected supply according

to present trends.

Thi report represents utelote Of the protect and includes a descrip,

thedata collection and projecticerproceduresi delineation of the

ected training needs of the Charleston area, and a 'set of recc emendations

for ther development of the project. Following is a list of four objectives

us to guide project activities and an indication of how these obje_ es

in order to provide useful information for the previously merit tined

ent groups.

The four Objectives were t

Develop a preliminary model for projecting state -wide needs for
the allied health and nursing occupations

Field test the model in a seven-county area in West Virginia

Project the training needs for 16 allied health and nursing
occupations in the seven-county Charleston area

Suggest procedures which might be used for a state - wide

manpower projection



est Vi 'h train in' e

1 was to develop a set of procedure,

allied health and nursing tra ning needs for the next twos, five, and

ten yearn may be efficiently projected.

In order to' meet this objective, numefous documents_ were requested and

studied. Many of-these are listed in the attached reference list. Also, dis-

cussions with individuals-provided valuable insights, and actual data

collectiod activities added a touch of realism.

The "model" which evolved was not a mathematical formula,, or not even

one which an be easily diagrammed, but rather a set of procedures (1) for

obtaining the most accurate data possible, (2) for obtaining some xpectation

of future demand from personnel in health planning, training, and administra-

tion, and (3) for making comparisons of supply and demand. The specific

procedures are discussed later in this`sect n.

The "model" is also a set of suggestions of thingl not to do. The

project has Rrovided Laboratory personnel valuable experience, and some of

which s reflected in the report.

the The second specific objective of the

project was to field test the model through use in the seven -county Charleston

4

area. Tte counties from which and for which data have begin collected are

Fayette, Kanawha, Boone, Clay, Lincoln, pptna.n, and Roane. As indicated by

Figure 1 and later discussions, these counties are near the center of the

and should be fairly representativese rural /urban cOmpos ion.state ative of its

Therefore, the procedures used for this study should have

bility and, to some degree, be generalizable to the state.

ate-wide applica-



/Ohio

Figure 1

Counties Included in the Nurs ng and
Allied Health Projection
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P- Charleston area trainin# needs. The third objective of the

project was to provide data concerning the training needs in each of 16

nursing and health occupations for the next two, five, and ten years. The

projection included in this report resulted from the field test, and to the

degree that they are judged accurate by advisory groups, the results can be

used for planning training programs. the seven-county field test area.

Criteria for selection of the 16 occupations were the importance

of the occupations so far as presumed future regioal training needs are

concerned, (2) the likelihood that emerging technology or shifting staff

utilization patterns will influence training needs, and (3) the expected

likelihood that meaningful data were available. After careful consideration,

the 16 occupations agreed upon were those listed in Table 1.

The 16 occupations in Table 1 are listed according to whether or not

training is presently available in the seven-county area. The occupations

are positioned in this manner here and in subsequent sections of the report

because data for the a groups serve slightly different purposes. For tha,-

first group, decisions must be made regarding whether local training programs

should be expanded or reduced to meet expected changes in demand. Ih t

second, the decisions are of the order whether or not expected increases
1

in demand warrant the expense of beginning new fining progr or whether

measures should be taken to assure a supply of trained personnel from institu-

tions outside the seven-county area.

Provide statewide ro'ection ocedures. The fou h obtective which

did the Allied Health and Nursing Projection Project was to describe

procedures which

The achievement

ed to have application for statewide manpower stuff_

this objective is reflected by the suggestions given in

the third section of the report..



Table 1

List of Allied Health and Nursing Occupations
for Which Projections are Prepared

Training Avail- in seven-County Area

1. Registered Nurse

2. Certified RN Anesthetist

3. Licensed Practical Nurse

4. Operating Room Technician

Radiologic Technologist

totechnologist

Medical Laboratory Technician

Medical Record Technician

9. Dental Hyg enipt

Training Not Available in Seven-County Area

Physical Therap

2. Respiratory Therapist

3. Nuclear Medicine Technologist

4. Medical Techn lo

Certified Laboratory Assistant

6. Registered Dietitian

7. Physician's Assistant



The research team generAllit for example, that some of data

10

for licensed occupations could he as easily obtained on a state-wide

as for a seven-county area, since that information was stored on c'ta

lot

Department of Health computer tapes and the State Department of Health and

respective licensure boar'd staff members were quite cooperative. However,

most of the data for tate-wide projections will have to be carefully and

Meticulously obtained by personal view and persuasion.

METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES

As indicated previously, numerous strategies were reviewed set

of procedures was selected for the Allied Health and Nursing Manpower Project.

The review included statements about methodology t69, 70), as well as etamp

of applied methodology (13, 15, 34, 50, and 57).

Revie Pro ecti-n Methodologies

Four methodologicial approaches to est ing manpower requirements are

discussed in detail in Kriesberg, et. al. (5g, 70). Although only two
f

0 methods have been used in the present study, an overview of eac

the four methods is presented below.

The first of the four methods is known manpowe population ratio
4

Method. A ratio of the number of health personnel to the total population

served sis sele ed. The ratio is selected by judgmental process. Experts

may be asked tip choose a ratio which represents an optimal - or a minimal care

situation. National or ratio norms can also be used in the establishment
A,

of the ratio. The ratio multiplied the target population to

the estimated manpower requirements.

Manpower
Population

Target Population Estimated Manpower Requ
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Another method is the service targets approach. Detailed standards

for the provision of different kinds of services are developed. The standards
0

used to derive targets for the production of these ser then the

manpower quired to provide the services i computed. Data needed for the

aentation of the service targets methods pertain to population, n a-

tive standards or norms for health services, work assignments and staffing

patterns used in the provision of services, And manpower productivity.

The health needs method involves the de#e_rm,ination of the kinds, amounts,

and quality levels of services required to attain and maintain a healthy

operation. The required services are converted into manpower requirements

by the use of staffing and produc tivity standards. In order to use this

technique, the extent o health needs must be defined, the personnel and

treatment time for each health need must be established, and the amount of

service to provided by each worker must be set.

The fourth method, economic demand, involves determining what the health

services people are willing and able to pay for, irrespective of the qual

of the services obtained or their need or them. Methods used to obtain data

e the survey of budgeted vac

req

es, economic analyses de ng manpower

eats from utilization or expenditure data, and an input-output model

The budgeted vacancy method is

es. Data needed include current

based on occupational and industry

probably the ii st popular of these pos ib'

employment and budgeted vacancies for each of the selected occupations, pro-
ti

jected employment for each target year, and the hours worked by each person.

The service tar approach and the health needs approach were rejected

for use in this study because of the extensive amount of data required by

each method. Large amounts of time would have had to be spent by Laboratory

and areA medical personnel in the development of the data base. The project



staff felt hat the information which would have been yielded by these two

d9methods was not worth the effort required to produce it.

In the conventional literature, current supply

12

usually defined as the

number of persons employed or actively seeking employment in a health occupa-

tion at a given time. Job seekers include the unempleyed, new graduates, and

those who have been inactive and are seeking -eenter the labor force.

The number of peNsons employed or activello seeking work make up the "active"

supply, while the "potential" supply includes the active workers plus those

who might be attracted back into the labor force if circumstances were different.

Figure 2 represents cur

Future supply i

upjlj and its componen

hooted by deter _ins the movement of personnel into

and out of the current supply. The components of Figure 2 are analyzed to

arrive at the futurre supply estimates,

Active supply can be estimated from an analysis of employer records and

involve-5 essentially the same data as does the budgeted vacancies approach

to establishing de

records are

while organiz membersh licensure

primary sources of information on potential supply. Data

items usually collected in _ licensure survey include demographic

istics, education and training, current and past employment, geographic

mobility, and occupational specialties. Limitations of the licensure survey

as a method of establishing potential supply include the fact that not all

specialties require licenses and tie fact that some persons allow their

licenses to lapse when they are not actively employed.

There are several problems associated with projecting occupational needs-

These include the lack of year-to-year data on mane

fact that employers do not

category.

requirements and the

record personnel data by occ--ational

job titles are used, sex e data are frequently not collected.
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ENTRIES

Specific
Training

Other
raining

CURRENT SUPPLY

whet
Occupat ens

Outside the
Labor Force

Immigra or

Employed
plus

Unemployed

SEPARATIONS

Other
Occupations

side the
bor Force,
including

retirements

Deaths

Figure

Emigration

Flow of Workers Into and Out of an Occupa on--

*Taken from Oeou- _tions of Data for Manpower

nalysks, Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1974, p. 4.
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The job titles used by many employers do.not correspond to the Department of

Labor's Dictionar of Occupational Titles (79). A serious problem is that

job titles and job duties frequently do not correspond.

One of the commonly used methods of projecting manpower requirements is

the use of trend data. The manpower requirements of recent years are carried

into the future by the use of mathematical equations. These equations are

based on the assumptions that the rates of change in the past can serve as

a basis for representing rates of change in the future. fight -line

projections are normally used, but re complicated models are possible.

The lack of historical data cite =d above is a major problem associated with

accurate trend projections. A national health insurance program, as well as

changes in treatment methods, could cause the past trend in manpower require-

. ments to be a very poor model for projecting the future trend.

Population projection, serve as one basis for the estimation of manpower

requirements and the problems associated with these projections are similar

to those associated with other types _

the sta

ejections. As indicated later,

est Virginia and the seven-county area under consideration in

this study have lost population in each of the last two ten-year intervals

between censuses. If this fact were projected into the future, an additional

loss or population could be expected.

AFL Projection o 1 o

The specific projection logy used for the ALL Allied Healen and

Nursing Manpower Project was a combination of those previously described

and uses slightly different :it ions as described later. The projection

methodologies were tailored to iarticuiar 0-tde- of projectin=g t

needs, rather than the general manpower prolec_ on problem for which the

general tec dues- were des°i7ned.



The characteristics of the current supply, or number of persons working

in each oaf theioccupatimaP5, was determined through interviews with employers

and analysis of licensure data. A list of employing agenci located in the

Seven- county area is included as Appendix A. The interview schedule and

Survey forms used with _ous occupations are contained in Appendix B.

Information concerning additions of locally trained employers to supply was

obtained from the training programs within the seven-county area.

Once the number of persons ently employed in an occupation was

determined, factors whirhj were assumed to influence demand or growth over

the next ten years were evaluated. The factors or predictors which were

applied to the current supply were (1) the estimated number of persbns to

be employed in two years, i.e , in 1979, in five years, and in ten years;

(2) changes in the number of ividuals employed over the past five years;

(3) the employer;-' indication of the number of employees required to provide

optimum se_vices; (4) the inmate of the percentage increase in services

to be provided in two, five, and ten years; (5) projected changes in numbers

of employees by the U. S. De Lbor (78:48); (6) projected changes

in numbers of employees by the Health Resources Administration (64:143);

(3) indications of expected numb- employees according to the nation-

wide ratio of employees iii the occupation to total population; and (8) other

sources particular to each occupation. Information concerning most of the

e factors was available for most of the occupations.

the increase in demand was determined for each of the ten years,

two factors were applied to determine training needs. The first was the

number required to meet increased demand due to growth or increased sere

which was obtained by simple subtraction of each year's projected supply from

the prey year- The second factor was the effective replacement or turnover,



which is the number of newly trained employees required to replace

terminate employmewt,for any reason. No attempt was made to project total

16

e who

turnover, only that part which will be replaced by addition of newly trained
4

employees. The effective replacement rates were determined by evaluating

(1) the annual turnover rates reported_by local employers and (2) the nation-,

wide ratio of "additions to supply by graduateS" to total supply as reported

by the Health Resources Administration.

The number of newly trained employees required to meet effective replace-

ment needs plus the number required to meet increased demand due to growth

yielded the number of newly trained ern loyees required in each occupation

each year. One assumption of uncertain validity is that practically all
a

positions opening because of growth be filled by newly trained employees.

In terms of the total available supply, the assumption is probably true, but

it needs further study. In all cases, the factor or combination of factors

appeared most reliable was selected as the basic projection. Combina-

ns or single factors which provided optimal and minimal results were used

imam minimum projections.

For those occupations th training programs in the seven-county area,

the percent of graduates who tend to remain in the area was determined by

histori=al data and used to indicate local additions to supply. For this

report, the additions were assumed to remain constant over ten years so that

needed increases or decr

determined.

Assumptions

current training programs can be easily

The manpower projections for the allied health and nursing occupations

are of necessity based on several assn iptions. Hopefully, the research team
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was i r e of f them. Realistically, the projections are based on a

large number of inter lated and complex factors and variation_ in any one

Could seriously affect )others,

corlstiasoLs2inlon. The "best guess" for population increase

or decrease for the seven-county area was that it would remain constant over

the next ten yea

lachian Regional C--

As described later, demographers employed by the Appa-

fission felt that most recent popUlation studies indicated

a constant population change rate, i.e., immigration will equal emigration

for the seven counties (9:46-55).

An increase in coal-energy requirements, for example, could be respdrasible;

for a larger than expected increase in in-migration, or an increase in the

tendency for young famil to move to major urban centers could result in

some increase in out-migration from the seven-county area. However, the

projections are based on an assumed constant population change.

National he h insurance. The projections of this report do not antic

pate implementation of a National Health Insurance Program primaril

when and if the program will come into existence is unknc

of effect on health services demand is uncertain.

Implementation of a National Health Insurance Program would probably in-

crease the demand for health services, and as of this writing, implementation

within two or three years seems fairly certain, so the projections may some-

because

thk degree

what underesti Ale demand so far as national health insurance is concerned.

n--eased malpis.,_.2iLs. The number and severity of malpractice

suits is expected to continue

years. The tendency

about he same rate as in previous

more health services such as story tests



be requested as the number o increases, and this increased d is

presumably reflected by an annual increase in the number of allied alth

and!nUrsing personnel required to meet the increased demand over

few years.

The same straight -line increase in services due to malpractice salts

assumed to exist over, the next ten years, and if the number and s

levels off or decreases, the pro

ntinuati

ions will overestimate demanc

esent health status. Another assumpt

th projections is that no major and prolonge health problems will occur.

nderlying

An underlying assumption that the general health status will eontinue,

Uhdeter ed by epidemics, increased nuclear radiation, or other long-term

effects.

No major techi-lcal_breakthr-2,9sh_l_s. The projection is base the -

assumption that there will be no aj r breakthrough in technology, such

would cause unemployment by major blocks of health services personnel,

No ma'or attitudinal health services. The projec

assume that the same general attitudes toward health services existent today

will continue through the ten-year projection period. For example, if Y-

one decided to get at least one medical and dental examination each year, the

demand on health service would increase considerably.

ntinuation ofgefielLO_regional economic condition. The projections

assume that the present economic structure and level present in 1977 will

continue through the ten-year d. Some increases in economic level are

expected because of the energy-rola -d industries, and these should insure
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:he population remains static, but possible. increased demand due to

economic gains is not included in the projections.

hic Characteristics of Seven-Cc9EULArl

As shown in Table 2, the population of West Virginia and the seven-county

area as measured by the U. S. Census Bureau has deer eased through each of the

last two decades (e.g., 60:126). The dear

services will be required i

imply that fewer health

tore years, However, as further shown in

T&ble 3, a projection by the Appalachian Regional Commission indicates tha

the population loss has slowed in all but Kanawha County during the time

period from 1966-1970 to 1970-1975 (9:46-55)i In the other counties, there

were changes from marked losses to sharp increases in population. Kanawha

County contains 61.5% of the seven-county population, but has been-decreasing

in population less than the other counties have been increasing,

Other demographic characteristics are shown in Table 4. The popula

of the seven-county area is 54.6% rural, compared to 61.0% for the total

state. The seven-county area had 21.4% of the skate's populatiobn in 1970, and

20.2% of the state's physicians, dentists, and related practitioners.

Definitions

Clear and accurate definitions of terms used in the report are important

to a meaningful explanation of the findings of the study. Each of the 16

occupations described in Section and certain terms to several

11 of the occupa

Su) bupfly is the total nLIribe ull-t me eqt lent

persons employed in ea I
allied health or nursing occupation any q



Table 2

Pop littion of Seven-County Area and

Boone County

Clay County

Fayette Cliskinty

1(ana-- a County

=1Linooln

Putnam County

Roane County

y

Seven-County Total

West Virginia

0

State--1950 through 1970

Year
1950 1960 1970

33,173 28,764 25,118

14,961 11,942 90330

,443 61,731 490332

239,629 252,925 229,515

22,466 20,267 18,912

21,021 23,561 27,625

18,408 15,720 14,111

432,101 414,910 373,943

2,005,552 1,860,421 1,744,237

Table 3

Population Change
Seven-County Area

Count'
1970

Population 1966-1970

-0.1%

70 -1975

Boone 25,118 to -3.8% -7.7 to 12.0%

Clay 9,330 -3.9% to -19.9% 7.7% to 12.0%

Fayette 49,332 -3.9% to -19.9% 4.9% to 7.6%
I

Kanawha 229,515 -C1.11, to -3.845 -0.1% to -4.6%

Lincoln 18,912 -0.1% to -3.8% 4.9% to 7.6%

Putnam 27, 6,1% to 9.9% 7.7* to 12.0%

Roane 4,111 -3.9% to -19.9% 2.5% to 4.8%



;Population Characteristi

Table 4

Ite
Area

R West Virginia Couniies*

Professional

Percent Physicians, Dentists, i Health %ricers

Population Rufal Related Practitioners Except Practitioners

Health Servlc

Workers

West Virginia 11,744,236 61.0 8,322 9,156

Seven Comty Area

Boone 25,118 97.0 4 67 105

Clay 9,330 100.0 0 0 6

Fayette 49,332 86.2 44 132 168

Kanawha 229,515 31.5 558 1,472 1,198

Lincoln 18,912 10040 22 16 17

Putnam 27,625 82.5 17 62
.

82

Roane 14,111 100.0 24 79 119

Seven-County Total 373,943 54.6 669 1,828 1,695

Percent of WV Total 21.4 20.2 22.0 18.5

*Sourcv U. S. Bureau of the Census, 1970 General Social and Economic Characteristics, Final Report PC(1)-050

West Virginia, U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C., 1972, p. 126 (col. 1-2), p. 299-303

(col. 3-5).

fri



_ term similar to "work force," but does not include
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eht supply is the number of persons employed at the

Future supply. Future supply is the nbe of persons expected to be

emeldyed in each occupation at a particular the future.

Demand. In this report, demand is defined a the effect of c-mb nation

of factors which tend to increase supply. For example, increasemdue to

demand lead to growth, or additional employees, within the oc _Ration over

time. No decreases due to lack of demand were anticipated.

Increased demand. Increased demand is an anticipated desire for addl.-

tional employees within an occupation, or an increase in upply. Frequently,

increase has a slightly different connotation in health services, but includes

growth or any factors which might create vacancies for prospective employees

in this report.

Need. Need is defined as the additional number of employees expected

to be required in a subsequent year, from 1977 to 1978, for example.

Effective replacement needs. Effective replacement needs are defined as

the number of newly trained employees, or graduates, which are expected to

meet projected employment needs and does not include experienced.persons

only changing job loc ions.

Training needs. Training needs are the number of newly trained employees

required to meet effective replacement or turnover, plus increases in supply

due to demand or growth.
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Problems

-thodological problem- generally occurred at two.levels.- One pertained

to the availability of workable models and systems of projections which were

appropriate for fielgh ituations and have been described previously. The

secedIrliVel of problems pertained to existing local situations, or to the

iw

cattail categories of occupations in the seven - county area The second leve

of problems is discussed below so that other health`planners may be aware

of them before they begin collecting data, and so that those who review these

projections may be aware of some of the obstacles which may influence the

accuracy of the projections. Problems particular to single occupations are

discussed in Section II, where the occupation is more fully described.

In addition to the general problem resulting from the lack of acommonly

agreed upon methodology for manpower projection which could be applied to the

field situation, numerous local conditions and irregularities were responsible

for methodological difficulties.

Lack of comparable data. A most serious dikficulty was caused by the

lack of comparable data. For occupations that require licensing, considerable

of data were generally available, as is reflected by the following

descriptions of registered nurses or physical therapists. However, there

was hardly any longitudinal data available for any of the occupations, and

this was considered a serious problem. Hopefully, these initial projections

will provide a base for more accurate projections in subsequent years. One

resultin difficulty was that a projection methodology used across all 16

occupations was required to be very simple and. elementary.

Few followup studies were found, and several training institutions expressed

difficulty in collecting followup data. rate of return was extremely low.
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There were sometimes irregularities in the data collection as attempted

AM. For example, occupations, the personnel 'Airectors and

directors of hospital programs within an.eii idlYing agency reported slightly

different numbers of employees.for an pccupation.

Lack of occupational definitions. The research team was appraised of

the lack of occupational definitions prior to beginning the study, but actual

field investigation revealed that even the health service personnel themselves

frequently weren't sure whether they were technicians, technologists, or

assistants. The issue was further complicated by the fact that certain groups

of employees have considerable interest in having the occupations defined

differently from those preferred by other groups of individuals. The con=

fusion over occupational definitions partly resulted from the fact that there

frequently more than one certifying agency for a given occupation, and

each may use their own terminology and standards for certification.

Where possible, the approach in this study was to use occupational

descriptions given by an authoritative source. The descriptions were taken

from the AMA Allied M.Aical Zducation Directory (64), the U. S. Labor Depart-

meat's Occupational Outlook Handbook (76), and thei

Ti

iona

(79), in that order. If the occupation was not described in the first

source, then the second, and then the third was consulted.

In no way is this study to be regarded as an attempt to establish defini-

tions different from those commonly used, but rather the descriptions given

in the report for the convenience of projections.

Small sam-le sizes in some ations. Some projections suffered from

small sample sizes, as indicated in the separate occupational reports in

Section II. Projections for occupations with only a few employees in the



seven-County area were e _y hazardous and should have less dependence

lection. The timing of the data collection

unfortunate in some cases. Within another three months, licensur

would have been available for licensed practical nurses, for exampl The

license renewal time varies with different occupations. Also, the number

of vacancies reported varies with the graduaticei dates, especially-for those

occupations with local training programs Probably no time is "best for

completing such a study, but an optimal date should be sought.
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d resource restrictions. The project was allowed less than six

months for completion, from design to final report. The time was probably

adequate and established time lines were met, but some shortcuts were taken.

There was not time for sufficient reviews by recognized health planners and

by practitioners as the project was being completed, nor of the report follow-

ing its preparation. Ideally, this report shTild be reviewed by specialists

from each of the 16 occupations, as well as by health planning specialists,

but there is the practical constraint of time and an urgent need for the

information contained in



SECTION II

PROJECTION OF TRAINING NEEDS FOR SIXTEEN
ALLIED HEALTH AND NURSING OCCUPATIONS



INTROD TION TO CUPATIONS
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Tba purpole of Section II is to present background data and piojections

each of the 16 allied health and nursing occupations. Occupations which

programs in the seven-county are presented in Part A of this

presently n

Part B contains projections for occupations for which there are

local training programs. One exception is that inaufficienkdata

were available to completr projections for physician's assistants. A report

of the present status of the occupation is included as a replacement.

this section, the occupatienal descriptions are excerpted from three

authoritative sources_ Two of the sources are in the public domain,

permission was granted by the American Medical Association to excerpt speci-

fied portions of the Allied Medical ucat on D ecto - ,_6th edition.

Much background information is provided in the tables of data

especially for the nurses and physical erapists. Most of the cupations

in Part A have tables indicating the sex, and number of recent graduates

from training programs in the seven-co area. The final table for all

occupations is the projection for tra ning needs for that occupation.



PART A

Occupations With Training Programs in the
Seven-County Area of West Virgini



REGISTERED NURSE

Occupational Descrtption

ivursing plays a major role in health care. As important members
of tJ medical care team, registered nurses, perform a wide variety
of functions. They observe, evaluate, and record symptoms, reactions,
and progress of patients; administer medications; assist in the
rehabilitation of patients; and help maintain a physical and emotional
environment that promotes recovery.

Some registered nurses provide hospital care. rs perform
research activities or instruct students. The sett usually de-
termines the scope of the nurse's responsibilities.

Hospital constitute the largest group of nurses. Most
are staff nurses who provide skilled bedside nursing care and carry
out the medical treatment plans prescribed by physicians. They may
also supervise practical nurses, aides, and orderlies. Hospital
nurses usually work with groups of patients that require similar
nursing care. For instance, some nurses work with patients who have
had surgery; others care for children, the elderly, or the mentally
ill. Some are administrators of nursing services.

Private duty nurses give individual care to patients who need
constant attention. The private duty nurse may sometimes care for
several hospital patients who require special care, but not full-
time attention.

er

Office nurses assist physicians, dental surgeons, and occasionally
dentists in private practice or clinics. Sometimes they perform routine
laboratory and office work in addition to their nursing duties.

Public health nurses care for patients in clinics, homes, schools,
and other community settings. They instruct patients and families in
proper care and give periodic care as prescribed by a physician. They

may also instruct group*sof patients in proper diet and arrange fer"
a

immunizations. These nurses work with community leaders, teachers,
parents, and physicians in community health education. Some public
health nurses work in schools.

Nurse educators teach students the principles and skills of nursing,
both in the classroom and in direct patient care. They also conduct
continuing education courses for registered nurses, practical nurses,
and nursing assistants.

Occu ational health or industrial nurses provide nursing care to
employees in industry and government and, along with physicians promote
employee health. As prescribed by a doctor, they treat minor injuries
and illnesses occurring at the place of employment, provide for the
needed nursing care, arrange for further medical care if necessary, and
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irk

tioris

unsealing.

ulations.
They alas as th health eXaMina-

A license is required to practices Prefeisional nursing
States and in the District of Columbia. To obtain a license, a nurse

=at be a graduate of a bchool approved by the State board of nursing
and pass the State board examination.

Three types of educational programsdiploma, baccalaureate,
and associate degreeoffer the education required for basic careers,
in registered nursing. All three programs prepare candidates for
licensuret however, the baccalaureate program is preferred for those
who aspire to administrative or management positions,'and those plan-
ning to work in research, consultation, teaching, or clinical speciali-
zation, which require education at the master's level. Graduation
front hilh.scheol is required for admission to all

41111

ls of nursing.

Diploma programs are conducted by hospital .independent schools

and usually require -3 years of training. Rachel o -degree programs,
usually require 4 years of study in a college or university, although
a few require 5 years. Associate degree programs in junior and corgi
=unity colleges require approximately 2 years of nursing education.

Programs of nursing include classroom instruction and supervis
nursing practice in hospitals and health facilities. Students take

courses in anatomy, physiology, microbiology, nutrition, psychology,

and nursing. They also get supervised clinical experience in the types
of health problems. General education is combined with nursing educa-
tion in baccalaureate and associate degree programs and in some diploma

programs. (Excerpted from U. S. Department of Labor, Occupational
Outlook Handbook, 1976-77 Edition [76: 470-471j.)

1
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dati-are available for racist for any

hea1h occupation. Sources inCluded the West Virginia Aberd of

Examiners, the State Department of Health, two training progr

hospitals and other employers of nurses'.

-Permission was granted

and the

the West Virginia Board of Examiners for

Registered Nurses to use lic e data stored and processed by the State

Department of Health, and the Department's Vital Statistics staff was most

cooperative in completing analyses and tabulation according to specifications
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of the AEL research team. The data tapes contain a wealth of information

concerning training and employment characteristic es, much more than

can be reported in the limited space available in this report.

Data were obtained by interview from the two colleges which offer training

programs for registered nurses, and employers in the area were contacted to

obtain demd and current upply information.

Lippl Characteristics

Supply has been defined as the total number of employees in a given occu-

pation at a specified time. Data concerning the current (1977) supply were

obtained from both the State Health Department and employers. Data concerning

additions to the supply were made available from the State Health Department

and the training programs.

Full -time and ar As indicated by Table RN-1, there were

1,342 nurses employed in the seven-county area, cif which 1;072, 80.0 percent

were full-time and 270 were part-time. Additional analyses indidgted that

almost half part-time RN's worked more than 40 weeks during 1976 (Table RN-2),
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Table RN-I

Regietered= Nurees Employed in Se n-

COunty Area by Age

Under '20

20-24 200 9 209-

25-29 195 45 240

30/34 35 126

35-39 89 44 133

40-44 94 34 128

45-49 122 33 155

50 -54 120 36 156

55-59 .'85 12 97

Over 60 74 20 94

Totals 1,072 270 1,342

17.9

9.4

9.9

7.0

100.0



Table -2

Number of Weeks Worked in 1976 as
a R tared Nurse'_

Full-Time Part-Time Total

Maar 10. 22 . 14

10-20 49 29 78

21 -30 63- 21 84

31-40 52 25 77

41-50 110 40 150

51-52 657 90 747

No Response 119 51 170.

Totals 1,072 270 ,342

Table RN-3

Registered Nurses Employed in Seven-
County Area by Race

Full-Time
No.

Part-Time
No.

Total

Caucasian 1,045 270 5 98.0

Black 23' 0 23 1.7

American Indian 0 0 0

Oriental/Asian 4 0 4

Other 0 0 0

Totals 1,072 270 ,342 100.0
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Table RN-4

Marital Status of Registered Nurses
Employed in Seven-County Area

Ful-Time
No.

Part-Time
No. No.

Total

Never Married 210 8 218 16.2

Married 673 235 908 67.7

Separated 7 3 10 .7

Widowed 58 14 72 5.4

Divorced 103 4 107 8.0

No Response 21 6 27 2.0

Totals 1,072 270 1,342 100.0

Table RN-5

Income of Registered Nurses Employed
in Seven-County Area

Full-Time Part-Time Total

$3,000-4,999 5 0 5

5,000-6,999 13 0 13

7-000-8,999 114 2 116

9,000-10,999 395 398

11,000-12,999 288 2 290

13,000-14,999 131 1i4-.

Over $15,000 90 0 90

No Response 260 296

Totals 1,072 270 1,342
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Table RN-6

of Full-Time and Part-Time Registered Nurses
Practicing Iii and Out of State

Number Percent

West Virginia 7,037 81.8

Ohio 393 4.5

Pennsylvania 152 1.8

Virginia 135 1.6

Other 883 10.3

Totals 8,600 100.0

Table RN-7

Primary Field of Employment for Registered Nurses

Full-Time Part -Time Tel -1

Hospital 756 212 968

Nursing Home 11 4 15

School of Nurs 29 1 30

Private Duty 9 17

School Nurse 37 1 38

Occupa onal Health Nurse 51 3 54

©ffi e Nurse 45 16 61

Community Health 59 8 67

Self-Employed 0 0 0

Other 58 11 69

No Response 17 23

Totals 1,072 270 1,342

7IP
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which probaj ly means that they worked only part of the time each week. Deter-

MinatiOn of the total contribution of part-time RN's to the labor force was

therefore difficult, since the total number of hours worked was not available.

The ratio of full-time to part-time registered nurses is somewhat higher

in the seven-county area than the national average projected by the Health

Resources Administration (64: 129-130). According to them, the national average

is now 70.4 percent full-time to 29 6 percent part-time, compared to 80.0

percent to 20.0 percent in the seven-county area. At the national level, the

percent of full-time has gradually decreased from 90.2 percent in 1955 to the

present 70.4 percent.

The median age of the full-time RN's in the seven-county area was 38 years,

and 18.6 percent were less than 25 years of age. The median age of part-time

RN's was 40 years, and as indicated by Table RN-1, the spread across the

different age groups was rather even. A large majority (98.0 percent) of the

employed RN's were Caucasian (Table RN-3), and more than two-thirds were

married (Table RN-4). The median income for full-time nurses was $11,243 in

1976, and almost two-thirds cif them made between $9,000 and $13,000 per year

(Table RN-5).

Another factor affecting available supply is the number of nurses

licensed in West Virginia but employed outside the state. These trained

nurses could conceivably become employed in West Virginia. Table RN-6

licensed in Westindicates that, of the 8,600 full-time and part-t

Virginia, 152 actually worked in Pennsylvania, 135 in Virginia, and another

883 were employed in other state maintained their licensure in this state.

As indicated by Table RN-7, a majority (72..1 percent) of the RN's were

employed at hospitals, and smaller numbers worked with community health

organizations as office nurses and as occupational health nurses. Within
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those employment settings, more RN's worked as general duty nurse (60.2

percent) than any other type position (Table RN-8). Of the full -time

17.5 percent were head nurses and another 9.7 percent were supery

The educational characteristics of those who were practicing nursing in

1976 should give some indication of training requirements for the near future.

More than half of the 1,072 full-time nurses (54.1 percent) had completed

diploma programs, 33.1 percent had associate degrees, and 8.2 percent had a

baccalaureate degree in nursing (Table RN-9). More of the full-time registered

nurses specialized in medical and surgical areas than any other (38.4 percent),

and 26.7 percent ral practice as their primary specialty (Table RN-I0).

More of the part-time nurses e -rted general practice (37.8 percent) than any

other specialty.

Only 60.8 percent of the full -time nurses working in the seven-county area

graduated from schools located in those counties (Table RN-11). Another 39.2

percent of the nurses were trained in West Virginia, and 17.0 percent of them

received their training in other state The importance of these data is that

those responsible for training and employing decide to train more

nurses locally and depend more on external sources for fewer of the nurses

quired to replenish the supply and meet growth demands each year.

The year of graduation for the full-time RN's reveals an interesting

supply pattern (Table RN-12). About 94 nurses have entered the seven-county

supply each year of the past three, assuming that they entered following their

year of graduation. However, only 60 nurses now working were graduated in

1972 and 1973. Either there was an increased demand of 34 nurses per year

starting in 1974, or the RN's tend to work approximately three years following

graduation and then rem v th ---elves from the labor supply, thereby requir

that additional nurses be employed. The age distribution would seem to Indicate



Table RN-8

Type of Position Registered Nurses

Full-Time Part7Time Total

Administrator 41 1 42

Consultant 13 2 15

Supe 104 14 118

Instructor 52 6 58

Head Nurse 188 16 204

General Duty 592 216 808

Nurse Associate 8 1 9

Clinical Special st 2 0 2

Other 70 14 84

No Response 2 0 2

Totals 1,072 270 1,342

38
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Highest Degree Held by Registered Nurses
in Seven- Cowity Area

Diploma

Associate Degree

--Nurs_n_

BA--Other

MA--Nurs

MA--Other

Doctorate

Full -Time

580

355

Part-Time

190

55

Total

770

410

88 16 1'04

26 7 33

12 1 13

9 1 10

2 0 2

Totals 1,072 270 1,342

Table RN-10

Primary Specialty of Registered Nurses

Full-Time

General Care 66

General Practice 286

Geriatric 24

Gynec ologic /Obstetric 54

Medical/Surgical 412

Pediatric 52

Psychiatric 30

Other 133

No Response 15

Totals 1,072

Part -Time

8

102

6

25

86

7

4

270
A

Total

74

388

30

400 79

498

65

37

152

1,342
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Table RN-11

School of graduation for Registered Nurses
in Seven-County Area

Schools in Seven-

Fu
No.

Time Fart -Time

No. No.

Total

County Area 652 48.6 A54 11.5 806 60.1

Schools in W. Va. 238 17.7 40 2.9 278 20.7

Out-of-State 182 13.6 76 5.7 258 19.2

Totals 1,072 '9,9 270 20.1 1,342 100.0

Table RN-12

Year Practicing Registered Nurses Graduated
from Training Programs

Full-T
No.

Part-Time
No. %*

Total
No. %*

1943-6/ 362 413 8.4 475 35.426.9-------

1962-66 72 5.4 38 2.8 110 8.2

1967-71 127 9.5 50 3.7 177 13.2

1972 60 4.5 14 1.0 74 5.5

1973 60 4.5 9 0.7 69 5.1

1974 99 7.4 10 0.7 109 8.1

1975 90 6.7 11 0.8 101 7.5

1976 94 7.0 0 94 7.0

Data Not Available 108 8.0 25 1.9 133 10.0

Totals 1,072 79.9 270 20.0 1,342 100.0
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a combination of factors, but perhaps more of the latter, since more than twice

as many full- nurses are 20-24 years of age as are 30-34 years old. The

data deserve further study and analysis before definitive statements can be

made.

The survey of employers in the seven county area indicated that total

of 1,261 registered nurses were em oyed by 35 different agencies, including

hospitals, nursing homes, clinics, industrial sites, and state health agencies.

No attempt was made to contact the offices of MD1s. The survey number of

1,261 is 94.0 percent of the 1,342 re stored nurses reported by the State

Health Department, sr demand data which follow are based on most of the

population. The results also imply that most of the people empl in all

16 occupations located, especially since no effort was made to locate

working in private offices.

A

Non-practicing registered nurses. 7ne answer to any supply problem is

that trained nurses now Practicing be encouraged to enter nursing. informal

interviews have indicated that these people are riot easily lured back into

nursing, but that potential su ly should be described as one source of employees.

There are 36(7 licensed RN's in the seven-county area who are not prac-

ticing nursing for one reason or another (Table RN- as compared with the

1,342 full- and part -time nurses living in the area. Of the 360, 251 or 69.7

percent are unemployed and simply renewing their license, presum-

they decide to practice nursing

in other f elds and 47 were retired

a later

case

In 1976, 53 RN's were working

ain licensed.

The median age for he dne-t-)loyed RN's was 42 years (Table

compared to 3A years for '- 1-t]- an:] pe

were 5 and 3 year,,,, e. rther

tically all (97.5 pc cent) of the

la ions indY cated that l'rac-

ne_. now pra..tic1ng nursing
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Tale RN-13

Type of Licensure Action for Registered
Nurses Not Employed in Nursing

New Licensure--Original

New License -- Endorsement

Renewal

Reinstatement

Totals

_rking PT or FT
in Other Fields Unemploy±1 Retired Total

0

0 5

52 251

0 4 0 4

47 350

53 260 47 360

Table RN-14

Age of kegistered arse Not Now
Employed in Nurs

Working PT or FT
in Other Fields Unemployed Retired Total

Under 20 0 1 3 4

20-24 15 0 17

25-29 55 61

30-34 46 49

35-39 31 34

40-44 9 28 0 37

45-49 24 0 30

50-54 21 2 31

55-59 25 5 37

over 60 10 14 36 60

Totals 53 260 47 360



were Cauca -- an, and that the majority (77.5 percent was

not currently practicing nursing, 245 had comp-
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ed, Of the 360

diploma program, 69

had an associate degree, 26 had a BA in nursing, and 20 had other degrees.

Additil-_=4atly. As mentioned previously, two institutions within

the seven - county area, Morris _vey College and West Virginia Tech, train

Agistered Both offer two-year associ e degree programs, and together

will graduate 103 nurses this year. The age and sex distribution shown in

Table RN-15 reveals a few males are entering the formerly almost exclusively

female occupation, and more than half of the graduates are from 20-24 years of age.

In the past, 62.7 percent of the total number of graduates have taken

positions the seven-county tea. According to the most recent data available,

approximately 83 percent of the Morris Harvey graduates and 41 percent of the

West Virginia Tech graduate= will remain in the area. The staff at Morris

Harvey indicated that more th

employment as of May 15.

For roger-

assumed to be p

ercent cif their graduates had accepted

66 nurses from -o area training programs are

-aided to the seven-count

cent of 103 graduates

Demand Characteristics

As described

g local

y cich year, based on 62.7 per-

Section I, -Ct are two basic variables which influence

the number of persons who should receive training. One is the need for

employees because of expansion or g oWth, and the other is replacement needs

because of staff

the in-or-views,

tions of expected growth, as imil

An team several

interview _dul iricluded in
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perce each year, and the figures of 5.5 percent for 1973, 6.3 percent fc

1974, .5 percent for 1975, and 5.5 percent for 1976 are highly consistent.
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The number of budgeted positions increased by an average of 5.7

Th^e 35 employers estimated an increase from 1,056 to 1,187 budgeted

positions in two years, and to 1,467 within ten years. These increases of

12.4 percent two years and 3x.9 percent in ten years would indicate a

high initial rate of growth, followed by decreasing growth toward the end of

the ten-year projection period. Please note that the number of budge-__d posi-

tions is less than the number of employees reported previously, primarily

because a few employers did not report budgeted positions.

When employers were asked to give their opinion regarding increases due to

increased services, the median estimate was 10.0 percent

five percent each year. The med es mated increase was

wo years, or about

cent for five

years and 12.0 percent for years. However, one employer whose agency employs

about d of rho_} total supply estimated increases of 10.0 percent, 20.0 per-

cent, and 30.0 percent over the next two, five, and ten years.

About one-third of the agencies reported vacancies for registered nurses,

ng 70 full-time positions.tota
J

One employer said that "There is a demand now -- particularly in the nursing

homes." Regarding a possible increase, another indicated "Couldn't say, but

I'm s will be vacancies. All cif our nurses will retire within five

years." Also to the demand question, another indicated "Couldn't say, but I

know that I could leave today and find a job in one of three locations. When

you can do that -- there's a demand." One person stated that the demand "Probably

will have to increase due to cavern_ _ regulations. I don't see how the demand

could decrease."

Two other sources were usei to select demand factor for the pro.ject On

of registered nurses. The Bureau of Labor Statistics has projected a fairly
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low nation -wide average annual growth factor 2.6 percent per year from 1972

through 1985 (78: 48). The Public Health Service projects a 20.6 percent

increase in the number of registered nurses from 1980 to 1990 (64: 129). At

their projected number of nurses per 100,000 population and assuming a constant

seven-county population, the area should employ 1,654 nurses in 1977. The

present number of nurses, 1,342, will need to increase by 23.2 percent to

the national average this year.

The demand rate, or amount of growth due to expansion, selected from the

above estimates and projections was a straight-line increase of 6.0 percent

per year for the basic projection,

and magnum projei-

.0 percent and 10.0 percent for minimum

The increase due to demand is computed on a base

figure of 1,342 nurses employed as of January 1, 1977.

the turnover rate was more difficult to obtain than the projected demand

increase. The median rate estimated by 14 employers was 5.0 perothit per year.

ever, the employer of the Ts= number of RN's in the area estimated 35

percent and the second largest employer indicated 10 percent. The Health

Resources Administration projects that graduate additions will amount to from

7.6% of supply in 1976 to 5.7 percent supply in 1987 (64: 168). For the

projection of registered nurses, an estimated 7.6 percent turnover or effective

replacement rate was used.

Trainin Needs

An effective replacement rate of 7.6 percent per year and increased service

es of 3.0 percent, 6.0 percent, and 10.0 percent were used for the projec-

tions shown in Table RN-16. As an illustration of the table, the basic projec-

tion indicates that an additional newly- trained registered nurses

1,342) will be required by 197-

in order, to meet increased demand.

an additional 454 between now and 1982
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Table RN-15

1977 Graduates from Registered Nurse Programs in
the Seven-County Area, by Age and Sex

A e cater Ii es Male Female Total

Under 20 0 10 10

20-24 3 52 55

25-29 1 17 18

30-34 0 8 8

35-39 7 7

40-44 5 5

Totals 4 99 103



Number of Registe_ Nurses Required to Meet

Losses from Supply and Increased Deland

Year

Projected*

SWAY
Needed

Bas Min

Project.

Annual Need

Bas Min

No. Graduates

Retained

in Region__

Additional

_Training Need

Max Bas Min

1977 1,342 1,342 1,342 66

1978 1,476 1,423 1,382 335 282 241 66 269 216

1979 1,624 1,508 1,424 369 '298 249 66 303 232

1980 1,786 1,598 1,466 406 316 256 66 340 250

1981 1,965 1,694 1,510 447 336 264 66 381 270

1982 2,161 1,796 1,556 491 356 273 66 425 290

1983 2,377 1,904 1,602 540 377 279 66 474 311

1984 2,615 2,018 1,650 595 400 288 66 529 334

1985 2,977 2,139 1,700 654 424 298 66 588 358

1986 3,164 2,267 1,751 719 449 306 66 653 383

1987 3,481 2,403 1,804 792 476 316 66 726 410

175

183

I
190

198

207

213

222

232

240

250

*Supply: Total number of persons required in work force each year, based on a 10% (maximum)/ 6% (basic),

and 3% (minimum) increase in demand plus a 15% turnover or replacement rate.

*kNeed: Number of newly-trained persons required to replenish supply, based on demand and replacement

assumptions
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According to the basic projection of Table RN-16, 183 newly-trained nurses

will be required in 1978 to meet needs due to increased demand plus replace-

ment. At present, 66 nurses are being trained in the seven - county area and

enter the area supply each year, sc 117 nurses must be obtained from training

sources outside the area or from additional training sources inside-the seven-

,

county area. The remainder of the table may be similarly interpteted.

According to the previous discussion (Table RN-11),40.9 percent of the

nurses now working in the seven-county area received their training outside

the area, so the figures in the last three columns of Table RN-16 could con-

vebly be decreased by that amount. The present trend, i.e., the percent of

new employees in 1976 trained outside the seven - county area, was not available,

but use of that statistic would give a better indication of the number of

registered nurses who are from outside the area. Regardless, the basic

projection indicates that from 117 to 242 additional newly - trained registered

nurses will be required each year from 1978 to 1987 in order to meet growth

demands and replace "those leaving the profession.

One unknown is the number of part -time and non-practicing RN's who Imay

return to the profession under differing social.conditions. Our best advice

from the field is that substantial numbers will not return, but there are

--sently 270 pa u--- and 260 unemployed nurses now licensed and

liv1M4 in the arda. They might be persuaded to help fill the large number of

vacancies projected to occur during the next ten years.

As shown by the licensing data (Table RN-12), only about 10G newly-trained

regi ered nurses have been enterinq the supply each year. This figure

seem to indicate that present area training programs are not q

demands. However, the prop:, _ incr(..ase due to s well 111 l line

the past increases in budgeted positions and increases in demand expected by

aloyinq agenc



One other factor may tend to reduce the number of trainees required.

The projections are based on the present number of full-time and par

employees.. of the total 1,342, 20.1 percent are part-time nurses and

actual number of hours per week they worked could not be easily determined

(Table RN-1) .

Given all the assumptions and considerations, the figures reported in

Table RN -16 were judged to be the best projection. More definitive data

collected in a subsequent year may indicate that the projections are t

conservative or liberal, but the table represents the best judgment of the

AEL research team.
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CERTIFIED/REGISTERED NURSE ANESTHETIST

Desc on

Administers intravenous, spinal, and other anesthetics to render
persons insensible to pain during surgical operations, deliveries,
or other medical and dental procedures. Positions patient and admi
inters prescribed anesthetic in accordance with standardized pro-
cedures, regulating flow of gases or injecting fluids intravenously
or rectally. Observes patient's reaction during anesthesia,
periodically counting pulse and respiration, taking blood pressure,
and noting skin color and dilation of pupils. Administers oxygen
or initiates other emergency measures to prevent surgical shock,
asphyxiation, or other adverse conditions. Informs physician of
patient's condition during anesthesia. Records patient's preopera-
tive, operative, and postoperative condition, anesthetic and
medications administered, and related data. May give patient post-
operative care as directed. (Excerpted from U. S. Department of
Labor, Di tionar of Occu ional Titles [79: 493]. )

A certified registered nurse anesthetist must 4e a graduate
from an accredited school of nursing plus graduation from an
accredited school of nurse anesthesiology. Most programs are 24
months in duration. The individual must be certified as a regis-
tered nurse and as a registered nurse anesthetist in the state
where they are working. Some work experience as a registered nurse

required for admission to many of the accredited schools of nurse
anesthesiology.
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Of Data

two primary local 'sources of data concern ng.certified

registered nurse anesthetists. Representatives from 11 agencies which employ

CRNA's responded to the questions in the interview schedule included in

Appendix B, and a representative of the one CRNA training program in the seven-

51

count}, area provided information concerning recent.graduates.

the CRNA training program is operated by the Charleston Area Medical Center,

Wria:nts been accredited for four years. They graduated 17 CRNA's in 1976, and

graduates are usually employed in hospitals or dentists' offices.

The employer of the greatest number of CRNA's is the Charleston Area Medical

Center with approximately ha]f of the seven - county` supply.

SMPP1y Characteristics

The 11 employers indieated that there are presently',68 full -time equiva-

lent certified registered nurse anesthetist king in the seven - county area,

of which two are male, 27 are female, and the sex of 39 was not reported= The

current supply is therefore 6P. F owever, th

reported were in fact certified.

As shown Table CRNA-1, the pro

s Some evidence that not all

at provided 17 graduates,

additions to cuxrenetkupply, in 1977. Historically, 76.5 percent of the

graduates remain in the seven - county and accept local employment, so 13

CRNA's may be expected to enter the local labor supply.

Demand Characteristics

Any Indica of expetud Inc-ease or decrease in the, demand for CRNA's

the next ten years had t(., b Iliferrod from locally obtalrirci data. NeLthor

the Bureau of Labor Statis A nor the Health Resources Ad-i is(ra(ion provided



A4tS4LI
tx Under 20

20-24

25-29

30 -34

35-39

49-44

45 and over

totals

Table CFNA-1

1977.Certified RN An;stbeti Graduate
by Age and Sex

Male_

0

0

O

Female

0

2

0

11

0

2

17
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of employment opportu for CRNA's as they did with most

occupations. Since CRNA'a are not lice4sed in West Virginia, no data were

available from licensur sources, as wss the case with registered nurses.

The 11 employers of CRNA's in the seven-county area were -asked to indi-

cate the number of CRNA positions budgeted each of the past five years, from

,1973 to-1977. The mean increase in estimated budgeted positions per year was

7.5 percent, and the increases for each year re' 0.0,percent for 1973 (January 1,

1973 to December 31, 1973), 91. percent for 1974, 7.6 percent for 1975, an

13.3 percent for 1976.

The employers were asked to estimate e budgeted number of positions in

two, five, and ten years. They responded with estimates equal to increases of

22.0 percent of the 1977 budgeted number for two years or 1979, 35.3 percent

for five years, and 50.0 percent for ten years._, They were also asked to indi-

cate the number of CRNA's required to "provide optimum health services for

your clients." They responded with a number equal to 14.7 percent greater

the present supply.

Finally, the employers were asked to, estimate the employment opportunities

in two, five, and ten years. More than half of them indicated a steady ten

percent increase.

The selected rate of increase due to demand or growth was influenced by

the above information, as well as by trends for other ocCupationd. The basic

projection rate for CRNA's is 7.5 percent, the historical increase in budgeted

positions. The maximum rate selected for the projection is 11.0 percent,

approximately the annual rate suq d by the future budget estimates. The

minimum increase rate is arbitrarily i.7 percent, half the basic rate.

0,a

an

Most of the employers reported a *Ilinov(.t ra so the proje

rate should be rather low, lower than for nurses. For the projection, the
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mffeativc rate is 6.0 percent. That is the percent

'CIIMA's which mist be replaced each year by newly trained individua

does not include changes of employment within the area or re-entry into ser-

vi9e by those ith previous training.

The CRNA projection is therefore based on ( an effective replacement

rate of 6.0 percent, (2) an annual addition of 13 graduates from local sources,

a rate of 11.0 percent, 7.5 percent, and 3.7 percent for maximum, basic,

- eases in supply each year due to additional de- d or gr

Tr In1n Re a rements

indicated by Table ClaNA-2 and according to the basic projection, the

number of certified RN anesthetists required in two, five, and ten year

79, 98, and 140, in 1979, 1982, and 1987. The ten -tea; increase over current

supply is 205 percent, or more than t ice_the number presently working in the

seven-county area.

According to the basic projection, the-number of graduates remaining in

the seven-county area will be slightly more than required for 1978 through

1982. For example, 13 CRNA graduates are assumed to enter local. supply in

1978, which is four more than the nur of graduates needed tO enter local

for newly trained graduasupply. As shown by Table CRNA -2, the requi

11 becO balanced by 1983, when the supply of newly trained graduates equals

the demand for ther

Informal comm. health planners indicate that the demand will be

much higher than that projected here, perhaps even higher than the maximum

projection. These projections are based on past budget _ -ends, estimates of

the f number of CRNA as submitted by personnel offices and other repre-

sentatives of the employ 1(4 ins ut An and on national eml)loyrrment
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The 'experience of er year or two cif data collection and selection of most

accurate indicators of future growth would be most helpful, and especially

with certified registered nurse anesthetists.



Table CRNA2

Projected timber of Certified RN Aneathetiots

Neat losses from Supply and Increased Dead

Year

Grad tee

Retained

in_ Region

1977 68 68 13

1978 3 71 11 9 1, 13

1979 84 14 73 14 10

1980 93 84 76 14 10- 7

1901 103 91 79 16 12 8 13

1982 115 98 82 18 12 8 13

1983 127 105 85 19 13 8 13

1984 141 113 88 22 14 8 13

1985 157 121 91 .24 15 8 13

1986 174 130 94 26 16 8 13

1987 193 140 29 18 10

1

1 -6

6 0 -5

1 -5

11 2

13

16

'Supply; Total ,number of persons required in work force each year, based on an 11.01 (maximum), a, 7.51

(basic), and a 3.7% (minimum) increase in demand plus a 6.0% turnover or replacement rate.

A

**Need: Number of newly-trained persons required, to replenish supply, based on demand and replacement

assumptions
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LICENSED PRACTICAL NURSE

Occupational Disc- on

57

Licensed practical nurses help care for the physically or mentally
ill and infirm. Under the direction of physicians and registered
nurses, thby provide nursing care that requires technical knowledge
but not the professional training of a registered nurse.

in hospitals, licensed Practical nurses provide much Of the
bedside care needed by patients. They take and record temperatures
and blood pressures, change dressings, adpinister certain prescribed
medicines, and help bed patients with bathing and other personal
hygiene. They assist physicians and registered nurses in examining
patients and in carrying out nursing procedures. They also assist inl
tAg-delAvery, care, and feeding of infants, and-help registered nurses
in recovery-rooms by reporting any adverse changes in patients. Some
licensed practical nurses help supervise' hospital attendants.

Licensed practical nurses who work in private homes provide mainly
day-to-day patient care that seldom involves highly technical procedures
or complicated equipment. 'In addition to providing nursing care, they
may prepare meals and care for the patient's comfort and morale. They
also teach family members how to perform simple nursing tasks.

In doctors' offices and in clinics, licensed practi al- nurses prey
pare patients for examination and treatment. They also may make appoint-
ments and record information about patients.

All states and the District of Columbia regulate the preparation
and licensing of practical.nurses. To be,licensed, students must com-
plete a course of instruction in practical nursing that has been
apprbved by the State board of nursing and pass an examination.

Practical nurse training programs are generally 1 year long and
include both classroom study and clinical practice. Classroom instruc-
.tion covers nursing concepts and principles and related subjects in-
'eluding anatomy, physiology, medical-surgical nursing, administration4 Of druga, nutrition, first aid, and community health. Students learn
tb apply their skill to an actual nursing situation through supervised
hospital work. (Excerpted from U. S. Department of Labor, Occupational
Outlook Handbook, 1976-77 Edition [76: 472-473].)
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urces of Data

_prisory

a concerning the number of licensed practical nurses came from two

ices. EMploying agencies listed in Appendix A Were contacted and

quested to reveal the number of LPN's currently employed, as indicated by the

interview Schedule

eMploymen i LPN's.

The second so _o was from the Aicensure

luded in Appendix B. Twenty-six of the agencies indi tid

processed by the State

Department of Health. Permission was obtained prom the State Board of Exam

iners for Licensed Practical Nurses to use the 1977 data, but unfortunately,

the resultt could not be made available until August, 1977. As a result,

AEL staff manually screened all licensUre fat-7i- available as of May 24, 1977,

for LPN's located in the seven - county area. The May cut-off date was nee-

essary so that this report could be prepared by June 15. Certain data were

tabulated and are reported in this se6ti_- State bepartment of Health

staff indicated that AEL examined 3,534 tor' from the entire state, that

5,825 forms were sent out, and that that number. will, probably be

Therefore, the tabulated data ghted by a frctor.of LoWin

obtain estimates s of the actual statigti for the sevdtco:-ty area.

more data than those reported should be available for subsequent years, since

-Much

the data are ded by State Department Health perso to be of superior

quality,this year, and computer processed tabulations will be available after

or during August.

The data concerning additions to supply wire obtained from the three

training institutions in the area; the Arch A. Moore Vocational School in

Jackson County, thy? Payette Coup ty Vocaf it 1,31 School of Practical Nursing,

and the Garnet Career Center in Charleston.
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$mpply Characteristics

As shown by Table LPN-1, there are prien_ly an estimated 769 full -time

LPN's working in the seven-county area, according to State Department of

Health records. his figure compares favorably with the figure of 701 LPN's

obtained from the employer survey. The first figure is used in these pro-

jections. The licensure data were considered

survey did not include private physicians' offices.

accurate since the AEL

The distribution of LPN according, to ages was fairly even (Table LPN-
.

They remain in practice for longer periods than registered nurses, or perhaps

some tend to be older when they beg practicing. The median age for LPN's

is 48.3 years, compared to 38 for registered nurses. In the seven-county area,

43.7 percent o_ the practicing :Pr - are 50 -years of age or older, and more

than one in six are 60 years old or older. These age data would seem to indi-

catioa fairly high future ,urnover rate.

c'eventy-nilleiTNishavcbeellPraccirlioneYearorlcsslitrrable LPN

and them were apparently about 50 LPN's per year added to the supply for the

previous nine years. There aro only about seven male LPN's according to State

Department of Health data, and the employers surveyed by AEL reported 4.5

full-time equivalent males.

A substantial majority of LPN's (74.0 percent) were employed in "Ot

Non - Governmental Employment," which means area hospitals (Table LPN-4). Much

of LPN's wore employed b': a...oroup health ' acc1 lity (7.9 percent) ,

on neleate '4.7 pej

ord ng to Table=* ,N-5, 67 pe

ven-co

or an emrloyee of a doctor

--P trained as LPN's within e area

976-77, and 69 of tnef,e, or percent to remain

y area. There were four males jradua!

6s
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Tabulated and Es

Table LPN-1

ted Number of Full-Time LPN's
Employed in :even County Area, by Age

llge Category
Actual
Number

estimated*
Number Percent

Under 20 0 0

20-24 28 46 6.0

24-29 41 71 9.2

30-34 29 48- 6.2

3539 33 54 7.0

40-44 41 68 8.8

45_ 49 89 146 19.0

50-54 61 101 13.1

55-59 67 111 14.4

60 or over 75 124 16.1

Totals 466 769 100.0

*Based on L- un of 6L).74 of licensure forms.



Table LPN-2

Years Which LPN's Have Been Active

1' year

2 years

3-5 years

6-10 years

11-20 years

21 years

ff

_Otals

Actual
Number

48

Estimated
Number

79

24 40

92 152

160 263

127 210

15

466 769

Percent

10.3

5.2

19.8

34.2

27.3

3.2

00.0

Table. LPN-3

Distribution of Full-Time LPN'S by Sex

Male

Female

Totals

Actual Estimated
Numh0r Number

4 7

462 762

466 769

Percent

'*-tv .9

99.1

100.0

0
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Table LPN-4

Form of Employm I for Lire-sed Pr drtica1 Nur

Self-Employed o ate Duty

Employee of Doctor (MD,
DDS)

Employee of Retail or Whole-
sale Trade Est4bliShment

Employee of Groap Fecal
F4cility

Employee of Partnership
Group of Doctors

Employee of Other Non-
governmental Employment

Employee of Local GclvernmoLt

Employee of Co--

Employ

Employee _

meat

iy

Govc_ r

_1

Employee of Yedera:
ment (uniformed t;or-.-1,5;)

Voluntary Worker (-

0th

Totals

Actual
Number

21

Estimated
Number

36

35

62

Percent

4.7

4.5

13 21 2.

345 _ 569 74.0

1 2

I
0.4

15 25 3.2

2 0.2

0

2 0.2

1.7

46f= 769 1041) '



Table

1977 Graduate , from Licensed Practice Nurse Programs in
the Seven-County Area, by Age and Sex

Age Categories Male Female Total

Under 20 11

20-24 26 26

25-29 15

30-34

35-39

40-44 6 6

45-49 9 9

50-54

To
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The following projections are based on the assumption that 69 LPN's will

continue to be trained and enter employment in the area, and that there are

currently 769 LPN's employed in the area.

Demand Characteristics

As with other occupations, the LPN employers were requested to estimate

the demand characteristics through different means. Twenty-six employers

responded to the interview schedule included in Appendix B.

The increase in h9d eted
o

,,L,9t.rons for LPN's has increased by an average

of 4.2 percent per year over the past five years. The increases were 4.3

percent in 1973, 2.4 percent in 1974, 5.0 percent in 1975, and S. 2 percent in

1976. There were a total of 81 4acaricies reported at the time of the interview.

The employers were asked to es.:imate the number of budgeted positions

in two, five, and ten years . The resulting percent increase over the present

budgeted number was pererent, 3 U percent, and 4.5 percent respectively.

One hospital reported deoreasInA use of uleNss. When asked what number of

LPN's would be required to prt9vide cap- um health service, the result'

number was 909, which was 21.9 percent above the present budget number.

The employers were asked to estimate the increase or decrease

number of LN 1r-, required in the area, for the next two, five, id ten years.

The median was 9.0 percent, ?.0 percent, and 11.'* increase rfespectivelY.

The Health Resources .AdmunistratI projects a 41.5 percent increase in

the number nf PN's between 1-97-2 a:16: 19P,:., And a 44.9 percent increase be

tween 1980- and 190 (641 143). The bureau Labor Statistics projects a -:_16.0

.4

cent increase between 1 97- and 1-3 , an ave*-ago annual irtcrease of 5.3

c-nt er ear.

931 LP:i-

Accen-dihu

be required t9 neeb naticnal norms. This requires at inoreae

E-)ror 21.0 peteent over the now emrloyed in the seven-county area. _

-



In thei case of the LPN's, a 5.o percent gro

the accurate da

65

appeared

The figure is ,lightly less 'han the= 5.3 percent

projected increase by the bureau and filightly more than

the employer's past budgeted increaseN. The max. utr growth was judged to he

8.0 percent since 1101-1(-2 _ the employers resaw 1 io gains, and the minimum

growth was 2.0 per:2 s nce many of _dyers thought there would

be lit , increase in the number of LPN's.

The turn_r rato ind _

and the median was

the employers ranger up to 40.0 percent,

which seems 1 A newly-employed I.PN would

average work g almost 17 year at that rat_

nunber LPN's, wh

turnover rate, and the second lair est employer repo

. The employer of the largest

30.0 percent of the total, reported a 74.0 percent

An 8.0 ce

newly- troino

and not be

7.0 percent rate.

ve was selected as representative of the number of

hich would have to replace those le.:

a
Analn in tne se - _chanty area=

At the nation level, Lt._ Lumber of graduates requa

rent supply plus demand is abc 12.6 n cu prrent sup'

heir positions

replacf=. cur=

For exa rnple,

the Health kesourros Adm 1 rat Lo!( t=ms 32,07;3 L N's in 1977, aricl

60,701 additions from gradua of approved programs (64: 180). AEL's basic

projected increase for N's is 5.G percent due to growth plus an

replacement rate

Tr_o_iniaLAt4

Accord in the Sas_o

wi I be red ir

62.9 percent ov--

nc minims increae of perc

at.? = newly-trained

7e-tem

jast Pod, a46

by 1) ,n

f

rmrase of

or the ten-year



Areo_- ing to ttie
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'rojcc, tion an of i1 lu5tration, 106 _14's

will be required in 1T7^3 tc' re th t upply and meet in d demand,

121 will be needed 1982, and 155 in S G9 are now trained locally

and are assumed to enter the lora ly ly, uddit onal 37 1J N's

will be needed in 52 in 1962, an -7. These per s: must be

recruited from tr ming )rograms cut nice the !riever-county area or take from

additional trainir wi ; i area. If new --ining pro---ms are

planned, past performance has i hdicated that about 80 percent of the graduates

wiii en

should tit - _c fr,e -hat lazier

nlinned number to be trained

ly-ira



Table LPN4

Projected Number of Licensed Practical Nurses Required to

Meet Losses from Supply and Increased Demand

Year Max

Projected*

Supply

Needed

Ras Min

Projected**

Annual ped

Max Bas Min

No. Graduates

Retained Additional

Training Need

Max Bas Min

1977 769 769 769 69

978 831 807 784 124 100 77 69 55 31 8

1979 097 848 800 132 106 79 69 63 37 10

1980 969 890 816 144 110 80 69 75 41 11

1981 1,046 915 812 155 116 81 69 86 '47 12

1982 It130 981 849 168 121 84 69 99 52 15

1983 1,220 10031 966 180 128 85 69 111 59 16

1984 1,318 1,182 983 196 133 86 69 127 64 17

1985 1,423 1,136 901 210 141 89 , 69 141 72 20

1986 ' 1,537 1,193 19 228 140 90 69 159 79 21

1987 1,660 1,251 937 246 155 92 69 177 66 23

'Supply: Total nuMber of persons required in work force each year, based or an 8% (maximum.), 5% (basic),

and 2% (minimum) increase in demand phis an 8% turnover or replaciment rate.

"Need: Number of new1y-ti-ained persons required to replenish supply, based on demand and replacement

assumptions,

77



OPERATING ROOM TECHNICIAN

Occu. atonal De cr ption

68

Operating room technicians function in association with nurses
and surgeons to help provide tho best possible care to the surgical
patient. The technician is a part of the operating room team respon-
sible for the cleanliness, safety and efficiency of the operating room
that leads to good patient care. His knowledge of and experience with
aseptic surgical technique qualify him to prepare materials for use at
the operAing table and to assist in the use of these materials. The

operating room lielan should have the essential qualities of
intelligence, the ability to relate to people, and orientation towards
service to people and a c apacity for calm and reasoned judgment in
meeting emeryoncies. Respect for the patient as a person and respect
for the patient's privacy are expected of the technician.

_

The operating room techniciaN may become highly trained and
specialized in the areas in which he is adept and in which he has had
specific experience= and interest. He may be required to be know-
ledgeable in a very wide variety of operative procedures or he may be
asked, or he may request to be allowed to concentrate in certain
highly specialized reas of operating room surgery. The frequency of
performance of certain duties will, in part determine the degree of
special expertise such an individual obtains in the care of patients
in the operating room. Since no one individual can participate in all
categories of work outlinod,_a certa degrea o limitation may be

c eexpected, (Exrpted fro:71 ArrIrican _lcal Association, AiliedMedical
Education D rectory_ kth Edition [7: ].)

Some operating room technicians are trained on the job. The length
of the on- the -lob traininc programs varies from six weeks to one year,
depAnding on the trainee's qualifications and program's objectives. Some
hospitals prefer appl cants who have worked as nursing aides or practical
nurses.

Some training .rogr conducted by vcc ational and technical

schools and community and 7anz r colleges. Moot of these programs last

from nine months to one year. Some are two gears in length and lead to

an assai'late degree.

The Ass ing r.o e 7echr.2cians award = cer cate

to opera who pass thear comprehensi_ -XcA":7:1

A Cortifie ..!,-at__:nc..' rot or.7 Te.:!:ran (CO)it" 2s recognized as one wit

broad general knew_:e,:-zqc And ne ab_:Ait,i ,_ appl y 2t proper_q.
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) The loaa

ten agencies which

69

oom technicians were obtained from the

one training program within the area.

The data were obtained by interview, and the employer-interview schedule is

included in Appendix B. The training agency is Garnet Career Center, which

started training operating room technicians in 1975. The ten employing agencies

are hospit:als,:ithin the seven-county area.

Supply Characteristics

The ALL survey indicated that there are 71 operating room technicians

employed with the ten agencies. Two are male, 30 are female, and data were

pot available for the other 39. One employer, Charleston Area Medical Center,

employes more than half of the The projection s somewhat confounded

the fact that most hospitals do not require an oper.atin-g room technician to

be iettified. .-;inrse informal renorts il,licate that .141s-

,- -
officially 4rtified, the ALL survey team includ all

fifth are

--3orted to

be working as an OPT in the current and projected suPply. Some

recognize certifiatibn by making a slight pay differential...

The training 1.roqram offered by Carnet Career Center is a one-year program.

females will be graduate] in !ovemher of this year. Four of the nine

graduate. were 20-24 years of aje, three wer% 25-29, one was 30-34, and one

was 35-39 years of ac;o. F last yo r r__traduating class of 12 OPT r, nine

or 75 percent remained - the :,even-cc.inty area.

Demand Character- stics

Demand charas'torisric r apa'ic,ns with very small numLers of

employees may fluctuate widely and are therefore hazardous to project. For
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example, a "normal" increase of ten percent is only seven persons, t,ut changes

in responsibility given to ORT's may be re responsible for a demand for tw

the present number half the present number within two or three years. The

following local demand charao

the ten employing agencies.

None of the agencies reported vacancies, which would indicate gat present

i9s are based on information provided by

de d has bee The average increase in budgeted positions has been

9.2 per--nt, based on increases of 4.5 percent in 1973, 13.0 percOmt in 1974,

percent in 1975, and 7.5 percent in 1976. When asked to estimate the

number of budgeted posiions in two, five, and ten years, the employer repro°

sentatives responded numbers di

percent, and 22.0 percent over the

periods. When asked how mar

health sery ices, tili?y responded with

the number presently employed.

t bud

of 13.9 percent, 18.0

er for the thrlie

ld now be required o provide mum

only 4.8 percent greater

The medr 1n exl e ( Increase In _3eccand due, to growth was al

ten percent for two, five, and Len years, and none -eperted an expected decrease.

The employers entAy had too little experience with recruiting ORT's, and

too few ORT's had been employed to

for larger Bret

Neither the Hu-e-

istr

na

3

pro)ected.

is in line

employers

rt PrO-

sources

SOUr5121.,

5 15

available

eplacement rates that o mean

0.0 percent to 100.0 percent.

nor health Resources Adm

roncprnihc oRT'n, so there is little guidance

selection of deirrand and replace

1 lemanci 171:7_.:1a- of

1

Ft is

:14,re n nami,er expeete

4

n:_imhers. .



increase of 13.9 percent in two years would be at a rate of less than 7.0

percent per year. Max um and minimal HrojectioL rat( were so o- at arbi-

brarily placed at plus and minus 5.0 perccnt of the basic projecti

The selected effective replacement rat,, the nudwar of new

trainees required to replace existing supply, was 8.0 percent, the same as

for licensed practical nurses. Therefore, tne Oki' projectlions are based on

a current supply of 71, on 8.0 percent of the current supply leaving their

present job and beinq ropl,Iced by newly7trained ORT's, and on growth increases

through demand ot 14.2 percent, J. percent, and 4.2 percont for maximum,

basjoc, and minimum projctionn.

71

I':_ 1flaa

According to the Ir(!vio-a ,,i_k=2cribed assumptions, e us me pro ection

indicates tlint a supply of oifiitatinl room technic s will Lo required

two yearn from now , 11 'y 1 171 by 1987. 71w increase ov(ir present

supply is 1 ).7 percnt Ir. two VLJrS from 71 to =i5), 54.'J percent in five

years, and 14o.- p2rYcnt in year

At that rate, an cr2ordin-; tr basic brojf:,c_ior,, 13 additional'

newly-trained RT's will bc boded in 1978, 13 in 197), and up ti.o 27 in 1c187.

Assuniinc g nine n(iwiy-trainca Pm con-Inie to enter tile supTly from

trainin9 i eween. our in I ann severcgtn

in 1987 will neu,21 'nor oit ter 2 or iirovided by

additional local t-railfia.

Si



Table OW

Projected Number of prating Room Techakitibe

to Meet Losses from. uily and Increased Delia

Yea

f.

1974

1979

1981

1982

1983

1984,

1985

1986

1987

Projected*)

Supply

Needed

Min Max

Proectedli

Annual Ne

71 71 71

81 78 14 16 13

93' 85 77 18 13

106 92 80 20 14

121 101 84 23 16

138 110 87 27 17

A

157 120 91 30 4 19

180 131 95 36 . 21

205 144 99 39 23

235 157 103 46 25

268 171 107 52 27

9

53; Graduates

in ion

9

11 9

12

12

12 9

Additkomal,

Traigalf
Max Rat Min

0

0

11 5 0

14 7 0

448

21 10

27 12 .1, 2

3Q 14 3

37 16 3

43 18

1

*Supply: Fotal number of persons required in work force each year, based on 14,21 (maximum), 9.2% (basi"),

and 4.2% (minimum) increase in demand an Ot turner or replacement rate.

0

**Need: 'Number of newly-trained persons required to replenish supply, based on demand and replacement

assumptions,

4



Occupaponat Description

OLOGICIECHN

Working uhder the supervision of a AysicianioPthe radidlogic
technologist is conegrned with the prOper operation of x-ray equip-
ment and preparation Of patients foroftrious types of.diagnostic
procedures. Upon. the request of the physician, the radiologic
technologist ex _x-ray'films to erode ., radiographs of internal-

These radiographs may reveal possible evideuce
or other significant medical informtion.

parts of the _

f disease, injury

dio2og4c tec_ ogist adjusts x -ray equiiment to correct
t each examination., positions the patient, .and determines
age, eurrent,.andidesired exposure time for each radld-

He is also responsible for maintaining equipAlent in proper
working !order. He may process the film and share responsibility f
maintaining patient records. The radiologic technologist assists the

ologist in pteparatton of radio-opaque mixtures which are admin-
red to the pitient so that internal Organs may be clearly identi-

d on
tr

the exposed x-ray film. Although the x -ray examination is
usually completed at the hospital or office cif the radiologist or
other Physician, the teEl'hnoldist may be' required to operate MObile
x-ray Lment at the patieh b;daide or ,dn the operating room.

iiRadiOlogic technologists
stable, aecurate,,thorough, and
=.adiologie technologist's dutie
who are acutely ill vai
,,ndowed with quali,ties of em
and disabled.

must be virn goo d health, emotially
eflj rking with people. The

en incApde asslilting patients
jured. 71700seguently, he should be

and commiassion toward the sick

The prerequ
radiologic tochnolbyy

a 4

r admission to an approved program in
chide 4radUation from high scho9l

fication of equivalent education. Courses in physics, cheristry,
biology, algebra, geometry, and pjnq are strongly recommended.
The educatiFmal program in raJi technology m _ be at least

udes ana my and physiology,
chemistry and technique,

raphic positioning, radip-
graphic procedures, radiation protection, 4:-143 Lion therapy, nuclear
medicine technology, film critique, and profe sional ethics.OP

-ti

24 months in leng*i The cu
physics, medical terminology,
princijles of radiographic

' individuals successfully compl 4ng AMA-approved educational
programs in radioloyic technology maY..applylLas candidates for certi-
'fication by the American Registry of Radioloyicchnoloyis..,
(excerpted frym American Medical Association, Allied Medic'eilEduisa--
tion Dirtper (.)th rdi t 1(_in ! 7- -1.1[) -411 I.)

V
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Of local
3

or radiologic technologists was the 20 local

and the tweetraini agencies. The interview schedule

inci

eaployer-

'.

Data

of the

_ proigr

s enrolled

was_ used to interview employers, and a list of all

0

acted in the seven-county included as Appendix A.

obtained from the t local rainfng agencies by telephone.

_

c technologists were trained in the` r -year associate

ris Harvey College. That program began in June of 1973,

slightly under,30 persons

tal program at St

projections. '

eachl'ear. A few are enrolled in
sw

The data AGS, sot rega-

y
licensing proceses, butvaddi

licensu e process is impTemented.

9 includ-

tachnoicAis

4 acliolow.c.;

a for_those who

Supply Characteristics

The

rid be

are ai4o inc luded in the

e as thode supplied throu2

.

prob- ly0be available when the

information obtainAhin his vey

qualifiedofor 1 censdr% as radiologic-
. 440

tate law as well Ws those who ark now registered

Thet20 employinu agencies reported a total of 105.5 full -ti' uivadent

radioiggic teehnoloqi

se x as not indicated

current supply.

tb,
AS ihdica

gradua

and

Four__ 1 wore male, 42 -5 FTE were female arid, the

r 49 per nS. The rounded figure of l0 was used fo

--Table RRT -1, 71 r-

-'this year, Three are

aduaers alit be tw6en 20 and

that 92.9 perce

A

and,

came employed in the

assume to cofitinue enteri.nq

-ht

yerrr of

----unt

supply eac

technolo are expected

male,

nd car:esExperience

ea, do, 20

cu ,rem,

7 perc



table RRT-1

;1977 Radio logic Technologist Gr duates
by, Age d Sex

Ar_..alamrp

under 20

20-24

529

Totals

Female

0:

17

1

18

Total

) 0

19

1

1

21



Aol6ordia

of Radiol

°gists

tieing five years or less (8: 1).

76

ti al survey conducted in' 1975 by the apericaO Society

ologists, 58.3 percent of the "radiation theirapy technol-

30 years of age and more than half of theth have been prac-

Demand Characteristics

Several factors, and some of them unique to the occupation, affec

projected demand for radiologic technologists.

The histo: al,budgeted number of radiologic technologists has' increased

10 rcent per *ear for a-_ five years. The increase in

2.6 percent, 18.2 percent in 9 4, 11.0 percent in 1975, and 11.9

percent in 1976. For the next two yea , the employers'estimate.an inn ease
P

20.4 percent the number o _iologic.technologists, a 25.1 percent

increase in five yea and a 53.

Seven' ninety c 41 employe

for sixteen itionl

services to current clien

radiologic technologi

employ

ent increase in ten yey

question re
a

to provide tipti_uM

answered

umber required

the
.

15,2 percent g

d aR) inc=

11.0 perr.cnt for five yea
fir

Th E uru of La

are_ employ) in the seven-county a-ea

acancies

hea14h

a mod ra

and 10.0 p /cent

.radiologic technologist will Inc_

11.0 percent for

_ yeaxs.

_ that the number of employe

by 58.b percent

or at a rate of 3.. pe por year (76: 46); The Health Resources Adm is-

)

ion indicates that the number will in rease by .2 porc 1970
a

between 170
4 Al--,

nd l and by 7,!.4 1 i,n'll ( 4: 143) . By nsinii,thetr

currer07. irii techoolor-' `Y -S in (lc Aelltn-c()unf arse

hould be 114, or 8.0'pdteent greater than actual 5upply (64: 184).
4
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projects rate of growth due to increased demand was 10.9 verce

the figure derived by past increases in numbers of employes. This rate 10

a little lager than the nationally projected 'changes., but the seven-county

area is already behind the national per capita number 1of radiologic technolo-
00-7:7"r

Four percent plus and minus the'Sas c projection were selected as

and minimum projected rates.

0
e_ factor which will influence local demand for radiologic

nologists is recent le ation. On p '1 1977, the'West'V 'nia

eg Senate Bill No. 483 which will require the licensing

all pe onsfengaged in the praCtice or radiologic

(See Appendix C for complete copy of the Bill.)

( II
The declaration is policy states:

oiogy in West Virgin

The Legislature finds and d lams that in the interest of public
hehith,:thq people of this e should be protected from exFissipe
and ismproper exposure to izing radiatOn. It is the purpos f

is article.to.establish minimum standards of education, training
experience for radiologic technologists and to prescribe means
assuring that these standards dice. met.

lifications include completion of a mi9imuM 24-month course in

12gio study-in,a school of --d oto

passing h dxaminat-in

/

engaged as radial in the vtate forTra stated periad ref time,

o tWP effective date of the new law, may not be- m(1_ to obtain a

accordance with

Okhnology approved by £he board and

prescribed Kth6 board. Individuals arho.haave been

JliCens- vi `inns, of Article
6

This legislation

6
increase the demanc, for ragistured radiologic technologist.

Again, the effective

of fifteen empl

al one-half of th( r

rate& F'

t erni vel cr replace

rted zero

;6qic

=ably, many of tho

xpe h A someso unkn wn f

11 t

ate problematic. Ten

but the agency lhich employ

percent 'lir

filled by persons with somesit inny,

4,

urn reated by



4
changing locations, and whO therefore do

-ally; the newly-tea graduates are expected

percent of current supply

percent of new gradua

The rates used in

for replacement of--supply

4), so this'

replacement eds each'year.

have to be traiede

lowing project ins, the re, oere 11.9

nevoi.ly trained technologists and 6.9 percent;

-

dent

10.9 percent, and 14-.9 .rc nt *or minimum, basic, and maximum demand increases.

Training Needs,

The basic projec
4.

Tab indicated a ten-year increas

eg teredradiorogic technologists of fromulft to 298, or 181.1 percent,

whiclitito
Po

Inc

htt Ale than thp Health Hesources Administration projeited

126.2 perc
r

years.is2.6 percent,

emplc s.

tAccord

leaving empl

airspd la
4

ly

pro._

a ten-year period.

is only 'slightly more than

t-and meet ex'

T- 7 7

An

-js
f..4-cm

idi

required to replace those

and 20 of these will be provided.

°nal seven

de the 5eve l-cout)ty area. The remoinf er

sans w01 need to be



Table PitT-2
tit

Projected Number of gist Technolog ats Requir

Meet Losses from Supply and Inc ed mend

o eated*

Supply #

Needy

Max Has Min Has

1977'

1978

1979 140

01980 161 145. 129

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985 322

1986

1987 425

p
106 106

118 113 34 27 22

130 121 35 29 24

, Graduates

Retained Additional(

in Rgioe

Tait Bas

201

20 11 7

20 15 9

41 33 25 20 21 13

185 160 138` 47 35 27 20 27 15

212 178 148 53 '40 29 20 33 20

Min

7

244
k7 158 62 31

`,.

10 42 24 11

019 169 70 50 33 20 50 30 13

243 181 81 55 36 20 61 35 16

370: 269 193 9] 60 38 20

298 207 107 67 41 20'
I

40.

87 47 21

0411*Supp_y: Total
s,.

and 6,9

"NeecA Nu

it as

(Ju

personl required in work force each year, based on

imumi increase in demand plus alq.01, turnover or rep

r of nuwly-Lta

snlptions.

p!rons required to repl

9% (rrsximun)

efie t rats,

f
Vend end piaciigAuppl , hastkop

(basic),
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0

Occupa 1 Description

Who
tec
study 0
Various
and any

The Fyt

oCYTOTECHNOLOG

logis
pathologist.

o detect eviden
examples. 'These c

sites, such as the fe
body Cavity shedding .c

80.

.ned medical laboratory technologist
responsibility of the/cyto-
disease by the microscopic

samples are obtained from
oduepive tract, the oral cavity

The cytAechnologist then prepares f he cellular samples by spec
staining techniques. Using the micriscc e, the cytotechnologist is ale
to detect minute abnormalities of the cell. Thes-minute abnormalities
may be the first warning signs of cancer. It is through the findings(of
the cytotechnologist4 the phVVician is frequently able to diagnose
cancer long before it could be detected by other methods. Disea
involving hoimonal abnormal ties, may also be detectedbV cytologi
Methods.

The cytotechnologist should have a strong interest in th
sciences and be able to work with 0112ncbptration for extended peri of
time. Most cytotechnologists work in pospitals or, r4Vate labarato_
Some prefer teaching or research to diagnostic work but there are
many opportunities for the well-trained student.

The Council on Medical Education of the American Medical Associa,
tion and the American Society of Cytology cella ate in determining

gathnradernEt4

maintaining minimal

to educa ial pro rams hick meet or exceed.
"r3"..

minimal standards, termed Essen for educational
programs for cytote hnologiSts. The Council on Medical Education

Prfar to awe a ilnts'an AMA - accred 4ted educat' prog m
cytote nologis applicant is required to har completed
years of ork in aA accredited college or uniVers The colPg-
work he concentrated in the area of biological sciences.

Also, eligi for admission to a cytotechnologiSt educational pro-
gram may be satisfied applicant is a registered medical torch-
no ogist (ASCP), or posesses a baccalaureate degree from an accredited
college or

leng
cytology as applied in clinical mediciinr, cytology Yn the screen
of exfoliati tumor cell-:, as well 1:3 areas of anatomy,
eMbryolOgy, cytocheristry, ciitophysiology, endocrinology, -and
matory dIscNoos.

4

university .

he specitic training in cytsptechnology is twelve menthe ,i0n ,*

`Thepurriculum include ical background of cy ology,
no

histology,
inflam

Those pei-son.satistactoril
tional program
lng MU

of Clinica
Allied

ctltot..chnolo

_letirug an AMA-accredi ted educ--
are e to taeta>te the

vr.ri Ho, Board of Regis
ed from American Medical ALE4oci,.Ition,

Ethtjon ) )

a h_ogists (

ti-

1 1,.duaation (sirec

AMkorlcan Scoletg



ea ning cytotechnologists was the one hospital
1110

Ch dioal Center and the three agencies in

logists were fo- employed. Interview = hedules

ncluded in Appendix B, but more dependence had to be placed on nalanal

ratios than On local trends.

Ilk

Supply_chAr4ctertst cs

The three agencies reporting employment ot cytotechnologists were the

Charleston Area Medical Center, Montgomery General Hospital, and the Skate

total of sevgt in curren supply is- ed as a basisf Health.

-for thefol log

an 4

ng projections. As for

are expected this year from

Orks nto, the supply, three graduates

training program 'operated by Cilakleston Area

Medical Center_ They have a 12-month hos

pennon entering the have et leas

which mutt it the field of scicn e

the program, six per

ogram, and require that e_cb

ours of college credit, some of

hree ns graduated

e progr 5

graduated in 1976. None 0_ the'l graduatl

-SO ar estimate __ average

perSons were

_

became employed in the

loe

thought the_

None 'efl" them. ro,1,()

ho data w

uraduates en

tic increase in the number

his institution. Another

N ye-- durlr

cri!;nologist tie r tt 17F,

next +0

toa corn lete.



-
At the nationar level, the 8.ureau of La- sties does: oject-

trends for cytotechnologists, but the Health ReSources Adminis
4.,

c-tep-an increase of 94.6 percent between 1970 and 1980, and

58.5 pe gee. 1980 and 1990 (64: 10).

aae of

According to the national average, there should be six .cytotechnologists

to serve the population of the seven-county area, and that was the numbeg

I
reported in the survey. The occupation therefore appears to be highly specie

ized, and the future demand is not too great in ter_- of total numbers.

For Woe following pr011ecti i)S. , en effective turnover rate of 10.0

was used, and the basic projection is based on a relatively low 5.0 percen

increase due to growth. The minimum rate is 0.0 percett,\the rate indicated

by one employer, and the maximum is 10.0'percent.



Projected Number of Operating Room Teckiletike alquirld

to Meet LOOMS frosAukly and Increased DOW t'

Mat

1979

't 080

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

Projected*
. Graduates

51404 Propcted** , Retained 1 4ditkomel

Needed Annual Need in Region Traininit*LL_
Bas Min Bas Max Ba ,Min

71 71 , 71

81 78 14 16 13

93 85 77 18 13

106 92 80 20 14

121 101 84 23 16

138 110 87 27 17

A

157 120 91 30 1 19

180 131 95 36 21

205 144 99 39 23

235 157 103 46 25

268 171 107 52 27

9

10

11

12

12

9 7

9

11 '5' 0

14 0

18 8 1

9 21 10 2

9 27 12 $: 2

3Q, 14 3

by

37 16 3

9 43 18

'Supply: fotal number of persons required in work force each year, based on% 14.2% (maximum) , 9.2% (basil) ,

4
and 4.2% (minimum) increaee in demand obet an 0$ turmeler or replacement rate,

" "Need: Number of newly-trained persons required to replenish supply, based on demand and replacement

assumptions

4



Occuplponat Description,

CTECHN 70GIST

Nbrking uhder the supervision of a Aysiciandethe iadidlogic
technologist is coneerned with the prOper operation of x-ray equip-
ment and preparation Of patients foroftrious typesof.diagnomtic
procedures. Upon.the request of the phyaician, the radiologic
technologist exPbses_x-ray'films to Produce radiographs of internal
parts of the pop. These railiographs may reveal possible evideoge
if disease, in a y, or other significant medical information.

.fdio2o94c tech _ogist adjusts x-ray equipment to correct
set r each exaMina _ion, positions the patient, .and determines
pro _age, eurrent,,andidesired exposure time for each radld-

77graph He is also responsible for maintaining equipment in proper
working !order. He may process the film and share responsibility f
maintaining patient records. The radiologic technologist assists the

ologist in ptuaratton of radio-opaque mixtures which are admin-
red to the pitient so that internal Organs may be clearly identi-

d on
tr

the exposed x-ray film. Although the X-ray examination is
usually completed at the hospital or office of the radiologist or
other Physician, the teEohnoldist may be' required to operate mobile
x-ray ment at the patient's b;dpide or ,in the operating room.

y

1.,_

iiRadielogic technologists must be goOd ealth, emotially
stable, aecurate,,thorough, and ei4j eking with people. The
adiologic technologist's duties t ncApde assgating patients

who are acutely ill or seriou jured. ,1700sequently, he should be
endowed with qualities of em y and commiassion toward the sick
and disabled. ,

73

4
a

A

The prerequ admission to an approved program in
radiologic technolbgy i aclude graduation from high school o certi-
fication of equivalent education. Courses in physics, cherdstry,
biology, algebra, geometry, and ping are strongly recommended. 0
The educatiFmal program in rJi c technology m tbe at least
24 months in lengiNi The cu includes ana my and physiology,
physics, medical terminoloqY, 'room chemistry and technique,
princijles of radiographic graphic positioning, radip-
graphic procedures, radiation protection, rad Lien therapy, nucloar

Ane technology, film critique?, and profe sional ethics.OP

' Individuals successfully compl ing AMA-approved educational
programs in radiologic technology maY'applylLas candidates for certi

\

;fication by the American Registry of Hadiologiclechnologists..,
(Excbrpted frym American Medical Association, Allied Medic'eilFdu
tion Di rtp(: tqKy, (,th rdi_tin 1 7- 11:1-111 1.1

V
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trained in th- two-year associate

That program began in .June of 1973,

eachl'ear. A few are enrolled in
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;1977 Radio logic Technologist Gr duatea
by. Age d Sex

Under 20

20-24

2529

Totals ,

,17

1

Total

) 0

19

1

0

21



Aceording to a

of Rediolo4

ional survey conducted in 1975 by the

ologists, 58.3 percent of the "radiation therapy technol-
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ricao Society

°gists are der 30 years of age and more than half of the* have been prac-
.

tieing five years or less (8:

Demand Char- cteristic$

Several factors, and some of them unique to the occupation, affec

projected derand for radiologic technologists.

The histL4bal,budgeted number of radiologic techno ogi-ts has increased

10 rcent per sear for ast five years. The increase in

2.6 percent, 18.2 percent 9 4, 11.0 percent in 1975, and 11.9

1976. For the next two year , the employers'estimate.an inc ease

f 20.4 percent in the number o _ ologic technologists, a 25.1 percent

increase in five yea and a 53.8 percent increase in ten yey

vit

wjio answered the question rein acancies
*tt

umber required to provide bptimuM health

nine -ten employe-

sixteen ion,

services to current clients,
. 0,0

radiologic technolc

employ

2.1%.5, or a 15,2 percen

ed am-) increase a

year and 10.0

'tati

11.0 percent for five

'h E ur u of La

AL.
employ'. in the seven-county afea

ter number

dicer, rate of 11.0 percent for

that the number of emplo

,radiologic technologists will r ncrease by 58.b percent weep 1972 and 1985.

or t a rate of 3.. percen._ per year (78: 48). The Health Resources Admlnis-
)

nd _s that the number will increase
Al

and by 7,!.4 per- L*n l Sri
(,()

I (64 : 143) .

cur Sy of radiolmii,,- techooloc in flelp

hould be 114, or 8.

At!

tration 2 percent between 1970

By nsinii,their

greater than actual supply (64: 184).



projec rate of. growth due to increased demand was 10.9- erce

e figure derived by- past increases in numbers of employles. This rate

a little lager than the nationally projected changes., but the seven-county

area is already behind the national per capita number

Felgr percent plus and minus the' esic projection were selected as
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radiologic technolo-

and minimum projected rates.

er factor which

nologists is recent le

influence local demand for radiologic

on. On pri l977, the'West'V inia

I require the liensing o1 No. 483 hich

all per onsieng,ged in the practice or radiologic t iology in West Virg

(See Appendix C for
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The deciar Lion of

lete copy of the Bil

_lic policy states:

'The Leg4slature finds and d lams that in the interest of public4
he'lth,,they people of this e should be protelcted from exclusive
and ismropeli- exposure to ionizing radiatOn. It is the purposlaf

s article;to.e9tablish minimum standards of education, training
experience for radiologic technologists and to prescribe means
assuring that these standards aic4- met.
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changing locations, and whO therefore do have to be trained,

-ally; the newly- teamed graduates are expected to makeup aboet--:1

percent of current supply 4) , so this' ate. was ivc s tMe projec

percent of new graduate meetto me- replacement eds each'yea.

The rate used in

for replacement of-supply

lowing projecti_ns, the ecriwere ent

wl,- t ained technologists and 6.9 percent;

10.9 percent, and 14-.9 arc nt for minimum, basic, and maximum demand increases.

Trdining Needs,

ib

IRO

The basic projec

1

Tab 1tfi -2 indicated a ten-year increas
r.

g terecradiorogic technologists of fromulft to 298, or 181.1 percent,

-h than the Health Resources Administration projected

128.2 -percent for a
r , .

ten-year period.
7

e increase the-next
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employs .

leavin

local brainy s. An
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dit °nal seven uns w.i 1 need to be
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Table ART-2

Projected Number of liegiatered IRadiO1 chnolog eta Required

et Losses from Supply and Inc fond

4

I

rojected*

Supply

Needed

Max Bas Min

;
Ann

jected"
Graduates

Retained

in Anion Traimio Nkid

Max Bas MinBas

1977

197B 1

1979 140

I

0 1980 161

1981 185

,'A. 1982 212

1983 0 244

1984

1985

1986

1987 425

322

370 ,

106

118

106

113

130 121

14S. 129 41

160 138 , 47

178 148 53

197 158 62

419 169 70

243 181 81

269 193 93

298 207 107

p

27 22

29 24

33 25

201

20 11 7

20 15

20 21 13

35 27 20, 27 ( 15

'40 29 20 33 20

50

.20 42 24 11

20 50 30 13

55 36 20

60 38 20

67 41 20'

61 35 16

I

87

4

47 21

,'. *Supply: Totals persons required in work force each year, based on

'" and 6,9 imum) increase in demand plus a 4.0% turnover or re

**Need N r of noily-LrailOd pprsons re uired to reel

it: ass pt ions. /I

(iixiirtum)44110.§1/4 (basic),

rate.

ish 'supply, ba5ed:o i rand placigant
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Occupa 1

CYTOTECHNOLOGIO

Description

logist
pathologist.

to detect eviden
examples. 'These c

various sites, such as the fe
and any body cavity shedding.c

'ned medical laboratory technologist
main responsibility of the(cyto-
cell disease by the microscopic
samples are obtained from

roducpive tract, the oral cavity

The cytakechnologist then prepares cellular samples by s
staining techniques. Using the micrbsce, the cytotechnologist
to detect minute abnormalities of the cell. These minute abnormalities
may be the first warning signs of cancer. It is through the findings of
the cybotechnologishat the phVfician is frequently able to diagnose
cancer long before it could be detected by other methods. Disease
involving hoimonal abnormalities, may also be detectedbV cytologie
methods.

The cytotechnologlst should have a strong interest in the c
sciences and be able to work with Cencettration for extended per of
time. Most cytotechnologists work in _aspitals 4vate labratoi
Some prefer teaching or research to diagnostic work but there are
many opportunities for the well-trained student.

The Council on Medical Education of the American Medical Associa-,
tion and the American Society of Cytology cella ate in determining
and maintaining minimal standards, termed Essen als, for educational
programs for cytote hnologiSts. The:Council on Medical Education
grants formal appro to educa _al pro rams hick meet or exceed.

'Y7*,the Enentia/ I

Prfar to a
cgtote nologis
ears ofwork in

late work

-ts'an
_ applicant is required to ha

accredited college or universi
be concentrated in the area of biological

AMA- rebrilted educati t grog em
completed
The colPg-
sciences.

Also, for admission to a cytotechnologigt educational pro-
grain may be satisfied applicant is a registered medical Uketi-
no °gist (ABCP), or posesses a baccalaurepte degree from an accredited
college or universi

specific training in c
length, l'hepurriculum include
cytology as applied in clinical medici
of exfoliative tumor cOls, as well as

ogy is twelve milt ,*

rical background of cytology,
cytology In the screening

areas of anatomy, histology,
embryolOgy, cytochomistry, cytophysiology, endocrinology, and inflam ='
matory disc Nows

4

Those peLson.'4.satIstactorily g an A A-accred4ted educa-
tional program for cgtof.echnolog sic are eligible
ngrami

of Clinica
Allied Me

Vcn 1,7 the Board of Hegistry c l the AMorlcan SOCIr'tq
_ath_ °gists. (Excerpted from American Medical AE4ociation,

,1
1 EkluCtion Direc'torVt ()tn-LditIOn (f : r71.) )

.

---



sourcs earning cytotechnologists was the one hospital

dical Center and the three agencies iffChar

he cotecnologists were fo employed. Interview ss hedules

ncluded Appendix al but more dependence had to be placed on nalanal

ratios than On local trends.
4

Stppily_SLIaracteristics

agencies repo_ ing employment o,cytotechnologists were the

Charleston Area Medical Center, Montgomery General Hospital, and the SVate

of Health.

0. -for theft

The total of sev in curren

ng projections. As for

are expected this year from

supply i-taged as a basis

Ons-to the supply, three graduates

training program 'operated by Citiskleston Area

Medical Center They have a 12-month hos tj r ©gram, and require that eacb

pennon entering the have et leas

_ which mutt be infthe field of scie n
4160 4

_urs of college credit, some of

bree n- graduatcd

he program, six persons completed the proq-

qraduaCed in 1976. None 0= the'1976 graduati

-so an estimate of average

x perSons were

ss became employed in the

local emlocal

loc graduates en

tle increase in the _number

s inStiutiOn. Another

text r ?ri
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At the nationar level, the Bureau of Labor sties does tproJect

trends for Cytotechnologists, but tjhe Health ReSourCes Adminis

c-tes'an increase opf 94.6 percent between 1970 and 1980, and

58.5 porgy 1980 and 1990 (64: 143).

ase of

According to the national average, there should be six.cytotechnologists

to serve the population of the seven-county area, and that was the numbeg

reported in the survey. The occupation therefore appears to be highly specia

ized, and the future demand is not too great in terms of total numbers.

For Wee following prOjectioQs, .n effective turnover rate of 10.0

was used, and the basic projection is based on a relatively low 5.0 percen

increase due to growth. The minimum rate is 0.0 percett,\the rate indicated

by one employer, and the maximum is l0.0' percent.

do



Year

Take C-1

Projected Number of Cytotichno1og1sts'Require Meet

s from Supply and Increased Demand

eqed*

Supply

Needed

s Min

No. Graduates

Projected ** Retained Additional,

_ _ _
Annual Need in Res*

Max as Min

1977 6 0

1978 7 6 2 1

1979 7 6 1 0

1980 1

1981 7 6 2 1 0

1982 10 8 6 2 2 0

1983 11 6 2 0

1984 12 1 1 0

1985 13 2 0

1986 14 6 2 0

1987 16 10 0

1

Trgtr

Max , Ms

1

1

aad_

Min_
1

2

2 2

2 1 1

2 1 1

2 1

3 2 1

*Supply: Total number of persons required in work

and 0% (minimum) increase in demand plus

**Need: Number of newly-trained persons required

assumptions.

force each year, based on a 10% (maximum) ; 5% (basic),

a 10% turnover or replacement rate.

t\

to replenish supply, based Jdeman8 and replacement

96
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V
MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNICIAN

occupational Description

The medical laboratory technician performs clinical laboratory
tests under appropriate laboratory supervision for the purpose of
developing data which may bb utilized by a qualified physician for
the detersdnaUon of the presence and extent of disease as well as
implications pertaining to the cause of disease.

Medical laboratory technician programs are conducted in junior
or community colleges, two-year divisions of universities and.col-
leges, or in other recognized institutions granting associate degrees.
The period of education And training is usually two academic years in
duration and results in the granting of an associate degree to the
successful student. Medical laboratory facilities, utilized for in-
atrUction ate under qualified pathologist and technologist supervision,
and the program of instruction is developed in collaboration with them.

The laboratory instruction includes coursed in the teaching
laboratory and instruction in the clinical laboratory. Courses may
be taught in a teaching laboratory on the college campus, in an
affiliated hospital, or in both facilities focusing upon basic skills;
the understanding of principles and the mastering of the procedures
of laboratory testing.

The COUncil on Medical Education of the American Medical Associ-
ation in collaboration with the America Societg of Clinical Pathol-
ogists and the American Society for Medical Technology reviews and
accredits educational programs for the training of medical laboratory
technicians. Admission to an AMA-accredited program in ,this clinical
laboratory category requires that the applicant meet the admission
requirements established by the sponsoring educational institution.

The clinical training program includes basic principles comr-
monly utilized in the diagnostic laboratory with technical instruction
pertaining to procedures in hematology, serology; chemistry, micro-
biology and other areas pertinent to the total function and scope of
medical laboratory technicians in the clinical laboratory. (Excerpted
from American Medical Association, Allied Medical Education DirectorI,
6th Edition [7: 235].)
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urces of Data

Local data for medical laboratory technicians came from the 17 agencies

which employ them through use of th4e interview schedule included in Appendix B,

and fron staff of the one training program located in the seven-coitity area.

The data collected are fairly complete, but considerable uncertainty is

introduced by the coftfus n in terminology and the number of agencies certi-

fying medical laboratCry personnel. The employers themselves were found to be

using different interpretations. They were asked to respond according to the

definition given on the interveiw schedule; namely, that a medical laboratory

technician has an associate degree plus certification or registry.

Sappy Characteristics

The 17 employers repor -d that there are currently 41 medical laboratory

technicians employed in tie seven-county area. Of the 41, 36.5 FTE were

female, 1.5 were male, and the sex of three persons was not reported. The

employing agency 'reporting the greatest number was Thomas Memorial Hospital.

Morris Harvey College operates the one training program or source of

supply in the seven - county area. Their two-year program began in 1975 with

18 students, and they will. graduate 10 in 1977 as indicated by Table MLT-1.

Their attrition rate from enrollment to graduation was therefore 44.4 percent.

Based on the first 90.0 percent of the graduates emain and are em-

played in the seven-county area.

Demand Characteristics

The general comment F; by employers seerwd t o indicato that the demand for

medical laboratory techn ci d not inc

appeared to indicate increase as explained below.

hey gave



Table MLT -1

1977 Medical Laboratory Technician Gr uatee
by Age and Sex

TotalAge CatewLitE Female

0 0Door 20,

20-24

25-29 0 0 0

30-34 0 0

35-39 0 1.

40-44

45 and over 0 0 0

10 10To to

86



me

yeeri- was 7.

87

increase in budgeted numiroars of MLT's over'the past five

and the ye ar -by -year increase was 0.0 percent for 1473,

3.4 percent fdt 1974, 19.5 percent for 1975, d 7.8 percent for 1976 (or from

1976 to 1977). The employers reported that an increase of 10.5 percent over

the present budgeted number uld be required to provide optimum

health services. Over the next two, five, and ten years, the employers esti

mated require budgeted numbers of MLT's equal to increases of 12.8 percent,

38.4 percent, and 52.3 percent respectively over the present budgeted number.

However, on y two of 16 employers who responded to the question indicated

present vacancies, and for only threp positions.

Too few of the MLT employers indicated an estimated rate of change in

the employment oppor unitlls to provide a basis for collective judgment, but

their informal comments indicated that there would be little growth. Several

employers mentioned an increase in the use of more advanced technology, and

that present MLT's would therefore be able to meet Y increase demand for

health services. Some even suggested a decrease in the required number of

MLT's due ,to ikproved technology. One person stated "it all depends upon the

changes HEW makes in their regulations. The demand in the future will be for

those who are college trained.

At the national level, Health Resources Administration projected medical

technologists and certified laboratory assistants, but not medical laboratory

technicians. The Bureau of Labor Statistics indicated that "medical laboratory

workers" would increase by a low 1.9 percent per year, but didn't define

"worker" in their summary report (78: 4H).

A national annual survey of laboratory training programs regarding supply

and demand of medical laboratory personnel was conducted y the National

Accrediting Agency for Clinical I,at ratory Sciences, beginning in 197 Their



Conclusion. 1974 survey was that "there continues to be an versupply

applicants (for training) nationwide withdrew exceptions. The shortage of

job openings at graduation appears to be more local than national, and there`
00

are fewer program reporting difficulty this year than last (20 percent 10.

A
percent). The relative large number of 'no response' legves these findings

oftewhat to questIon" (45: 6).

--t of the survey sults was an opinion poll summarized by/each stale.

The opinions reported for West Virginia were that the demand is decreasing

but that the supply is equal to the demand (45: 10). The 1975 survey did not
4

report results by states but nationally. Seventy-four percept of programs

responding said that the supply of medical technicians was equal. to or greater

than the dethand (46: 6).

The Center Disease` Control is presently involved in updating the

information collected from 12,296 clinical and public health laboratories during

1971-72 through a contract with the American Society for Medical Technology.

The data have been collected but the computer printouts are not yet available.

As a result of the above considerations, a basic growth factor of S.0

percent was selected, and maximum and minimum projected annual increases were

8.0 percent and 1.0 percent, respectively. The 1.0 percent would approximate

what the employers are saying, and the 8.0 percent is based more on past growth

rates.

The replacement rate ind cated by er rployer quite low, with four

reporting no turnover at all. The rate of 5.0 percent was selected as the

proportion of supply which would have to be replaced by newly trained MI.T's.

The following projection is the based on the assumptions that (1) maximum,

basic, and minimum increases in demand will be _ percent, 5.0 percent, and

.

1.0 percent, respectively; (2) 5.0 percent of the supply in any year will he

101



89

replaced by'newly trained MLTual end (3) there will cont to be nine MLT's

trained and eurployed in the even-county area each year.

Trainita N

projeo in Table T-2 indidate that the number f medical
1

laboratory technicians will increase from the present 41 to either 89, 67, or

45, depending on the max*num, basic, or minimum projections. According to the

basic projection, betWeen four and six newly trained ML.T's will be needed

Virft,

each yeAr for the next ten.
Ise

If Ma's continue to be trained at a rate of nine -per year, between five

and three will have to obtain employment outside the seven-county area,''acco ding

to the bas c projection. The projections indicate-that the training pace

keeping up the employment needs. As noted earlier, there was a gfeat

deal of confusion concerning the classification of the various laboratory

personnel. This should be kept in mind in the interpretation of the above

projections.



A

Year

1977 Al

1978 44

. 1979 48

1980 52

1981

1982

1983 65

1984 70

1985 76

5.

1986 82

1987 89

4

Table MLT-2 I

Projected Number of Medicallaboratory Technicians

to Meet Losses from Supply and. Increased Demand

Needed I

Supply

Bas Min

Projected**

Annul Need

Bas Min'

Reteinid

in Reg*

. +

Addition&

Training Need

11 Max Bas

41 Al 9

43 41 5 4 2 -7

45 42 6 4 -6
A

7 42 6 4 9

43 7 9 . -2 -6

52 43 7 2 9 -2 -7

55 44
.1 -6

58 44 8 6 2 -1 -7

61 44 10 6 2 1 ;.7

64 45 10 j 6 9 1 -6

67 45 11 6 2 9 2 -7

*Supply: Total number of persons required'in work force each year, based on an 8.0% (maximum), a 5,0% (basic)t

and a 1,0% (minimum) increase in demand plus a 5% turnover or replacement rate.

**Need: Number of newly-trained persons required to repleni supplyt based demand and replacement

103

assumptions.
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MEDICAL RECORD TECHNICIAN

cal record technii.eh is an important merrier o
heft team in the medical record department of a hosp ,t 2, n

clinic, or other health care institution. His ddties v
the size of the establishment in which he works. In a smal

hospital he 'may perform all types of duties in the.departmeibt, a
may also help out in.the business or admitting offices. 'In la
hospitals and health centers, he may concentrate 4117 a specific
of endeavor and become a speciallit in one or two areas.

The-medical record technician serves as a. technical assistant
to the registered record administrator, carry ng.out the many tech-
nicel 4ctivitaes within a medical record depafrtment. The medical
record technician's duties chiefly include: /(1) reviewing medical
records for completeness-And accuracy, and Boding diseases and
operations; (2) filing medical records, supOrvising7 file Clerks, and
preparing records for microfilming;i (3) typing medical reports of
operations, x-ray and labbratay eXaninatOns, and specialtreatment6
given to patients; 44)'compiling various .tati-stics, including the
hospital's daily census an information or reportable diseases for
public health authorities and others; (5/ assisting the medical
Staff by preparing special studies and tabulating, data- from records
for research; (6) functioning within the day-to-day operation of a
medical record department, taking.records to court, and maintain4ng
the flow Si health information to all departments of the hospital.

pr requisites for admission to ab AMAaccredited program for
Medical record technicians require graduation from high school or
certification of equivalent training. Courses include medical ter-
Minology, anatory and physiology, and medical record science.

As soon as the medical record technician 'has completed his course
study in an accredited program, he is eligible to take the two"part

examination given by the American Medical Record Association. If he

pwelies this exam, the technician earns thetitie-of Accredited Record
Technician, and is able to use the initials ART after his name.,
(Excerpted from American Medical Association, Allied Medical Educatkon
Filltsitaa,j,It_IEtliticin [7: 311-312].)



Sources of Data

agencies

The

-141:0

to f ®r medical Polo rd te: iic

ociate degree program.

92

miPloying

g program iS at West Virgi4d.a InstitUte of Technology,

, -

ion of the program, students are allowed to take the national

exam for fccreditat.iion prepared by the Ar rican Medical Association, The

NiMst Vir inia Tech program Wes reorgani4ed in 1975, at which time 15 students

en oiled. Ten of those ll graduate in 1977.

The questions asJed representatives of the esoying agencies are given

by the int ew schedule included in Appendix B.

ply_ Characteri sti c5

The 11 emplbyers reported ale and thirty -one female medical record

technicians, for a current stipply of 32.

The training program at West Virginia ,Tech will graduate 12fMRT's fn 1977.

All are female, 11 are Uom years of age, and one is between 35-39 years

old. Historically, 50.0 percent of the _graduates have -e ned'and become

employed in the seven -centy area.

rid Charac

Several factors could influence changes in demand for medfcal record

technicians. Some are local and some national in scope.

Locally, the mean annual increase in budgeted MIST positions over the past

five years is 6.7 percent, based on increases of 8.3 percent in 19730 no change

agei

1974, 11.5 percen 1975, and 6.9 percent in 1976. However, only two

Irted vacancies, and for three positions. The employers estimate
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a number of budgeted MRT's equal to a two-year increase of 29.0 percent, a

five-year increase of 41.9 percent, and a ten-year increase of 51.6 percent.

When asked to estimate the percent change in two, fivevanid ten years, the

median estimate was 6.5 percent, 10.0 percent, -d 10.0 percent respectively.

According to the employers, the number of MRT's required to provide optimum

health services is 45, or an increase of 45.1 percent over the present budget

r.
level.

At the national level, the Bureau of Labor Statistics projects an increase

in "medical record librarians" cf 152.0 percent between 1972 and 1985, or

7.4 percent per year (78: 48). The Health Service Agency proleets a 29.0

percent increase in the number of medical record technicians between 1970 and

1980, and a 39.0 percent increase between 1980 and 1990. The ratio of MRT's

to total population at the national level indicates that the seven-county area

should have only eight "formally trained medical record technicians" (64H 182),

\y'hich is only one-fourth the number presently employed ea. Apparently,

MRT's are not as widely used in other sections of the country as it the seven=

county area, or those reported in the seven-county survey are not "formally

trained."

Also at the national level, the effect of certain programs such as Medicare

or Me caid on the demand for MRT's is not presently known. Federal programs

require the use of an accredited MRT, and another source of in s d_Ae

may be employment by insurance companies. One factor which may decrease the

4gmand is a tendency for health service agencies to use MRT's on a consultant

bas thereby decreasing the number of individuals required to serve ar, area.

The projected increase due - demand 4

3.0 percent for the maxi 1m, ha Amd miniman

6.7 percent, and

The miximum

is about what the employers expect according to their budget estimates,
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the basic is the average historical increase in budgeted MRT'._ and the minimum

rate is about half the h -rdcal increase rate

A very low turnover rate for MRT's was described by the local employers.

At the national level, the number of graduates is projected to make up about

9.7 percent of the supply for a given year (64: 182). The projected replace-

ment rate or percent of present supply which must be replaced by newly-trained

MRT's, is 9.7 percent, the same as that_ projected by the Health Resources

Administration.

The MRT projection is t

9.7 percent; a maximum, basic and minimum demand increase of 14.0 percen

based on an effective replacement rate of

6.7 percent, and 3.0 percent, and an addition to supply of six locally-trained

graduate= each year The latter AT -e is one-half of those trained at West

Virginia Tech this year.

Training Needs

The projec_tltui shown It Table MRT-1 indicate that the training needs for

medical record techr' iargs arc now beinc-3 met. The basic projection hSs the

number increasing from the current 32 to in 1987, and indicates that an

additional four newly- trained 1 's will be needed at that time. The projection

assumes that six MRT's will continue to be trained annually for tare next ten

years, and the last thrr

those graduates.

umns indioate the number required in addition to

1



Table MRT-1

Projected Number of Medical Record Technicians Required to

Meet Losses from Supply and Increased Demand

Year

Projected*

Supply

Needed

Projected**

Annual Need

Na. Graduates

Retained

in legion

Additional

Training Need

Max Bas Min

32

Max Das Min

6

Bas Min

977 32 32

1978 36 34 33 7 5 4 1
.2

1979 42 36 34 9 5 3 =1 -2

1980 47 39 35 Nj -2

1981 54 41 36 12 6 4 6 6 0 =2

1982 62 44 37 13 7 4 7 1 -2

1983 '70 47 38 14 7 5 1 -1

1984 80 50 39 17 8 5 11 2 =1

1985 91 54 41 19 6 13

1986 104 57 42 22 16 2 =1

1987 119 hi 43 25 10 6 19 4 =1

*Supply: Total number of persons required in work force each year, based on a 14% (maximum), 6.7% (basic),

and 3% (minimum) increase in demand plus a 9.7% turnover or replacement rate.

**Need: Number of locally-trained persons required to replenish supply, based on demand and replacement

assumptions.

no



Ocou-a Mona escrlpItcla

DENTAL HYGIENIST

Dental hygieniSts are fral health clinicians and educators
who aid the public in developing and maintaining good oral health.
As members of the dental health team, dental hygienists may per-
form preventive and therapeutic services under the supervision
of the dentist. Specific responsibilities of the hygienist vary,
depending on the law of the State where the hygienist is employed,
but may include: reeving deposits and stains from patients'
teeth; providing instructions for patient self-care, and dietetic
and nutritional counseling; and the application of medicine for
the prevention of tooth decay. They take medical and dental
histories, expose and develop dental X-ray films, make model im-
preSsions for study, and prepare other diagnostic aids for use
by the dentist. Pain control and restorative procedures also
are handled often by dental hygienists.

Dental hygienists who work in school systems examine chil-
dren's teeth, -assist dentists in determining the dental treatment
needed, and report their fIndings to parents. They also clean
teeth and give Instruction on correct mouth care. Some help to
develop classroom or assembly programs on oral health. Dental
hygienists employed by health agencies work in dental clinics.
A few assist in research projects. Those having advanced train-
ing may teach in schools of dental hygiene.

Dental hygienists must be licensed. To get a license, a can-
didate must be a graduateo,of an accredited dental hygiene school,
except in Alabama, and pass both a written and clinical examination.
In 1974, candidates in 49 states and the District of Columbia could
complete part of the State licensing requIremonts by passing a
Written examination given by the National Board of Dental Examiners.

In 1975, 163 schools of dental hygiene in the United States
were accredited by the American Dental Association. Most programs
grant a certificate or an associate degree; others lead to a
bachelor's degree. Some institutions offer both types Of programs.
Twelve schools offer master's degree programs.

Completion of an associate degree program is sufficient for
dental hygienists who want to practice in a private dental office.
rn order to do research, teach, and work in public or school health
programs, a baccalaureate degree usually is required. (Excerpted
from LJ s Department of Labor, cpational ,Jutlook ar

1976-77 Edition [Tr,: ,1

I LI
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Sources of Data

Data concerning the p>rencnt number of dental hygienists now employed

in the seven-county area were obtained from the dentists practicing in the

area. A questionnaire printed

dentists' offices as listed

97

-addressed card was mailed to the'

the telephone directerlcs of the seven

counties, and a follow-up card yielded ') res

total number of 118 de

63.6 percent of the

S. So eue in the 43 offices remaining were con-

tacted by telephone in order to obtain as much information as po s ible, and

questionnaire responses were compared with telephone interview answers.

The questionnaire card and intrc,ductory letter is included in Appendix. B.

In addition, an informal survey of the public schools in the area indicated

that seven dental

Data concernins Lraininq

employed by the County Boards of Ed

for dental hyg nists aimed

by interview from the staff at West Virginia Inutitute of Technology, which

offers the only training program in the eve linty area.

The data are judged to be of good quality, since there was no confusion

over who was or was 't a dental ygienist, and e dentists appeared to

take the responses sect

of demand increase, and

There as good

espouse e co_ iple te.

s concerning the degree

It should be

attempts get Darrll,_tte up-to-date information from the West Virginia

Board of De unsuccessful. While the Amer ca Association

of Dental Examiners was authorized by the Executive Secretary of the We

Virginia Board of Dental Exam

Dental Manpower Register in Arri the information was not received as of

June 15, 1=tl'--

release a copy of the West Virginia



514011xaqracteristics

According to the returns from 125 rospondei there are 75 dental

98

hygienists loyed in the seven- ccunty area All thosa who work in private

practice are femt3le, and all but eight of them work in single office settings_

Two offices employ three each, one employ. two hygienists, and 62 offices

do not employ a dental hygienist. Pour dental hygieni.ts work for the State

Department of Health. The med1.il. age of the dental hygienist; is ().4 years,

and none over 50 u- under irs of age; 1 e distri)utio- of those

cu 1( yed shown in 'fa la Du=1.

The dental hygienist taitiit<<-3 program at the Virt inia Institute of

Technology in Mont West Virginia, is a tworyear associate degree

program.

There wore 1 grade te he piogram

1976. All of this year'_: gra tAs are female

years of age. Based on last y_

and graduated in

and all are between and 24

>erceynt of this year's

graduates or ten irc.,rons, will -e employed in the seven-coun y area.

Demand Characteristics

The demand for dental 71 nists is e ected to increase some over tht

next few years. , ecial factors which could influence demand for this group

-are unexpected breakthroughs chan___., in dental insurance

kractices, and changes in the amount of responsibilities dentists are wi

to relinquish. Fnr example, lacking any Bible evidence, the number

of dental hygienists was assumed to vary directly with the number of prac-

tieing dentists when .e

indicates that, national

hycrieni ts will

wa desi however, a recent article

next eig_ .'ears,

ease by more than a ratio of 2.5 (from 23,000 to 58,000),



Table DH-1

Age Distribution of Those Employed as Dental
Hygienists in Seven-County Area

99

Ag9 CategoTies Male Ferna Total

Umber 20

20-24 19 19

25-29 14 14

30-34 10 10

35-39 2 2

40-44 7 7

45-49 2

50-54

Data not available 19 19

Totals 75 75

114



Oft

while the number of dentists wrl1 increase only 38 percent over the pres

100

number (from 100,000 to 138,000) : 82-8_

The dentists were asked to estimate the increase or decrease in demand

over the next two, five *and ten years as indicated by the questiennaj fre card
..,

believes that the dentists whoincluded in Appendix B. The resear

responded are in the bent position to project demand, and data from them are

used as a basis for the followi q projection. Since the number of dental

hygienists is dependent on the number of dentists, the dentists _e asked to

estimate changes

14+

cation, but a few indicated that they were unable to estimate. For example,

their own number. More than half of them gave some indi-

one dentist said "T have no idea, but it has really been inc --sing over the

past 25 years." All who gave estimates indicated that they expected increases.

The dentists in a

and that another

or that 2R dental hygienists are required each year to meet needs. As indi-

ns would be required for replacement

d be required for increased se vices within two years,
4

cared by Table D0-2, this estimate was considered high since an increase of

40 percent each year over the preceding year would produce four times the

present number of hygienists within five years.

rojected an increase in t

ceo 1972 and 1985, an increase of al

The Bureau of Laf

dental hyq

Statin

sts of 191.0 per,

ice the number cticinq in 1972. The projected annual increase was a high

percent year, while the dentists were projected to increase by only

2.2 percent per year (78: 48).

The Health Resources AdministrationAdministratirn pr7jected an increase of 126.5 percent

in the number of dental h -le ists lDetween 1970 and 1080, and of 68.7 perr ent

between 198G _ _ 1_9 *J 14 A `f of cic,r-,`_al rilsts to i

in the country indicates that 42 de tat iv ;ienl tl-!; should be employed in the

115
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seven-co _1 area, so Charleston is apparently ahead of the national trend It

(64: 178) . The }IRA projected rat ve dental hygienists to current

supply yield a number equa tc

1887,

The replacement rate of 14.0

of the project

percent 977 to 11.7 percent

per year was used over all ten years

, and the supply for each year was inc

percent over the base year of 1977 for each of the

d by 4.3, 8.6,

quent ten years.

By this procedure, the minimum number of tml>loyed dental hygien sts 41 1987

would be 114, the basic p number be 171, and the maximum

projected number would be 195 (Table DH-2).

TraininD Need

Virginia Tech is now ltd ppr xi 20 dental hygienists

each year, and half of them remain in tt seven-county area, the number of

required repl

ue a

that an additional seven to twenLy-fi-

cements can be decreased by ten each year

r sent rate.

assuming that they

ba project 'efor , indicates

y-trained persons need to e

the supply each year, from 178 through 1987.

One spec -d of caution is that the effective turnover rate, 14.0

percent, could be low. The dental hy< ienists tend to be relatively young

women (Table E)! and changing economic and social conditions could irrcr

the rate thereby increasing the demand.



Table DH-2

Projected Number of Dental Hygienists Required to Meet

Losses from Supply and Increased Demand

Year

Pro jeatedk

SuppI9,

Needed

Min

Projected**

Annual Need

No. Graduates

Retained

. in4Re9en

Additional

Max Bas Max as Mm n Max Bas

1977 1. 75 75 75 , 10

197B 83 81 78 19 17 14 10 77

1979 91 88 82 20, 18 15 10 10 8

1980 100 96 85 22 20 14 10 12 10

1981 110 104 89 24 21 16 10 14 11

1982 121 113, 93 26 24 16 10 16 14

1983 133 123 97 30 26 17 10 20 16

1984 146 134 101 32 28 18 10 22 le

1985 161 145 105 35 30 18 10 25 20

1986 177 158 110 39 33 20 . 10 29 23

1987 195 111 114 43 35 19 10 33 25

Min

4

6

7

10

*5upply: Total number of por,5ons required in work force each year, used on a 10.0% (maximum), an 9.6%

(baste), and, a'4.3% (minimum) increase in demand plus a 14.0% turnover or replacement rate.

**Need: Number of newly-trained persons required to replenish supply,

assumptions.

sed on demand and replacement

0

118



PART B

Occupations With No Training Programs
in the Seven-County Area
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Occu ational Descr Aon

PHYSICAL THERAFAST

_-
Physical therapy is concerned with the restoration of funct

and the prevention cf diaXi ley
of a bodily part. The cpual is t

muscleS, encourage the return of

following disease, injury, or loss
improve circulation, strengthen

motion and generally, to train or
retrain the patient to perform the activities associated with daily
living. The tilotapeutic properties of exercise, heat, cold, elec-
tricity; ultraviolet, and Massage are used to achieve this goal.

4

addltiOn, emPhag-is is placed on preparing patients psychologi-
cally for treat:Merit. Silnce the seriously disabled are often emotionally
distraught and burdened by feelings of hopelessness, ways must be found
to eliminate these= harrierS and gain the confidence of patients before
effective long-range treotmerit can commence.

,

The prereclui ite for adnission to AMA/APTA approved programs for
physicalwthoranists requires graduation from a high school accredited
by the 41bpropriatO rog4ohal association of colleges and secondary
schools, or certifieatio of equivalent knowledge. The preparation
of a physical thefapist rrquites at least four academic years of
college or uniVorgitg work, leading to a baccalaureate degree. Those
persons already having a baccalaureate degree in some field other
than physical therapy rna 01]:oll in a post-baccalaureate program
leading to a eoTtjf:i0are of proficiency, or to a master's degree in
physical grapy.

All educatior- pros am.s emphasize biological and physical sciences
basic to undertar ng the functioning of the human body, as well as
social science understanding how to interrelate with patients
and members of ottlei. he= t tli proissions. Clinical education is planned

to supplement didactic- it)strliction.

Those porsong WmplcAJ
and required clinical expel
registration in the .state..

from American Medical Af_7;
6th Edition 17: 31.1

an AMA/AFT.21 approved educational program
iencc may apply for licensure and/or
which they wish to practice. (Excerpted

latioria Allied Medical Education Dir&ctory,



of information was available, especially concerning

the present supply of physical therapists. Much of it is included in tabular

and particularly that which pertains to training eeds.

Sources o_ to included the West Virginia Board of Examiners, the State

rtment of Health, and the ten health service agencies., in the seven-county

area which employ PT's. State Department of Health personnel processed licens

data provided through the Board of Examiners, and the employer representatives

participated in an interview. The interview schedule is included in Appendix B.

As with some other occupations, a serious projection hazard is intro-

duced by the small number of PT's in the area. A few PT's in 191'7 can influence

the 1987 projection beyond recognition.

Supply Characteristics

An analysis of the licensure data indicated that there are 27 full-time

and four part-time physical therapists now working in the seven-county area.

The PT's spread across all age groups fairly evenly. As shown by Table PT -1,

only 9.7 percent are in the 20-24 age group, and 61.3 percent of them are from

25 to 39 years of age. The age distribution is one usually associated with

low nover rates. About two - thirds of the PT's are female (Table PT-2),

about all of them are Caucasian (Table PT-3), and about two-thirds are married

(Table PT-4). About one-third of the PT's are licensed in other states, which

may indicate a tendency for some to seek positions outside the seven-county

area (Table PT-5).

Four of the "full- time" physical therapists worked less than 46 wec cs in

1976 (Table PT -6) They may have ,oen recent trainees, and the two "part -time

PT's who worked from 46 to 49 weeks may have worked part-time each week.

1



Table PT-1

Physical Therapists Employed in
Seven-County Area by Age

106

ATe Ca gory -Ti Part -Time Total. Pe cent

Under 20 0 0 0

20-24 0 9.7

25-29 9 0 29.0

30-34 -),1 1 2 6.5

35-S9 2 25.8

40 =44 2 0 2 6.5

45-49 2 1 9.7

50-54 2 0 2 6.5

55-59 3.2

Over 60 1 3.2

Totals 27 31 100.0

Table PT-2

Physical Therapists Employed in
Seven-County Area by Sex

Full-Time
No.

Part-Time
No.

Total
No.

Male 9 29.0 9 29.0

Female 18 58.1 4 12.9 22 71.0

Totals 27 87.1 4 12.9 31 100.0
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Table PT-3

Physical TherapietirWaployed in
Seven-County Area by Race

Black

i Indian

or Asian

No Response

Totals

Full-Time -Tir

26 4-

0

0 0

0

0

27 4

Total

Table PT-4

Marital Status of Physical Therapists
Employed in Seven-County Area

Full-Time Part -Time

NO.

Never Married 9 29.0 0 9 29.0

Married 16 51.6 4 12.9 20 64.5

Separated 0

Divorced 0 0

Widowed 3.2 1 3.2

Missing Data 3.2 0 1 3.2

Totals 27 87.0 4 12.9 100.0

23



Table PT-5

Physical Theripis in Seven-County
Area Licensed in Oth staff e

-Time Par -Time
Yes

Total
Yes

states 8 19 2 2 10 21

Percent 29.6 70.4 50.0 50.0 32.3 67.7

Table PT-6

Weeks Worked in Past 1244onths
by Physical Therapists

Pa -Ti Total

Less than 46 4 2 6

46-49 5 2 7

50-52 18 0 18

Totals 27 31



almost two - thirds of the PT's are employed

th w rrk for echoolsoor tree

for the handicapped. Half of the PT's reported their primary activity to be

orthopedics (Table PT-8), and half indicated that they had the title of staff

109

physical therapist (Table PT-9). As for prima-y form of employment, two-thirds

reported "other non - governmental employer," which includes hospitals (Table PT-10).

According to Table PT-11, 41.9 percent have been active five `years or less

since first licensed. When compared with Table PT-1, the conclusion is that,

in contrast to of the other nursing .and allied health occupations, several

of the PT's were at least in their 30's before they became licensed. More than

half of the PT's have a bachelor's degree (Table PT-12), and about one-third

received their highest degree in 1943-61, and another thifd between 1972 and

1976 (T114 PT-13) .

tter of interest, there are 41 full -time and part-time licensed

PT's in West Virginia. The seven- county area has 30.0 percent of the PTs'

working in the state, and 21.4 percent of the Mate's total population.

The tan local employers reported a total of 27 PT's working as of May, 1977.

The number of part-t plus full -time PT's reported through licensure was 31,

and this number was used as the projection base since the AEL survey may have

missed a few.

mand Characteristics

Primary sources of demand-related information was the employers and certain

federal agencies .%

employers were asked the budgeted number of PT's over the past five

years, and the mean change was an increase of 8.0 percent. The changes in

empltyment by years were increases of 15.4 percent in 1973, 20.0 percent
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Table PT-7

Setting" Of .Phys Cal Tberapiat
ivity in Seven-County Area

General Hospital

Medical Center Teach ng
HoOpital

No.

Full -Ti Part-Time

6 3 19

Health Care Facility 0 0 0

Nursing Home 0 1 1

Freegtanding Community Clinic 0

Athletic-Treatment Facility 0 0 0

Private MiTysical Therapy
Practitioner's Office 0

Health Facility on Mil a--
Installation, etc. 0 0 0

Patient

Medical Research Institution

110

3.2

3.2

3.2

3.2

3.2

Professional or Allied
Health Association

School or College of Physical
Therapy 0 0 0

er School or College 0 0 0

School or Treatment Center
for Handicapped 0 7 22.6

y or High School 0 0 0

Totals 27 4 31 100.0



Table

Area_of.Physical Therapists
men- County Area

AdMinistration

Community Health

Education (Teaching)

Sports Medicine

Research

Other, Specified

Other, None Specified

Cbnsultation

Neurology-Neurosurgery

Orthopedics

Pediatrics

Nursing Data

Tota

Full-Time Par T

0

2

0

0

5

13

3

0

27

Total

0

2 6.4

0 0

0 0

0

0 5 16.1

0 9.7

0 0

0 1 3.2

16 51.6

0 3 9.7

3.2

4 100.0



table PT-9

Title of Position for Respiratory apistm

1

Head or
Administrator

Chief Physical Therapist

haeliatant Chief Physical
Therapist

Supervisor

Staff Physical Therapist

Instructor--Physical Therapy
Curriculum

InstructorOther Field

Athletic Trainer

Missing Data

Totals

Pull-Time Part-Time

0

0

2 0

0 0

13 3

0

0 0

0 0

0 1

$ Total

5 16.1

7 22.6

2 6.4

0

16 51=6

0

0

0



Table 0

-Leary Fora of Employment for
Physical Tharapiats

racfice or single
le

Partnership or Group-Owned
Practice

Individual Practitioner

'Partnership/Group of
Practitioners

Group Health Plan Facility

Other Nongovernmental
Employer

Local

County Government

State Government

Federal

Unpaid Worker

Part 4-Time

1

0

6.4

0 0

0 0

3.2

18 21 67.7

0 0

1 3.2

6 0 6 19.4

0 0

0 0



Table PT-11

Yew Active Since First Licensed

114

Totals 27

41.9 0 13 41.9

9.7 9.7 6 19.4

25.8 1 3.2 9 29.0

9.7

87.1

9.7

12.9 31 100.0

Table PT-12

Education Level of Physical Therapists

Full-Time Part-Time
tal

Certificate 11 3 14 45.2

BA/BS 16 1 17 54.8

MA/MS 0 0 0

I
Totals 27 31 100.0
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Table PT-13

Year Highest Degree Was Received

FUll-Tiee Part -Time

144361 9 2 11 35.5

1962-66 2 3 9.7

1967-71 6 7 22,6

:197276 10 0 10 32.2

Totals 27 31 100.0

Table PT-14

Number of Physical Therapists Licensed in West
Virginia and Practicing on 1 -1 -77

No.

Full-Time
NO.

Part-Tie
Tctail

Seven-County Area 27 4 31 100.0

West Virginia 98 17 116_ 81.6

Out of State 24 2 26 18.4

Total Licensed in State 122 19 141 100.0

131



1974, change in 1975, and a decrease of 3.4 percent in-number of PT's

employes in 1976. This represents gee of must

*Atea- of any of the occupations. When asked
1

ed to optimally provide services to clients,

116

erious declines in employ-

whatnumbANwOUld be

the ten employers responded

ne additional PT, or 3.6 percent greater than the percent budgeted.

f the employers reported a vacancy, and for one

The employers were asked to est'mate the number budgeted in two, five, and

ten years. They responded with numb equal to no tinge in two years, and

increases f 7.1 percent in five ye and 21.4 percent in ten gears. When

asked to indicate the expected percent increase, the median rate.was 10.0 per-
.

cent for two, five, and ten years.

At the national level, the Bureau of Labor Statistics projects a 76.3

percent increase in the number of PT's between 1972 and 1385, or a medium

average increase of 4.5 percent per year (78: 48). The Health Resources Admin-

istration alto projects a medium - range increase of 99.4 percent in numbers of

employed PTTs between 1970 and 1980, and of 58.8 percent between 1980 and 1990.

The national PT to population ratios indicate that the seven-county area should

be served by about 30 PT's, or approximately the same number now available.

The demand rate selected for the basic projection was a fairly 1

percent, since most indicators appeared to point tows

w 5.0

d less increase in

demand. The maximum rate wa, 8.0 percent, the historical increase according to

the employers' budgets. The mini

projection.

The employers reported practically no turnover

rate was 2.5 percent, one-ha(f basic

in FT's. Nationally, the.'

project_ additions of graduates to active supply ranged from 11.6 percelft in

1977 to 8.1 percent in 1987. The mean, or 9.8 percent was selected as the

number of newly trained PT's required in the seven-county area each year



TrainingRequi rents

girding

physical therap

projection shown in Table PT71

inareas
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supply of

from 31 in 1977 to 50 in 1987, a change of

151.3 percent over ten years. Between five and saVen newly-trained physical

rapists will be required each year from 1978 through 1987.



Table PT-15

Nor of Physical Therapists Required
from Supply and Increased Demand

118

Projected*

1,13117

Needed
Pro ec
nnual Need

lam Bas Min_ Bas Min

1,77 31 31 31

1978 33 33 32 5

1979 36 34 33 6 4

1980 39 36 33 7

1981 42 38 34 7 4

1982 46' 40 35 4

1983 49 42 36 4

9384 53 44 37 6 /5

1985 57 46 38 6

1986 62 48 39 11 7 5

1987 67 50 40 11 5

*Supply: Total number of persons.required in work force each year based on
an 8.0% (maximum), 4,5.0% (basic), and a 2.5% (minimum) increase
in demand plus a 9.8% turnover or replacement rate.

**Need: Number of newly-trained persons required to replenish supply, based
on demand and replacement assumptions.



RESPIRATORY TH,ERAPIST

atio ti on
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Respiratory (formerly inhalation) therapy personnel perform
procedures essential in maintaining life of seriously ill patients
with respiratory problems and they assist in the treatment of heart
and lung ailments, such as cardiac failure, asthma, emphysema, cere-
bral thrombosis, hemorrhage and shock. Under medical supervision,
the respiratory therapy technician administers various types of
gas, aerosol, and intermittent-positive-pressure breathing treatments;
assists with long-term continuous artificial ventilation; cleans,
Sterilizes and maintains respiratory therapy equipment; and maintains
records of patient's therapy. The respiratory therapist is usually
engaged in similar tasks, but the preparation of the therapist leads
to more extensive knowledge of anatomy, physiology, pharmacology and
clinical medicine--designed to enable the therapist to exercise more
judgment and accept greater responsibility in performing therapeutic
procedures based on observations of patients.

Graduation from an accredited high school or certification of
equivalent education is required for admission to an AMA-accredited
program for preparation as a respiratory therapist. These programs
are a minimum of two years in length and lead to an associate degree
(or, in some instances to a baccalaureate degree). In addition
to more extensive courses in biological physical, and medical sciences,
the program of study includes social sciences basic to understanding
how to interrelate with patients--such as psychology, communication
skills and medical ethics.

Graduates for two-year programs may apply to sit for the written
and practical examinations for the therapist level administered by
the National Board for Respiratory Therapy. Individuals meeting their
requirements are recognized as registered respiratory therapists.
(Excerpted from American Medical Association, Allied Medical Education
Directory 6th Edition [7: 465, 467],)
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Sources of Data

The only local source of data for the respiratory therapists was the

seven health service agencies which employ them. They re!: ended to the

interview schedule included in Appendix B. The employing agency reporting the

greatest number of RT's was Thomas Memorial Hospital.

A special caution pertaining to all occupations with small numbers of

. employees is that projection can be very hazardous, since ratios can fluctu-

ate widely just by chance hirings and administrative decisions. The addition

of another 13 RT's would add another 100.0 percent or double the current

supply.

Supply Characteristics

The employing agencies reported a total of 13 respiratory therapists

employed in the seven-county area. Four are male, seven are female, and the

sex of two RT's was not reported.

Demand Characteristics

Two types of demand data were available for RT's; that from the employing

agencies and projections prepared by two federal agencies.

The number of RT positions budgeted from 1973 was seven, and the number

grew to 13 1977. The mean increase per year was 18.6 percent, and the

Increases for each included year were 0 0 percent in 1973, 57.1 percent in

1974, 9.0 percent in 1976, and 8.3 percent in 1977.

When asked to estimate the number tc be budgeted in two, five, and ten

years, employers.resfinJed3 with increased numbers equal to 30.8 percent,

76.9 percent, and 107.7 percent, respectively. This is one of the greatest

estimated increases for any of the 16 occupations examined by the AFL research

13
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team. In order to optimumly provide health services for their clients, the

employers estimated a number 30.8 percent greater than the currently budgeted

number. However, they reported no vacancies at the present

The median estimated increase in employment opportunity was 6.0 percent,

8.0 percent, and 8.0 percent for two, five, and ten years. In general, the

statistical picture s of a recently emerging occupation which may c©ntrnue

to offer increased employment opportunities throughout the next ten years.

The two federal agencies which project RT employment trends are the

Bureau of Labor Statistics and the Health Resources Administration. The BLS

report has the number of RT's easing by 77.0 percent between 1972 and

1985, or at an annual rate of 4.5 percent, or slightly less than licensed

practical nurses (78: 48).

The HRA report has the number of RT's increasing by 173.0 percent between

1970 and 1980, and by 79.0 percent between 1980 and 1990 (64: 143). Interest

ingly, the HRA's 173.0 percent projected increase is irrcre than double the BLS

projected increase for 12 years.

The national RT to total population ratio indicates that about 16 RT's

should be available to the seven-county population in order to meet national

service norms. This would be an increase of 33.0 percent over current supply.

The rate selected for maximum increased demand was 18.6 percent, the

historical budgeted increase,

for the second five years,

by that time. The basic project

for the first five years and one-half the rate

the occupation will probably be saturated

_n is based on a 14.5 percent rate for the

first years and a subsequent 7.5 percent rate. The 14.5 percent rate

is approximately the employer's estimated budgeted increase in RT The

minimum pro

projected by BLS.

is Lased o n1 a Lori ctnt increas,
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The turnover reported by local employers was practically nil, but over

the next ten years, almost all vacancies will apparently have to be filled by

newly-trained RT's. The RT's ratio of entering graduates to current supply

is one of the highest of any occupation. Nationally, the number of entering

graduates is projected at 15.1 percent of tide number in current supply for

1977, acid the rate decreases to 9.6 percent by 1987 (64: 181).

The figure selected for replacement which must be provided from new

trainees 14.0 percent for the

second five-year span.

Replacement Needs

ive years and 10.0 percent for the

The basic projection indicated that 17 respiratory therapists will be

needed in 1979, 26 in 1982 and 37 in 1987 (Table RT-1) . The ten-year increase

over current is 24, or an increase of 284.6 percent, according to the

basic projection.

The basic projection also indicated that k. ' een four and six RT's would

need to be trained each year for the next ten, or that these newly-trained

persons will have to be sought from the seven-county area.



Table RT-1

Projected Number of Respiratory Therapists Required
to Meet Losses: from Supply and Increased Demand
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Year

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

Projected*
Supply
Needed

Bas Min

13 13

15 15 14

18 17 14

22 20 15

26 22 16

31 26 16

34 28 17

37 30 18

40 32 18

44 34 19

48 37 20

Max

5

7

7

9

7

Projected**
Annual Need

Bas Min

4

5

5

5

5

2

2

2

*Supply: Total number of persons required in work force each year, based on
increases of 18.6% for five years and 9.3% for the next five years
(maximum projection), of 14.5% for five years and 7.5% for five
years (basic projection), and a constant 4.5% (minimum) increase

in demand plus a turnover or replacement rate of 14.0% for the
first five years and a 10.0% for the second five.

**Need: Number of newly-trained persons required to replenish supply, based
on demand and replacement assumptions.
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NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGIST

Occu ational Ce cri.tion

Nuclear medicine is the scientific and clinical discipline
concerned with diagnostic, therapeutic (exclusive of sealed radiation
sources) and investigative use of radionuclides.

The nuclear medicine technologist receives, positions, and
attends to patients, and abstracts data from patient records; makes
dose calculations for in vivo studies; and assists the physician
in the operation of scanning devices using isotopes. He is greatly
concerned with safety and has responsibility for disposal of radio-
active waste, safe storage of radioactive material, and the inventory
and control of radopharmaceuticals.

To be suited for a career in nuclear medicine technology, one
should have a basic understanding of the physical and biological
sciences, as well as mathematics.

The Council on Medical Education of the American Medical
Association collaborates with the following organizations in the
review and approval of educational programs in nuclear medicine
technology: American College of Radiology, American Society of
Clinical Pathologists, American Society for Medical Technology,
American Society of Radiologic Technologists, and Society of Nuclear
Medicine. These collaborating organizations collectively sponsor
a single review body known as the Joint Review Committee on Educa-
tional Programs in Nuclear Medicine Technology.

The Essentials (7)f an Accredited Educational Program in Nuclei
Medicine Technology provir:, standards for two levels of programs:
two year associate degree evel programs for the technician, and
baccalaureate level programs for the technologist_ (Excerpted from
American Medical Association, Allied Medical Eduction _Directory,
6th Edition [ 7 : 3 2 - t _ ! .

1 4

2



Sources of Data

The only source of data for the nuclear medicine technologists was the

four health service agencies in the seven-county area which employ NMT's.

The t employers with the greatest number of NMT's were Charleston Area
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Medical Center and St. Francis Hospital.

As with respiratory therapists, the numbers are small and projections

are therefore unusually hazardous. They are especially questionable since

there are no national projections or occupation to population ratios available.

Characteristics

There are currently 11 nuclear medicine technologists employed in the

seven-county area. Two are male, four are female, and the sex of five was not

provided. At the present time there are no training programs in West Virginia.

However, West Virginia State College, in cooperation with Charleston Area

Medical Center, is exploring the possibility of initiating such a progra

Demand Characteristics

The budgeted number medicine technologists during the past

five years was three in 1973 and 1974, eight in 1975, 13 In 1976, and 17 in

1977. The mean increase rate per year is 65.0 percent and the changes by

year are a widely fluctuating 0.0 percent for 1973, 166.7 percent for 1974,

62.5 percent for 1975, and 30.8 percent for 1976.

A difference between the 1977 budgeted number, 17, and the currently

employed number, s useiiim_ employing agency reported four iMT's

employed, ten budgeted, and six vacancies for 1977.

When asked to estimate the numbers to be budgeted two, five and ten years

from now, the employers responded with numbers equal to increases of 6.2
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percent, 18.8 percent, and 25.0 percent. In order to optimally meet demands,

a number of NMT's 81.8 percent greater than current supply would be required.

The median projected rate of growth for two, five, and ten years was 11.5

cent for the entire ten years.

Since the NMT's apparently represent a high demand occupation at the

present time, a maximum rate of increase due to growti was established at 65.0

percent, the historical average budget increase, for two years, and then at

an arbitrary 6.5 percent or one h the initial rate, for the next eight

years. The basic projection s 81.8 percent for the first year, and 11.5 per-

cent, the employer estimate, for the remaining nine years. The minimum pro-
!'

jection is based on a rate of 6.2 percent per year, the employers estimate

according to the increase in budgeted numbers in two years.

For lack of a better figure, a 10.0 percent effective replacement rate

was projected. That rate is no1r the average for the other occupations, and

means that one in ten NMT's

Supply Rewi cements

replaced each year by newly trained programs.

The supply requirements shown in Ta_ e N T-I demonstrate the relatively

high uncertainty regarding employment possibilities for nuclear medicine

chnologis s. The basic projections, which turned out to be slightly more

than the maximum projections (:), indicates that 22 NMT's will be employed

two years from now, 31 in five years, and 53 in ten years. Fourteen (10 4)

need to be trained in the next two y9ars, 1 in the next three years, and

41 from 1983 through 1987 in order to meet requirements for newly - trained graduates.
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T&blalstMT-1

Projected Number of Nuclear Medicine Technologists Required
to Meet Losses from Supply and Increased Demand

Year

Projected*
Supply
Needed

Projected**
Annual Need

Max Has Min Max as Min

1977 11 11 11

1978 18 20 12 8 10 2

1979 30 22 12 14 4

1980 32 25 13 5 2

1981 34 28 14 5 6 2

1982 36 31 15 5 6

1983 39 34 16 7 6 3

1984 41 38 17 6 7 3

1985 44 43 18 7 9

1986 47 48 19 7 9

1987 50 53 20 10

Supply: Total number of persons required in work force each year, based on
an increase of 65.0% for two years and 6.91! for eight years (maximum
projection), an increase of 81.8% for one year and 11.5% for nine
years (basic projection), and an increase of 6.2% (minimum pro-
jection) in demand plus a 10% turnover or replacement rate.

* *Need: Number of newly-trained persons required to replenish supply, based
on demand and replacement assumptions.

1 4 3
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MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST

Occupational Description

The medical technologist` performs many routine and specialized
tests in the clinical laboratory for the purpose of developing data
which may be utilized by a qualified physician for the determination
of the presence and extent of disease, as well as implications per-
taining to the cause of disease. The myriad of tests and procedures
performed or supervised by the medical technologist in the clinical
laloratory includes the major areas of hematology, serology and
immunology, chemistry, blood banking, microbiology and parasitology,
urinalysis, histology, and cytology. A

To be suited for a career in medical technology, one must have
an aptitude and interest in the physical and biological sciences.
Since, the work frequently deals with life and death matters, it re-
quires precision, dependability, and a strong sense of responsbility.

The Council on Medical Education of the American Medical Associa-
tion, the American Society of Clinical Pathologists, and the American
Society for Medical Technology collaborate in determining minimal
educational standards, termed Essentials, for programs for medical
technologists. The Council on Medical education grants formal
accreditation to educational programs which meet or exceed the agreed
upon standards.

Admission to an AMA-accredited program for education and training
of technologists requires a minimum of 90 semester hours 1135 quarter
hours) of academic credit in a college or university approved by a
recognized regional accrediting agency. This academic credit must
include appropriate course work in biology, chemistry, and mathematics.
The clinical training program is at least 12 :months in duration. Em-

phasis is placed upon the basic principles commonly utilized in
diagnostic laboratory tests, with technical instruction pertaining to
procedures in hematology, serology, clinical chemistry, microbiology
and other areas pertinent to the total function and scope of the
medical technologist in the clinical laboratory.

Graduates of MA- approved programs for medical technologists are
eligible for the registry examination given by the Board of Registry
of the American Society of Clinical Pathologists. (Excerpted from
American Medical Association, Allied Medical Education Directory, 6th
Edition [7: 235].)
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Sources of Data

The local source of data is the 21 employers of medical technologists

in the seven =county area. The employer of the greatest number is the Charleston

Area Medical Center.

Supply_ Characteristics

According to the responding health agencies, 52 MT's are currently

employed in the seven counties. The employers reported that 5.5 FTE were

male, 29.5 FTE w-- female, and the sex of 17 employees was not indicated.

Demand Characteristics

Information concerning demand was obtained from the area employers, as

well as from projections.

The budgeted number of MT's over the past five years represented a mean

increase of 23.5 percent, or by year, 4.5 percent in 1973, 62.2 percent in

1974, 18.4 percent in 1975 and 8.9 percent in 1976. The employers estimated

a budgeted number equal to increases of 26.5 percent, 52.0 percent, and 76.5

percent in two, five, and ten years

When asked about the number required to provide optimum services, a num-

ber equal to an increase of 9.0 percent over present budget level was esti-

mated. Generally, the occupation appears to be one of fairly rapid growth,

but also one in which the training needs have been approximately met to date.

Another indication that a growing training demand has been met in the past comes

from the report prepared by the National Accrediting Agency for Clinical

Laboratory Sciences described pr- conjunction with the projection of

medical laboratory technicians. The report indicates that the demand for

1 4
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medical technologists is increasing in West Virginia, but thaw the supply

equal to the demand (45: 10) - Also, only three of 19 ponding agencies

reported vacancies, and for five MT's.

Several of the employers informally indicated that they expected the

level of employment to remain about the same, and one said "The number will

remain about the same, but with automation, you'll be able to carry a larger

case load. There will be jobs in the rural settings." Another indicated

"The requirements are changingsmall labs will decrease and the large ones

will exp

When asked to estimate the rate of increase in two, five, and ten years,

13 employers responded with a median increase in demand of 10 percent per

year over the entire period.

At the national level, the Bureau of Labor Statistics did not list medical

technologists as a projection category, but rather, listed all "medical labora-

tory workers" together with a very low projected 1.9 percent annual rate of

increase through 1982 (78: 48

The Health Resources Administration projected an increase of 79.2 percent

e number of s between 1970 and 1 80, and of 53.3 percent between 1980

and 1990. e national MT to population ratio indicates that there should be

105 MT's presently employed in the seven-county area, or about two times the

current supply.

From the above considerations, a maximum grow rate due to increased

demand w _ established at 23.5 percent; the historical budgeted growth rate,

for five years, and at 13.0 percent for the remaining five years. The basic

projection was placed at 13.0 percent per year for the entire ten years, /which

is the approximate rate stlmated by the employers. Since several employers

indicated no increase, and one a decrease, the 131,5 annual rate of 1.9 percent

was used as very low minimuan rate for comparison purposes.

1
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The reported turnover rateported by employers as low. At the

national /level, the additions supply by graduates was projected at from 11.4

percent 8.2 percent of supply, so an effective replacement rate was selected

IL

at 9.8 percent.

§Apity_lernents

As shown in Table T-1, the number of medical technologists should increase

from 52 to 177 within 10 years, or to acre than three times the current supply.

The need for ly-trained MT's should increase from 12 in 1978 to 37 in

according to the basic projection.

J



Table MT-1

Projected Number of Medical Technologists Required
to Meet Losses from Supply and Increased Demand

Projected*
Supply
Needed

Year

132

Projected**
Annual Nee_d

Max Bas Min

1977 52
1

52 ' 52

1978 64 59 53 17 12 6

1979 79 66 54 21 13 6

1980 98 75 55 27 16 6e

1981 121 85 56 33 18 7

1982 149 96 57 40 20 7

1983 169 108 58 35 22 7

1984 191 122 59 39 25 7

1985' 216 138 60 44 28 7

1986 244 156 62 50 32 8

1987 275 177 63 55 37 7

*Supply: Total number of persons required in work force each year, based on
an increase of 23.5% for five years and 13.0% for the next five
years (maximum), a 13.0% (basic), and a 1.9% (minimum) increase in
demand plus a 10% turnover or replacement rate.

**Need: Number of newly-trained persons required to replenish supply, based
on demand and replacement assumptions.



CERTIFIED LABORATORY ASSISTANT

0 c 'ational Descr ion

The cer Tied laboratory assistant performs many routine pro-
cedures in the clinical laboratory under the direction of a qualified
physician and medical technologist. These procedures may involve
hematology, serology, blood banking, urinalysis, microbiology, clini-
cal chemistry, and other areas.

To be suited for a medical laboratory career, one must have an
aptitude and interest in the physical and biological sciences. Since

the work frequently deals with life and death matters, it requires
precision, dependability, and a strong sense of responsibility.
Adeptness in using thg hands is essential because the laboratory
assistant works with small instruments and delicate equipment. Nor-

mal vision and ability to distinguish fine shades of color are valuable
assets.

The Council on Medical Education of the American Medical Associa-
tion, the American Society of Clinical Pathologists, and the American
Society for Medical Technology collaborate in determining minimal
educational standards, termed Essentials, for programs for certified

laboratory assistants. The Council on Medical Education grants formal
accreditation to educational programs which meet or exceed the agreed

upon standards.

The prerequisite for admission to an AMA-accredited program for

the education and training of certified laboratory assistants is
ation from an accredited high school or certification of equivalent

training. An accredited program is a minimum of 12 months in length.

The program includes areas of medical ethics and conduct, medical
terminology, basic laboratory solutions and .media, basic elements of
quality control, manipulation of histologic and cytologic specimens,
blood collecting techniques, as well as an introduction to basic
heratology, serology, blood banking, urinalysis, and other pertinent

techniques.

Graduates of accredited peograms are eligible for the national
certification examination givdS by the Board of Registry of the
American Society of Clinical Pathologists. (Excerpted from American

Medical Association, Allied Medical Eduea_
[7: 234].)
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klurce---LSIL---Ngr a

Local data concerning certified laboratory assistants were obtained from-

17 employing agencies in the seven-county area Th

number was the Charleston Area Medical Center.

National projections were also available from

and Health Resources Agency.

4110

Supply Characteristics

employer of the greatest

e Bureau of r Statistics

The local health service agencies reported a current sup ly of 71 certified

laboratory assistants. Three were male, 31 were female, and x of 37 CIA's

was not reported.

Demand Characteristics

Generally, the demand for certified laboratory assistants seems to be

somewhat less than for the majority of the 16 nursing and allied health

occupations.

The mean increase in budgeted numbers of CLA's over the past five years

17.3 percent per year, but the rate of increase is much less now than

previously. The rate of increase by year is .3 percent for 1973, 8.3 percent

for 1974, 3.1 percent for 1975, and 4.5 percent for 1976. Only two employers

report vacancies, and for three positions. When asked to indicate the number

of CLA's required to optimally meet demand, the employers gave a number which

was only three persons, or 4.2 percent greater than the present number

employees.

When the employers were requested to estimate the number of CIA's re-

quired for the next five, rpn ye rs, they replied with numbers equal
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7 percent, 20.0 percent, and 27.1 percent over the present

The mediap_estimated percent increase was 11.0 percent per

year for tie ten -year period.

Informal remarks from the employers were both positive -d negative re-

girding possible increases in employment. One person said "There will be a

gradual increasemines are expanding, the miners will have health cards and

will utilize the services." Another said that,. the employment picture will be

the "same as now--the load will increase but the same number of persons can

handle it due to automation." One employer representative felt that the

number of positions will increase. She said "Somebody's got to do the work."

At the national level, certified laboratory assistants were not projected

by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, but as reported previously, "medical

laboratory workers" were placed together and a very low 1.9 percent per year

rate of increase was projected for them (78: 48). The Health Resources

Administration projected a substantial increase in the numbers -IA's of

232.3 percent from 1970 to 1980, and of 84.9 percent from 1980 to

According to the IRA, the number of CLA's in the nation will increase from

5,700 in 1970, to 22,260 in 1980, to 41,160 in 1990, which is a rate of increase

only slightly less than that projected for dental assistants and dental Tabora -

tory technicians (64; 143). However, the ratio of CIA's to population at the

national level indicates that the seven-county area should have only 25 CLA's,

or slightly more than one-third of the 71 in the current supply. The Appalachia

Educational Laboratory's basic projection for CLA's is based on a 6.0 percent

annual growth rate due to increased demand. This is approximately the rate

rewired to meet the employers' future budget es ma

the, most acuuratu ind of CLA's gra The mini

h appears be

'ected _,crease

rate is 3.8 percent, the average increase in budgeted numbers during the past

151



two years. The

by the employ

The turnover

1

rojected increase is 11.0 percent, the rate estimated

reported by n st employers was low. The HR projected

number of graduates to active supply is from 19.5 percent in 1977 to 11.6

percent in 1987. However, the seven-county area apparently does not ham to

catch up to national trends with CLA's, so the percent of graduates would not

have to be that high at the local level. The selected effective replacement

rate, or percent of newly trained CLA's to be placed each year was 6.0 percent

of supply.

The CLA projection is therefore based on a 6.0 percent effective replace-

)nent rate and maximum, basic, and minimum demand increases of 11.0 percent,

6.0 percent, and 3.8 percent.

Re'lacent Needs

As indicated in Table CIA-1, the basic projection has the number of CLA's

creasing from 71 in 1977 to 127 in 1987, an increase of 178.9 percent over

current supply. The minimum and maximum projections indicate that by 1982

there will be between 86 and 120 CLA's in the seven-county area, and the basic

projection indicates that the number will most likely be 95.

The basic projecti=on indicates that between 11 and 19 newly-tra d CLA's

have to be recruited each year. These gradu -y be obtained from

new training schools within the area, or from existing sources outside the

seven counties.



Table CLA-1

1

of Certified Laboratory Assistants Re r red
to Meet loeeee from Supply and Increased Demand
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Year

Projected
Supply
Needed

Projected**
Annual Need

Max WAS

1977 71 71 71

1978 78 75 74 14 11 10

1979 87 80 76 17 13 9

1980 97 85 79 19 13 11

1981 108 90 82 21 14 11

1982 120 95 86 23 14 12

1983 133 101 89 25 16 12

1984 147 107 92 27 17 12

1985 164 113 96 32 17 13

1986 182 120 99 34 18 13

1987 202 127 103 38 19 14

*Supply: Total number of persons required in work force each year, based on
an 11.0% (maximum) 6.0% (basic), and 3.8% (minimum) increase in
demand plus a 10% turnover or replacement rate.

**Need: Number of newly-trained persons required replenish supply, based
on demand and replacement assumptions.

53
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ion De crintion

REGISTERED DIETITIAN

ietitia ply nutritious and appetizing meals to help people
saJnLain or good health. They also supervise the food ser-
vice workers who prepare and serve the meals, manage purchases and
keep the accounts, and give advice on good eating habits. Admdnis-
-trative dietitians form the largest group in this occupation; the
others are Clinical, teaching, and research dietitians..

Administrative dietitians apply the principles of nutrition
and Sound management to large-scale meal planning and preparation,
such as that done in hospitals, universities, schools, and other
institutions. They supervise the planning, preparation, and service
of meals; select, train, and direct food-service supervisors and
workers; budget for and purchase food, equipment, and supplies; en-
force sanitary and safety regulations; and prepare records and reports.
Dietitians who are directors of a dietetic department also decide on
departmental policy; coordinate dietetic service with the activities
of other departments; end are responsible for-the development and
management of the dietetic department budget, which in large organi-
zations may amount to millions of dollars annually.

An increasing number of dietitians work as consultants to hos-
pitals and to health-related facilities. Others act as consultants
to commercial enterprises, including food processors Andequipment
manfactvrers.

A bachelor's degree, preferably with a-major in foods and
nutrition or institution management, is the basic educational re-
quirement for dietitians. This degree can be earned in more than
250 colleges and universities, usually in departments of home econ-
omics. College courses usually required are in food and nutrition,
institution management, chemistry, bacteriology, physiology, and
related courses such as mathematics, data processing, psychology,
sociology, and economics.

For a dietitian qualify for professional r cognitio the

American Dietetic Association (ADA) recommends the completion after
graduation of an approved dietetic internship or an approved indi-
vidual traineeship program. The internship lasts to 12 months and
the traineeship program I to 2 years. Both programs combine clinical
experience under a qualified dietitian with some classroom work.
(Excerpted from u. S. Department of Labor, qcsypAp_onal 01.1t1oek Hand-
b.00k, 1976-77 EditiOn[76: 485-4861.)
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The data pertaining to registered. dietitians c_ from the 14 healih

service agencies in the seven counties which reported employing them. There

was also info-.

'The Pro

ion a e from national sources.

ctions of numbers was not only diffiZUlt because of small num-

Bern, but was especially problematic because most employers reported using

them on a consultant basis. The determination of the present number of .

full - time - equivalent dietitians was almost impossible.

I421
Characteristics

Four employys reported nine full-time registered dietitians, and the

other ten reported using consultants equivalent to 1.6 FTE. However, each

consultant probably not employed a full 40 hours per week, so 12 registered

dietitians was the number used for current supply.

Demand Characteristics

p

The mean increase in budgeted numbers of dietitians over the past five

years was 16.7 percent, and the changes for each year were 0.0 percent iris

40.0 percent in 1974, 26.7 percent in 1975, and 0.0 percent in'1976. The

irregularity is caused by the small total number. In order to meet current

demand optimally, an increase in numbers of 26.3 percent, or 2.5 FTE was

reported by the employers.

asked e the budgeted numbers in the next two, five, and ten

years, the employers responded with 15.H percent, 36.8 percent, and 47.4 per-

cent increases over the present number bud--

At the national level, the Rure_

d.

Statist projects that the

number of employed dietitians will increase by 32.0 percent between 1972 and
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1985, or a low annual increase rate of 2.2 percent. The projection by Health

Resources Administration indicates an increasg o4 18.8 percent between 1970

and 1980, and of 23.0 percent irto.ween 1980 and 1990. This is the lowest rate

which HRA projected for any occupation. However, the dietitian to national

population ratioCindicates that the seven - county area should be served by

approximately 27 diet twice the number now available.

The basic projection includes a high initial demand.rate of 26.3 percent

for two years, followed by a rate of 7.5 percent for the next eight years.

The latter figure is that required to maintain the employer's estimated bud

increase.

The maximum demand rate is 16. 7 percent, the historical increase budgeted

number of dietitians. minimum rate is 7.5 percent, based on the employer

estimated future number to be budgeted.

The employers reported a very low turnover rate'for dietitians. Nationally,

additions to the supply from graduates is equal icy about 7.0 percent of the

current supply, so that rate was used to determine the number of vacancies to be

filled by newly trained dietitians.

Trainin ui ements

The small number of registered dietitians required to meet demands com-

biped with a low turnover rate was respensi:

of training needs

produc-ing a very low rate

As shown by Table RD-I, the basic arojection indicated that the current

supply of 12 reg stored dietitian, would grow to 29 by 1987. Between two and

four newly trained diet itians, will be regu

year of the ten-year

As mentioned prey, i _ E.t jet-

rrl t replenish supply each

_._- highly ative.

based on past national and local employment tr_ids, And local or national
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Table RD-1

Projected Number of Registered Dietitians Reg ired
to Meet Losses from Supplk'and Increased

APPlY
Needed

Bas tin

Pro ected*
1 Need

141

1977 12 12 12

1978 14 15 13 4 2

1979 16 16 '14. 2 2

1980 19 18 15 2

1981 22 19 16 4 2

1982 26 20 17 6 2 2

1983 30 22 19 6 3

1984 35 23 20 7 2

1985 41 25 21 4 2,

1986 48 27 23 10

1987 56 29 4 4

*Supply: Total number of persons required in work force each year biSsed on
a 16.7% (maximum), an increase of 26.3% for one year, and a 7.5%
for the next nine years (basic), and a.7.5% (minimum) increase in
demand plus a 7.0% turnover or replacement rate.

**Need: Number of newly-trained person*
on demand and replacement assuMe

iced to replenish supply, baked
Is
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policy decisions could alter the employment picture completely. For example,

if all nursing homes were required to employ a full -time dietitian, the re-

quired number would be double the current supply.



PHYSICIAN'S ASSISTANT

Occumtfonal_DescriWon

As an. assistant to the practicing physician, the PA has the
JmisUadige and competencies to (1) elicit a comprehensive health

I history; (2) perform a comprehensive physical examination; (3)
perform Simple diagnostic laboratory determinations and understand
and use their values; (4) perform basic treatment procedures; and
(5)' make an appropriate clinical response to commonly encountered
emergency care situations.

This new type of health professional is a phenomenon of the
'1960s and the leadership of such institutions as Duke University,
the University of Colorado, and the University of Washingtoh.
Demonstrations by these institutions in liow to pripare well-
qualified personnel to provide a substantial body f hertofore only
okprincipaliy doctor-performed functions ttracte- substantial
support from other innovative physicians, nurses, a d educators.

1,

These efforts also caut the imagination of the health man-
power policy makers in the apartment of Health, Education, and
Welfare and the National Institutes of Health, resulting,in de-
cisions which made substantial monies available for further
development abeevaluation of mid-level practitioner programs,
both for nurse practitioners and for physician's assistants.

In the past ten years over 70 physician's assistant programs
have become operational. The majority of these programs are pre-
paring assistants to the primary care physician, with a much
smaller number preparing surgeon's assistants, and assistants for
various specialties such as urology, orthopedics, etolarynology,
allergy, radiology, pathology, anesthesiology, and the like.

The House of Delegates, AMA, has adopted the following de
ninon of the physician's assistant:

The physician's assistant is a skilled person qualified
by academic and practical training to provide patient
services under the supervision and direction of a licensed
physician who is responsible for the performance of that
assistant.

The length of the educational program is determined largely by
objectives and complementing student selection criteria. Al-

though they are not restricted to this time frame, programs are
commonly 24 months in length with principal, if not total, focus
on clinical didactic and clinical practicum instruction. Programs
range from 12-45 months in length (Excerpted from American Medical
Association, Allied Medical Edurlation Directory, bth Edition 17: 373,
364 1.)
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No. Ume 'cal projection could be made itor physician's assistants,hecause

the number in current supply could not be obtained, and 4.2f the future

of Physic assistants is currently changing as described below,

the Bureau of Labor Statistics nor the Health Resources Administration`"

reported projections concerning physician's assist

AU. research team as able to determine.

Following is national, state, and local infori

awls

Assistant Profile

Dr. Donald W. Fisher, Executive Director of the American Academy

so f the

concerning physici

Y

Fhysians'Assistants a the Association of Physician Assistant Programs,

presented a paper entitled "PhySician AsSigtant: A Profile of the Profession"

the Confetence on Current Information on Health Manpower in 1975 based

upon a survey of graduals and student physician's assistants (25:8). He con-

eluded that "the data tabulated substantiates earlier publications describing

the.physlcian's assistant." In general, the average physician's assistant is

30 years old at graduation, is white and male. The majority (77 percent) pra

tice in primary care in comm_ ith a population or less than 50,000.

rage viOrk week is 48 hours long, and the annual compensation after three
0-

years o ,employment is generally between $15,000 and $20,000. Seventy-eight

percent 4f physician's assistant practices are stable. Those who change employ-

ment change on an average of 1.3 times.

It would appear from data obtained early in the development of this

new profession hat physician's assistants are concentrating in primary care

medicine in the more medically underserved ai,.=as. There does not appear to be
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y more poetti s avail

are individuals to fill them The salaries of the graduates r ge from a

--tingsalary of 'froi 12,000 to $14,000 per annum to $15,0 to $20,000

at the end of three year in practice.

A later study by RiCh d M. Sch (' ffler found that physic

weie pred 'n4tely male (81.4 percent) Cauca

assistants

ans (87.0 percent), and' With' an

average age of 32.0 year's (53: 1-4). Nearly one-h- f (46.9 percent) were em-

ployed in the Middle and South Atlantic Census Regi n.h heaviest concen-

tration of physician's assistant exists in metropo itan areas (68.9 percent).

Status in West Virginia. On March 11, 1976, the West Virginia Legislature

enacted Senate Bill No. 168 (Appendix D) which amended and reenacted Article
IP

3-A, Chapter thirty of the Code of West Virginia relating to physician's

assistants. Prior to en- tent of Senate Bill 168, the Medicalkicensing Board

of West Virginia had licensed "approximately 30 to 40 physician's assn

The names of these individuals nor the number of applications which were being

held il new regulations were prepared and approved, could not be obtained.

The president of the West Virginia Chapter of the American Association of

Physician Assistants was _ cooperative. He indicated that the State Chapter

had'approximately 31 graduate members. By checking the mailing address of the

neehers it was determined that approximately one-third (29.0 percent) resided

in the seven--codnty area.

Article 3A -1, Chapter 30, defined Type 'A' physician's assistant as "an

assistant a primary care physician who is a graduate of an approved program

of instruction in primary health care, who has passed the national certification

examination and is gt ed to perform direct patient care services under the

supervision of the primary care physician. physician's assistant as

defined as assistant to the physician who is a graduate of an approved

161
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in a recognized clinical specialty or has received

"training taw a physician adequate to qualify him to perform patient services

in that specialty as defined by the supervising physician."
4

The supervising physician's responsibilities, according to Article 3A-6,

include "observing, directing and evaluating the work, re rdt- and practices

performed by the physician assistant pursuant to this article. The supervising

physician gall noteifyithe medical censing board, in writing, of any termi

ion of the employment of his

. .

termination. The legal responsibility for any physician_ assistant shall`

Ys ian assistant within ten days Of said

that of the employing physician Or physicians at all times including occasions

whentheassistant,.under the direction and supervision of the employing
a

physician or physicians, aids in the care arid treatment of patients in health

care facilities. Such health care facilities shall not be legally responsible

for the actions or omissions of the physician assistant, unless such phy

assistant is an employee of the facility.

The following limitations on the employ-men physician's assi

were specified in Article 3A-8:

A supervising physician shall not employ at any one time
more than two physician assistants.

(b) Physician assistant shall not sign prescriptions. Het

shall not perform any service which his employing super-
vising physician is not qualified to perform. Further,
he shall not perform any service which is not included
in his job description and approved as provided in section
five of this article.

Nothing in this article shall be construed to authorize
physician assistants to perform those specific functions
and duties delegated by law to those persons licensed as
chiropractors, dentists, dental hygienists, optometrists,
pharmacists, or certified as nurse anesthetists.

One specific function of medical licensing board of Wet V nia

"promulgate rules and regulations governn the extent to which physician

assistant ceion within this state.`"
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On May 2, 1977, a draft of the Regulations for Physician's Assistants was

approved by the .medical licensing board. (Se Appendix E for a copy of these

regulations.) The medical licensing board shall convene a hoartnq on Monday,

June 27, for the purpose of taking evidence pertaining the tiling of

regulations governing certification of physician's assistants.

The present draft planes the following limltations on ft - employment and

scope of duties of phys.cian's assistants.

(a) A supervising physician thu ll not empl.): it any one ime

more than two physician's assistants.

(b) Physician's assistants shall not sign prescriptions

(c) Physician's tO hi II not perform any service which
his employin(; suhervis bhysician is not (qualified to
perform.

(d) Physicia: 's assistants shall not sign orders to be counter-
signed l r by the emplu;in(j supervisitiq physician.

(e)physician's assist:ants shall not perform any service which
is not included in his lob cle,;cription and a by the
Board.

k
Another function of the medi(:ul licensing board will be to "compile and

publish an annual report that includes a list of currently certified physician

assistants, their errloy and location an the state; a list of approved

programs; the numiaer of qraduates lr year of such approved programs and the

number of physician assistants fror7 wher states pr, -icinq in West Virqiro ia."

, *

This w ]1 be invaluable for ffo--)n- he futur(f who ,--Iftoriht ect

a4mand I--

f C,

4

1



SECTION III

SUMMARY AND RELOMMENDATIONS



The project

INTRODUCTION

n of training needs for each of 16 allied health and

g occupations for a seven-county area of West Virginia wa

the winter and spring of 1977. The general procedure, as described

Section

each occupation, usually through interviews with employers, and then to

project future employment trends and resulting training needs. The lat

projection was based on information obtained from local (m-3 o and on

this report, was

149

determine the present number of employees

national trends. The resulting projections, along wit ha .around infor
t(,

tion and de

_The purpos

t- _ pvAo.us section

odcup'atio are iritluded in Section II.

e_ ion III __ _rize the results presented in

arld to offer some recommendations fer, further studios.

SUMMARY OF PROJECTIONS

Much diversity was found among the 16 occupations. Some had relatively

mployment trends, such as physical therapists. Others, such as

nuclear medicine technologists, were expanding rapidly, although smalAt,

nilmbers of potential employees werexinvolved. The result_ of all 16 p e-

jections are summarized in Table 1 of this section.

The occupation wi'

registered nurses.

neatest number of employees, or current supply,

fact, there are currently 1,342 registered nurses

the seven-county area, compared to 1,358 persons employed in all o

allied nealtb and nursing occupations ich current supply figures are

given in Table 1. The occupation with the second largest number of current

employees was licenseepractical rrit5its with 76°, anci then radinlo

technologists with 106. Occu bons with relatively ira11 number:

employees were r:yllotechricistA wrn 7:uciejr medicir.e techricict_

1
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Table 1

Training Needs for Sixteen Allied Health and Nursing
ipecupations According to Basic Projection

Training Available in Seven-County Area

Current Sul,ply Percent

Supply Increase

Number Nowly-Trained
Employees in

1983 1987Occu ation 1977 1977-1987 1971

Registered Nurse 1,342 79.1 298

Certified RN Anesthetic; 68 105.9 10

ensed Practical Nurse 763 63.0 106

Ope Room Technician 1 140.8

kadiolodie Tecnnologist 106 181.1

Oytotechnologist 6 66.7 2

Medical Laboratory Technic 41 63.4 4

Medical Record Technician 32 90.6 5

Den ',1 Hygienist 75 128.0 16

Train--(1 Not Availal3le Seven-County Area

Current
supply
1977

Physical Thcralrst 31

Respiratory Therapist 13

Nuclear "cdicine Techncloqit 11

Medica nochnologist 52

Certified Laboratori Assistant 71

Registered PietItian 12

19 27

44 67.

2

-#6

I
7 10

26 35,

Supply Pc :cent Number Newly-Trained
Increase Employees in
1977-1987 1979

61.3 4

4

381.8 4

240.4 13

78.9 13

141.7 2

Physician's Assistant data no' fcr prjection--sc

1983 1987

7

6

6

5

6 10

22 37

i 19

3 4

'cxt



with 11, reqistered dieticians with about 12, and respiratory therapists

with 13 employees at the time of interview. As explained in Section II,

sufficient data could not be made available to permit a pro ection of 4

training needs for physicians assistants.

Section II of the report year-by-year projections of the

number of employees expected in each occupation. Table 1 of this section

includes a listing of the percent increase in the number of employees

between 1977 and 1987, based on the pro ect ons given in Section II. The

occupation ' highest rate was nuclear medicine technologist with a
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381-8 percent increase. In other words, there will he 53, or more than four

times as many nuclear medicine technologists in 1987 as there are

according to the basic projection given in Section II.

n 1977,

The occupation with the sond highest rate was medical tectu1;41ogiSt,

with a 240.4 percent increase, and that was fcillawed by respiratp, ,,..therapist

and radiologic technologist with more than 18).0 percent increase. The

occupations with the lowest rate were physical therapist with a 61.3 perCtft.

increase, licensed practical nurse with a 63.9 percent increase, and medical

laboratory technician with a 63.4 percent increase.

According to the basic projection, there will be 298 vacancies filled

by newly tra:nel register.- I nurses In 1979, 37 in 1983, and by 1987,

nursihq graduates will be required to meet employment needs. In comparison,

only two newly tra nea cytoteohnologists or registered dieticians will cc

require :1 in 1)79 ape: 4cir each of the followinc, medical laboratory

technician, ph?sical thera:=ist resT:iratcr therapist, and rwiclear medicine

technologist.

If these pro7eciciss are assumei tn nice s'ifficiLt credibility,

decision facing health-planners Is whether programs with small suyily
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requirements can he economically provided the local level. One solution,

perhaps too ohviouq, is t train one specialized group in one area of the

state and another specialty in a- _ _ area. Hopefully, these projections

will be judged to have suff c_redih,ilityF to support decisions of that

magnitude. The support should he found within the roport,-,the decisions are

beyond its scope.

The fourth

RECOMMENDATIONS

ive Secticn I was to suggest proced

which might be use-_ for a state-

team feels that the

nPower projection. The AEI rese-

procedure* did provide information concer

training needs which wig much better casual guesses or even informed

estimates. The t"arT-, therefore feels that the procedures -; should have state-

wide application.

"tightene

Conceptualization cif a Mode'

ever, there were problems and the pro ections can be

lumber of ways

The "model" for 10 J grew study, and according try the

availability of data as tie study progressed. A future state wide study

might have more cencer rca 1 sdp-- For example, a more Beta

ration_ of the many faetcru which

study, especially lf s

qhmild not heco

-1, would have be

he__ found. H r eve r, model

t at it becomes overbear .q or um-

A experienced statistolician or adminis-t develops a feel for data 4:,(71

h _ ludgment should 7-1(::: (-7 o n t



Collection of Data

A variety_ cedures have been e.g. 77-5ional interview,

telephone interview, and questionnaire, in otde

most efficient

150 disci

data flax pro'

olecting needs. More than

153

Ko defer: ne the procedures

one calls and

h individuals were required to ovide 1 best available

tions,

ly, data derived through use of questionnaires were not found

be as valid as that resulting from interviews, sin the retAirn rate was

usually low. Most problems with data collection occurred when interview

le le forms had to be left with those in the health service agencies who

were to in the in

Quite sophistic prod ion procedures rec. iring the simultaneous

several variables were abandoned early in the proje the available

data were spotty. There were ions ably more available data for nurses

hat for reg example, and one set of classical pro-

cedures could not apply to all 16 occupations.

The ortarice of person-to-person contact was considered a most important

aspect cif the project. AEL st f# had agreed not to request information

which would require the respo agencies large amounts of time to obtain.

Therefore, the staff applied e pressurL In spite of the low -key

approach, or perhaps because of it, many persons did give freely of their

resources once the

a c4mputer programmer s

4

erst:o

the project. Almost

and, hopefully, -1r effort_

the info -n rest_ from

-C tance the o 3 ere. In one case,

e week analyz data at no cost of

people gave

ill e rewarlel

collection effort.

their

1
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State-wide collection of data will offer some logistic problems, such as

completing interviews over the entire state, but these are offset by economy

of scale. Some of the data, for example, can he obtained at the state level

through cooperation of the Department of Health personnel and use of their

facilities. Whoever completes

their sources.

COpperat I ng_ Agencies

The support of a number of licensing, planning, and service agencies

ate wide projection should plan on using

eoiontial to comple_ on of a statewide manpower pro Oct. The names of

these agencies have been mentioned throughout the report and little infor a-

tion can be obtained without their underntanding and support.

Continuation of Projection Studies

A projection of manpower need based on data from one year, which was

essentially the rasa, fLf- ";(.,' A771, projeCtions, is risky at best. Most inst

tutions will use :luta colle -ted from previous projection efforts along with

current data in ordea to ilelare future objections. Data from previous

projections were not available. In fact, no data at all were available

from past years except what t _le personnel officers were able to provide con-
%

cerning budgeted positions.

The proections should be repeated and sharpened so there will he

minimum waste of manpower and ot 'dman potential. To that end, there should

be some common repos't-,ry The system De_ set in motion

by the State Deqartment Df Hea.t a 000l ctart tut accorinq to the:,r

own description, their data are rrru "present status" oriented than "future

need" in nature and i-urpose. Perhaps they or another health agency wieh
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state-wide responsibility could take this tialtive in the collection of

manpower planning data.

Required T rtle and Resources for State -wide Projections

Financial support, and people are required for a large study.

Approx1TnAt ly $200,000 would lie requires' for a state -wide pro jection study

of a nod in this report. The study would provide a projection

for each e planning areas of the state, as well as a total-state

proje Lion. 'The study should require 12 to 24 months, depending on funding
--s

level and desired outs_

The importance of qualified an.i experienced staff should not be overlooked.

Someone with training in and experience with projection clinigues should be

involved ;with, if not the director of, the study. Wide-scale data collection

affers special protilem- and someone experienced with survey research should

processing and computerbe involved with the study.

Lit would be L pful,

none familia

the large quantity of data could be handled

more efficiently and accurately throug processing. Finally, t_

selected agency persnnel in that agency shoulr. have successful experience

n deal people. Fiuccess or is frequently dependent on human

relations, _ e of a _,tats -w e projec

hinge on successful working

es in the state.

n of tra needs will

tiunsair_ with many viduals and

171
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Employer
Interviewee
Date
Interviewer

IMPLOYeR INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

11E'CUPATION: RE ISTEREII IJRSL

A. Do you presently employ or contract for the services of registered nurses?

Yes at No El (If Yes, skip B and complete interview schedule. If No,
ask question B.)

. Do you anticipate utilizing the services of registered nur-

Yes No 0- If Yes, ask questions 4,

within the next 12 months?

.1
and 7. If No, stop here.)

INSTITUTIONMPLOYER DATA

1. How many male and how many female registered nurses (Fro are presently employed
in your institution?

Males Females

Do you have Any vacancies for egistered nurses at the present time?

Yes No If Yes, how many (FTE)?

What was the number of budget gsitionk (FIE) as of:

January 1, 1977 ,January 1, 1 76 , January 1, 1475

January 1, 1974 , January 1, 1873

4. Estimate the number of budgeted

Two years'from now

Five years from now

Tenyiprs from now

What is your p
nurses?

FTL):

annual 1(( kl)f replacement turn- over -rate for stored

6. Y iat is the total n iDc r f registered rs:ts you would need to provide optimum
ealth services for your cli nts?

upo 'ourprofessional iu -cfnent, do you feel arc the prospc
of p o c of registered n s in the even-county area (Kanawiha, F ayctte,
Boone, Lincoln, Roane, Clay, and Putnam)?

Wel] Inorcasc

4.



EMPLOYER INTERVIEW SCHEDULE'

PUPATION: CERFIFIED R.N. ANESTHETIST

you presently e act for the certified R.N. anesthetists?

Emplover
Interviewee
Date
Interviewer

Yes 0 (If Yes, skip B and corn
ask question B.)

nterview schedule. If No,

Do you anticipate utiliAngthe services of cer R . an sthetists within the next
12 months?

Yes D No El (If Yes, ask questions 4,6, and 7. If No, stop here

INS_ ITUTION/EMPLOYER DATA

1. How many male and how many female certified R.N. anesthetists (FTE) are presently
employed in your institution?

Males Females

2. Do you have any vacancies for certified.R.N. anesthetistskt the present

Yes [i No

-What was the number o

If Yes, how many (FTE)?

budgeted positions (FTE) as of:

January 1,1977 , January 1,1976 January 1, 1975

January 1,1974 Ja ry 1,197j

4. Estimate the number of buOgete

Two r `from now

Five y rs from n

n years from now

What Js your present anrrrral
nestbetists?

ions (FT

rcent of replacement u urn-over-rate for certified R.N

6. What is the total number of certified R.N. anesthetists ou would need to provide optimum.
health services fry your clients'

el le

Based upon your professional judgement, what do u4e 111 the future prus- pc' cts of employ-
ment of certified R.N. anesthetists in the seven - county area (Kanawha Fayette, Boone, Lincoln,
Roane, Clay, and Rutnami?

Iwo years from now

+ivy years from now

Ten Ai ea Perko m

Will Increase Will Decrease



--Et PRACTICAL 111111..SE
&.

ernOlot or Contract

No (If Yes, skip B and corn
ask cruevion B.)

Employer
Interviewee
Date
Interviewer

ervice*of likensed practical nurses?

ntetview schedule. If No,

Do you aiticipate utilizing the services of 'licensed practical nurses within the next 12 months?

Yes No (If Yes, ask questions 4, 6, and 7. If No, stop here.)

iN TpitQN/EMPLOYER DATA

b

How mapy riliale and how many fernallitlicensed practical nurses (FTEI are presently em-
ployed in your institution?

Pales Females

2. 10 you hake any vacancies for licensed practical nurse e presen time?

Yes 0 No If Yes, ho y (FTC)?

What was the number of budgeted positions (FTC) as o

ranuary 1, 1977 , January 1, 1976 1, 1975_
januank 1, 1974 , January t, 1973

Estimate the number of budgeted positions (FTE):

,

Twc,years from now

Five years from now

Ten yrs frori now

What is your present annual peicent of replacement
nurses? %

-..*
What is the total number of licenserilprktital nurse uld peed to provide optimuom

ti
health`sery ices Air your clients?

, .
t:

t-
,

Based upon your protessio udge nt'what cloy u Seel arc the future prospects of
employment of liensecrpractical'airse in the seven unty area (K.anawha,:fezyette, Boone,
Lincoln., Roane, Clay, ,ind Putnam)?

n -ovcr ra ensed --r :tical

\ '

Two vets from n

Fib yeast from now
a`

,Ten years from now

4
Will Increase Will Decrease



EMPLOYER INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

OCCUPATION: -OPERATING ROOM TECHNICIAN

A. Do you preps employ or contract for the s

Yes0 No 0

Employe
`Intervigwee
_Date

ewer..

of operating room technic

(If Yes,skip B and complete interview schedut. If No,
ask qtiestion B.)

B. Do you anticipate utilizing the services of operating room techniciani within the next
12 months?

Yes D n
INSTITUTION/EMPIR DATA

(If Yes, ask questions 4,6, and 7. If No, stop here.

How many male and how many female operating rodm technician .(FTE) are presently
employed in your institution?

Males Females

you have any vacancies for operating room technicians at he present time?

YesD No 11 If Yes, how many (FTE)?

What was the number of budgeted pAitions (FTE)

January 1, 1977 , January"1, 1976 jaruuary 1,1975

January 1,1974 , January 1,19/3

4. Estimate the number of budgeted positions (FIE):
-

Two years frckrn now

Five years from now

Ten years from now

What is your pre
technicians?

t annual percent c lacement or turn- over -rate for operating om

What is the total number of operating room technicians you would teed to provide opimunr---
health services for 4)ur clients?

Based upon your p(ofessional judgement, what do you feel are the future prospeets-O PIDY'
rItent of operating room techrecians in the seven-county area (Kanawha, Fayett& Efobrie,
Roane, Cla a.nd Putnam)?

Will Increau Will Decrease

To year'_ f r m now

years from now

Ten years from now



Lmployer
ihterviewee
Date
Interviewer

OCCIINATION: REGISTEREp.RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGIST (Include..tresww who are eligible-
for State .4icensur Rader Senafraill /4 483.)

A. Do you presently emp ct for the services of registerdd Fadiologic technologists?

Yes 0 No 0 (I
Ask qUestion B.)

skip B and complete interview schedule. If No,

Do you anticipate utilizing the services of registered radiologic to hnOrlogists within the next

12 months?

Yes 0 No 0 (If Yes, ask questions 4, 6, and 7. If No, stop he

INSTI1UTION /EMPLOYER DATA

1. How many male and how man ale registered radi9logic teChnologists (FTE
presently employed in your ins utIon?

Males -Females -8

Do you have any vacancies for registered radiologic ethnologists at he present tune?

t Yes No 0 If !Yet, how many tFTE), -,--

What the number of budgeted positions (FTE) as of:

anuary 1, 1977 January 1, 1976 , January 1, 1975

anuSfy 1, 1974 January 1, 1973

4. Estilhate the number of budgeted positions (FTE):

Two yisrs from now

Five years from now

Ten years from now

What is your present anaval percent cif replaccnjen
techttologists,

What is thetotal number of registered radiologic technblogi tc you would need to provide
optimum health serviccs f your clients?

urn -over -rate for registered radiologic

% .

Baeclru'pon your professi na what 'do you feel are the future prospects of employ-

meM of istered radiologic technotbgists in the seven-county area (Kanawha, Fayette, Boone,

4
V

Lincoln, IA,ane,'Clav andiltutraarn)?

,

Two years from now

Five yiars from now

-Ten years from riow

Will Increase Will Decrease



EMPLOYER INTE V1E4SCHEDULt

OCCUPATION: CYTOTECHNOLOGIST

A. Do you presently.empley or contract f6r The services of cytotechnologists?

EmpIciyet
InarvIe
gate
Interview

Yes lib (If Yes, skip 8 and complete interview schedule. If No,
ask question B.)

Do you anticipate utilizing the services of cytotechnologists within the next 12 months?-

Yes No (If Yes k qtrestions 4, 6 and 7.9f No sto p here.)

INSTITUTION/EMPLOYER DATA

1. How many male and how many female cytotechnologists (FTE) are presently employed'
in your institution?

Males Females

Do you have any vacancies for cytotechnologists at the present time?

Yes El No Q If Yes, how many (FTE)?

What was the number of budgetedpositions,(FTE) as of:

January 1, 1977 January 1, 1976 , January 1, 1975 ,

Januar ?974 ,anuary 1, 1973

Estimate the number of budgeted positions (FTE):

Two years from new

Five years from now

Ten years from now

What is your present annual percent of replacement or turn-over or cyto technologists?

6. What is the total number of cytotechnologists you would need to provide optimum health
services for your clients?

7. Based upon your professional judgement, what do you feel are the future prospectspf employ-
ment of cytotechnologists in the seven-county area (Kanawha, Fayette, Boone, Lincoln, Roane
Clay, and Putnarn)?

TwoT yearS frorti now

Five years from now

Ten years from now

1(i

Will Increase_016 Will Decrease_24



LOVER INTERVIEiV SCHEDULE

Employer
Interviewee
Date
Interviewer

CfCCUPATION: MEUiCAL LABORATORY TECHNICrAN (Assoeiate_degree plus certifica nireg y

A. Po you presently employ or contract for the services of medical laboratory iechnicians7

Yes ri No a (If Yes, skip B and complete interview schedule, If tto,
ask question B.)

Do you anticipate utilizing the services of medical laboratory technicians within the next 12
months?

Yes El No 0 (If Yes, ask questions 4, 6, and 7. If No stop here

INSTITUTION/EMPLOVER DATA

1. How many male and how many female medical' lal
employed in your institution?

Males Females

2. Do you have any vacancies for medical laboratory technicians at the present time?

Yes No D If Yes, how many (FTE)?

What was the number of budgeted positions (FTE) as of:

January 1, 1977 January 1, 1476 , January 1, 1975

January 1, 1974 , January 1, 1973

4. Estimate the number of budgeted positions (FTE):

gory tech nicia E) are presently

Two years from now

Five years from now

Ten years from now

What is your present annual percent of eplacement or turn- over -rate for medical laboratory
technicians?

6. What is the total number of medical laboratory technicians you would need to provide optimum
health services for your clients?

7. Based upon your professional judgement, what do you feel are the future prospects of employ-
1 rnent of medical laboratory techniciaris in the seven-county area (Kanawha, Fayette, Boone,

Lincoln, Roane, Clay, and Putnam)?

Two years from now

Five years from now

Ten years from now

192

Will Increa Will Decrease



EMPLOYER INTERV EW SCHEDULE

UPATION: MEDICAL RECORD TECHNICIAN

Employer
Interviewee
Date
Interviewer

A. Do you presently employ or contract for the services of medical cord technicians?

Yes D No 0 (If its, skip B and complete interview schedule. If Eo,
ask question B.)

B. Do you anticipate utilizing the services of medical record technicians within the next 12
months?

Yes No (If Yes, ask questions 4, 6, and 7. If !lig, stop here.)

INSTITUTION t1PL OYER DATA

1. How many male and how many female medical record technicians (FTE) are presently
employed in your institution?

Males r-Females

2. Do you have any vacancies for medical record technicians at the present time?

Yes No fl If Yes, how many (FTE)?

What was the number of budgeted positions ( FTE) as of;

January 1, 1977 , January 1,1976 , January 1, 1975

January 1, 1974 , January 1,1973

Estimate the number of budgeted positions (FTE):

Two years from now

Five years from now

Ten years from now

5. What is your present annual percent of replaccmentor turn-over-rate for medical record
technicians? %

What is the total number of medical record technicians you would need to provide optim
health services for your clients?

Based upon your professional judgement, what do you feel are the future prospects of em-
ployment of medical record technicians in the seven-county area (Kanawha, Fayette, Boone,
Lincoln, Roane, Clay, and Putnam)?

Two years from now

Five years from now

Ten years from now

Will Increase

%.

Will Dec



Employer
Interviewee
Date
Interviewer

EMPLOYER INTERVIEACHEDULE

OCCUPATION: LICENSED DENTAL I-IYGlENIST

A. Do you presently employ or contract for the services of Lensed dental hygienists?

Yes El No (If Yes, skip B and completf interview schedule. If No,
ask question B.)

Do y'rou anticipate utilizing the services of licensed dental hygienists within the next 12
months?

Yes D No 1:1 (If Yes, ask gtrestions 4, 6, and 7. If No stop here.

INSTIT TION/EMPLOYER DATA

How many male and how many female licensed dental hygienists (FTE) are presently
employed in your institution?

Males Females

2. Do you have any vacancies for licensed dental hygenists al the present time?

Yes n No J If Yes, how many (FTE)?

What was the number of budgeted positions (FTE) as of:

January 1, 1977 January 1, 1976

January 1, 1974 January 1;1973

Estimate the number of budgeted positions (FTE):

Two years from now

Five years fr9rn now

Ten years from now

, January 1, 1975

5. What is your present annual percent of replacement or turn -over -rate for licensed dental
hygienists? %

6. What is the total number of licensed dentalliygienists you would need to provide optimum
health services for your clients?

Based upon your professional judgement, what dcl you feel ale the future prospects of employ-
ment of licensed dental hygienists in the seven -county area (Kanawha, Faycttc, Boone, Lincoln,
Roane, Clay, and Putnam)?

Two years from now

Five years from now

Ten years from now

Will Increase Will Decrease



EMPLOYER INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
fi

CUPATION:LICENSED PHYSICAL THERAPIST

A. Do.you prhsently employ Or contract for the services of licensed physical therapists?

Yes 0 No 0 (If Yes, skip B and complete interview schedule. If No
ask question B.)

Emplo
Interviewee
Date
Interviewer

Do you anticipate utilizing the services of licensed physical therapists within the next
12 months?

of
11, Yes EJ No (If Yes, ask questions 4, 6, and 7. If No, stop here.)

INSTITUTION/EMPLOYER DATA

1. How many male and how many female licensed physical therapiS
employed in your institution?

Males Females

2. 15o you have any vacancies for licensed physical therapists at the present time?

Yes 0 No 0 If Yes, how many (FTE)?

3. What was the number of budgeted positions ( FTE) as of:

I

FTE) are presently

January 1, 1977

January 1, 1974

, January 1, 1976

,January 1, 1973

stinmte the num of budgeted positions iFTE):

Two years from now

Five years from now

Ten years from now

January 1, 1975

What is your present annual percent of replacement or turn v for licensed physical
therapists?

What is the total n mber of licensed physical herapists you would need to provide optimum
health services for your clients?

Based upon your professio4I ju dfiement, what do you feel are the future prospects of em-
ployment of licensed physicartherapists in the seven-county area (Kanawha, Fayette, Boone,
Lincoln, Roane, Clay, and Putnam)?

Two years from now

Five years from now

Ten years from now

Will Increase Will Decrease

/0



EMPLOYER TERVIEW SCHEDULE

CUPATION: REVIRATORY THERAPIST

Employer
Interviewee _
Date
Interviewer

A. ) Dry you presently employ or contract fo r. the services of respiratory therapists?
-)

Yes 0 No Q /If Yes, skip B and complete interview schedule,
41f

No,
ask question B.)

Do you anticipate utilizing the services of respiratory therapists within the next 12 months?

Yes J No n .(If Yes, as questions 4, 6, and 7. If No, stop here.)

IN5TITUTIO /EMPLOYER DATA

1. How many male and how many female respiratory therapists (FTE) are presently employed
in your institution?

Males Females

Do yClii have any vacanqies for respiratory therapists at he present i me?

Yes O No .1 If Yes, how many (FTE)?

'What was the number of budgeted positions (FTE) as of:

January 1, 1977 , January 1, 1976 ,January 1, 197

January 1, 1974 , January 1, 1973

LL Estimate the number of budgeted positions (FTE):

Two years from now

Five years from now

Ten years from now

5. What is your present annual percent of replacement or turn - over -rate for respiratory
therapists?

6. Whatis the total number of respiratory therapists you would need to provide optimum
health services for your clients?

7. Based upon your professional judgement, what do,you feel arc the future prospects of
employment of respiratory therapists in the seven-county area (Kanawha, Fayette, Boone,
Lincoln, Roane, Clay, and Putnam)?

Two years from now

-Five years from now

Ten years from now

Will Increase Will Decrease



EMPLOYER INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

OCCUPA-VION: NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGIST

)
A. Do you presently employ or contract for the services of nuclear medicine technologist

Emplifiyer
Interviewed,
Date
Interviewe

No El' (If Yes, skip B and completeintervie
ask question B.)

Da-you anticipate utilizing the services of nuclear medicine
12 months?

Yes El No El (If Yes, ask questions 4,.6,

INSTATION/EMPLOYER DATA

How many male and how many
employed in your institution?

Males Females

fiedule If No

7

chnoloists within the next

d 7. If No, stop here.)

ale nuclear medicine technologis (91) are pr

Do you have any vacancies for nuclear medicine technologists at the present time?

Yes D No fl If Yes, how many (FTE)?

What was the number of budgeted positions (FTE) as of:

January 1, 1977

January 1, 1974

Estimate the number of

ti

, January 1, 1976 , January 1, 1975 ,

, January 1, 1973

budgeted positions (FTE):

Two ears from now

Five years from now

Ten years from now

n

What is your present annual percent of replacement or turn-over-rate for nuclear medicine
technologists?

What is the total number of nuclear medicine technologists you would need to provide
optimum health services for your clients?

7. Based upon your professional judgement, what do you feel are the future prospects of ernpldy-
ment of nuclear medicine technologists in the seven-county area (Kanawha, Fayette, Boone,
Lincoln, Roane, Clay,., and Putnam)?

Two years from now

Five years from now

Ten years from now

Will In Will Decreacc



EMPLOYER INTERVIEW SCHEDULE-

Ethployer
Interviewee_
Date
Interviewer

OCCUPATION: MEDICAL TECHNOLOGISTS1Baccalaureate level plus certification istry)

A. Do you presently employ or contract for the services of medical techhologists?

Yes No 0 (If Yes, skip B and complete interview schedule. If kg
ask question B.)

to you anticipate utilizing the services of medical technologists within the next 12 m nths?

Yes 0 No ID (If Y questions 4, 6, and 7. If Nom, stop here.)

INSTITUTION/EMPLOYER DATA

1. Flow many male and how many female medical technologists FEE are presently employed
in your institution?

Males Females

2. Do you have any vacancies for medical technologists at the present time?

Yes 11 No If Yes how many (FTE)?

What was the number of budgeted positions (FTE) .as of:

January 1, 1977 January 1, 1976 January 1, 1975 ,

January 1, 1974 January 1, 1973

4- Estimate the nurnher of budgeted positions (FTE):

Two years from now

Five years from now

Ten years from now

What is your present annual percent of replacement or turn -over -rate for medical technologist

What is the total number of medical ec nologists you would need to provide optimum health
services for your clients?

tf
ilasedifikon your Professional judgement, what do you feel are the luta:: prospects of employ-
ment oimedical technologists in the seven-county area (Kanawha, Fayette, Boone, Eincoln,
Roane, Clay, and Putnam) ?

Will Increase

Two years from now

Five years from now

Ten years from now

Will Decrease

7



OCCUPATION: CER

Employer
Interviewe
Date
Interviewer

EMPLOYER INTERJEW SCHEDULE

RED LABORATORY AS519TANT (One year plus certification registry)

esently employ or contract for the services of certified laboratory ass tants?

Yes 11 No 0 (If Yes, skip Et anctconnplete interview schedule. If No,-
as question B.)

Do you anticipate utilizing the services of certified laboratory assistants within the next
12 mortths?

Yew D No (If Yes, ask questions 4, h, ana7. If No, stop here

INSTITUTION /FMf LOYER DATA

Flow many male and how many fe
employed in your institution?

4
ale certified laboratory assistants FTE) aft presently

Males Females

Do you have any vacancies for certified laboratory assistants it the present time?

Wha

No If Yes, hciw many (FTE)?

the number of budgeted positions as of:

January 1, 1977 , January 1, 1976 January 1, 19/5

January 1, 1974 , January 1, 1973

Estimate the number of budgeted positions (FTE):

Two years from now

Five years from now

years from now.

What is your present annual percent of replacement or turn-over-rate for 'certified laboratory
assistants?

What is the total number of certified laboratory assistants you would need to provide optimum
health services for your clients?

7. Based upon your professional judgement, what do you feel are the future prospects of employ-
ment of certified labdratory assistants in the seven-county area (Kanawha, Fayette, Boone,
Lincoln, Roane, Clay, anfi Putnam)?

Two years from now

Five years from now

Ten years from now

Will [11Crcasc Will Decrease



--EMPLOYER INTERVIEW SCNE

Employer
Interviewee
Date
Inter riiewer

EcCUPATION: R EGI STE R60 DI ETICI AN

A. Do you presently employ or contracyfor the services of registered dieticians?

Yes 0 54o o(yes:skip B and complkte interview schedule. If No,
ask question B.)

Do you anticipate utilizing 4he services of registered dieticians within the next 12 months?

Yes D No ID (If Yes, ask questions 4,-6, and 7. If No stop here.)

I NSTITUTION /EM PLOY E R DATA

-

How many male and how many Bale registered dieticians (FTE) are presently employed
in your institution?'

Males Females

2. Do you have any vacancies for registered dieticians at he present time?

Yes Nu D If Yes, how many (FTE)?

What was the number of budgeted positions (FTE) as of:

January 1, 1977 , January 1, 1976 January 1, 1975

January 1, 1974 January 1, 1973

4. Estimate the number of budgeted. -positions (FTE

Two years frorTf'now

Five years from now

_Ten years from now

5. What is your present annual percent of replacements r turn- over -rate for egis red

dieticians?

6. What is the total number of registered dieticians you ti

health services for your clients?
uld need to provide optimum

Based upon your professional judgement, what do you feel are the future prospects of
employment of registered dieticians in the seven-county area (Kanawha, Fayette, Boone,
Lincoln; Roane, Clay, and Putnam)?

Two years from now

Five years from now

Ten years from now

Will Inc ease 101Dec se



EMPLOYER INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

OCCUPATION: PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT
tit

Do you presently employ or contract for the services of physician assistan

Yes. Ej No CI (If Yes, skip B and complete interview schedule. If No,
ask question B.)

B. Do you anticipate utilizing the services of physician assistants ithin the next 12 months?

Employer
Interviewee

Interviewer

p.

Yes No cif yes, as ens 4, 6, and 7. If No, stop here.)

INSTITUTION/EMPLOYER DATA

1. How many male and how many female physician assistants (FTE) are p ently employed
in your institution?

16

Males Females

Do you have any vacancies for physician assistants at the present time?

Yes 0 No E If Yom, how many (FTE)?

What was the number of budgeted positions (FTE) asif:

January.1, 1977 ,J anuary 1, 1976 , January 1, 1975

January 1, 1974 January 1 1973

4. Estimate the number of budgeted pos ticps (FTE):

Two years from now

Five years from now

Ten yearsAfrom now

What is your present annual percent of replacement or turnover -rate for physician assistants?

6. What is the total number of physician assistants you would need to provide opti urn health
services for your client's?

7. Based upon your professional judgement, what do you feel are the future prospects of employ-
ment of physician assistants in the seven-county area (Kanawha, Fayette, Boone, Lincoln,
Roane, Clay, and ('whim)?

Two years from now

Five years from now

Ten years from now

Will Increase Will Decrease



DEAL HYGIENIST SURVEY

liow may fe4--tise equiyelent (FT%) licensed
dental hygleritsts are presently employed ih:
your office?

Number of eel Average age
umber of females Average age

How many licensed dental hygienists do
you Project your Office will e loy during
the next Iwg years due to

rum -over rate (replacements)
i and /or increased servkces

Bow many F licensed dental hygienists o
you project your office will employ during
the next five years due to

Turn-over rate (replacements)
Growth and/or increased services ?

how any fTt licensed dental hygienists do
you project your office will employ during
the next ten years due to

Turn-over rate (replacements)
Growth and /or increased services

..aaaaaPaa

The number f active DENTISTS in the seven-
county are ll probably increase or
decrease (Check one) between

and - % in the next two ye
and % in the next five veers
and % in the next ten

Health Manpower Project
Appalachia Educational Laboratory, Inc.
P. O: Sox 1348

Charleston, West Virginia 25325
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Senate Bill N0. 483
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ENROLLED
Senate,Bill No. 483
y Iola. GAPERIN and Ma. Ku sic)

Mimed April 8, 1977; in effect ninety days p

AN ACT to arnend chapter thirty of the code of West Virginia,
one thousand nine hundred -thirty-one, as amended, by
adding thereto la new article, designated article twenty-
three, relating g erally to the practice of radiologic-
technology and e licensing of persons engaging in the
practice of ra iologic technology; setting forth certain
legislative findings and a declaration of purpose; defining
terms; requiring the licensing of persons engaged in the
practice of radiologic technology; providing prohibitions
and restrictions on certaintivities; creating the West
Virginia radiologic technology board of examiners; relating
to the appointment,. qualifications, terms of office, oath,
removal and 'expenses of members of the board; relating
to the officers, meetings and quorum of the board; relating
to vacancies on the board; specifying powers and duties
of the boa-d; relating to the receipt and disbursement of
funds; establishing qualifictions of applicants for license;
providing for reciprocal licensing of certain radiologic
technologists; exempting certain persons from license re-
quirements; authorizing issuance of license to persons who
have practiced radiologic technology at least one of the
last five years under certain circumstances, without exam-
ination and without meeting certain educational require-
ments; relating to applications and fees; providing for the
issuance of license, renewal thereof and fees in connection
therewith; relating to the issuance of a temporary permit
to practice radiologic technology; authorizing the board to
suspend or revoke license or temporary permit and estab-
lishing the grounds therefor; authorizing board to conduct
investigations and hold hearings; relating to hearing

v



Enr. S. B. No. 483] 2

procedures; providing a time and place for such hearingt;
specifically making chapter twenty-nine-a of the code
applicable; authorizing the board to issue subpoenas ani
subpoenas ducestecurn; providing automatic stay or sus-
pension of certain orders of board pending hearing; re
lating to the cost of any .such hearing; providing for
judicial review of decisions of the hoard entered following
hearing; providing for appeals to the supreme court of
appeals; providing legal representation for the board;
providing for injunctive relief; and establishing criminal
offenses and penalties. ,

Be it enacted by the Legislature of West Virginia:
That chapter thirty of the code, of 'West Virginia, one

thousand nine hundred thirty-one, as amended, be amended
by ad Jig thereto a new article, designated article twenty-three,
to re as f llows:

ARTICLE 23. ADIOLOGIC TECIINOLOGI TS

§30-23-1. Legis ive findings and declarations of public policy.
1 The Legislature finds ail declares that in the interest
2 of public health, the people of this state should be pro-
3 tected from excessive and improper exposure to ionizing
4 radiation. It is the purpose of this article to establish
5 minimum standards of education, training and experience
6 for radiologic technologists and to prescribe means for
7 assuring that these standards are met.

PO-23-2. Definitions.

1 Unless the context in which used clearly requires a
2 different meaning, as used in this article:
3 (a) "Board" means the West Virginia radiologic
4 technology board of examiners.
5 (b) "License" means a license granted and issued by
6 the board for the practice of radiologic technology_
7 (c) "Licensed practitioner" means a person licensed to
8 practice medicine, chiropractic, podiatry, osteopathy or
9 dentistry.

10 (d) "Licensee" means any person holding a license or
11 a temporary permit issued under the provisions of this
12 article.
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13 (e) "Radiologic,. technologist "' means a person, other
14 than a licensed practitiotOr who applies x-rays or as-
5 sists in the application of x-rays to human beings for

16 diagnostic or therapeutic purposes under the supervision
17 of a Licensed practitioner.
18 (f) "Radio logic technology" means the application of
19 x-rays or assisting in the application of x-rays to human
20 beings for diagnostic or therapeutic purposes under the
21 super s n of a licensed practitiorler.
22 (g) "Radiologist" means a licensed practitioner who
23 specializes in the use of ionizing radiation for the diag-
24 nosis or treatment of disease.
25 (h) "Radiology resident" means a licensed practitioner
26 who is in training to become a radiologist and who uses
27 ionizing radiation in the diagnosis or treatment of disease,

under the supervision of a radiologist.
29 (i) "Supervision" means responsibility for and control
30 of quality, radiation safety and technical aspects in the

application of ionizing radiation of human beings for
diagnostic or therapeutic purposes.

33 (j) "Technology" hereinafter relates to radio logic
34 technology.

§30.23-3. License required.
1 (a) No person may engage in, offer to engage in, or
2 hold himself cut to the public as being engaged in, the
3 practice of radiologic technology in this state, nor may
4 any person use in connection with any trade, business,
5 profession or occupation, except in those instances

specifically provide :i in subt:ivisions (1), (2), (3) and
7 (4), subsection (c), section six of this article, thk word
8 radiologic technologist or any other title, word or ab-
9 brcviation which induces or tends to induce the belief

10 that such person is qualified to engage or is engaged in
11 the practice of radiologic technology, unless and until
12 he first obtains a license or temporary permit to engage
13 in the practice of radiologic technology in accordance
14 with the provisions of this article, which license or
15 temporary permit remains unexpired, unsuspended and
16 unrevoked: Provided, That no such license or temporary
17 permit may be required for a radiologic technologist
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18 whp is not a resident crf this state, who 45 the holder of
19 a license or certificate to engage in the practice of radio-
20 logic technology issued by a state with licensing or
21 certification requirements determined by the board to
22 be at least equal to those provided in this article,
23 who has no regular place of practice in this state and
24 who engages in the practice of radiologic technology in
25 this state for a period of not more than days in
26 any calendar year.
27 (b) No firm, association or corporation may, except
28 through a licensee or licensees, render any service or
29 engage in any activity which if rendered or engaged in
30 by any individual would constitute e practice of radio-
31 logic technology.

§30-23-4. Creation of board of examiners of radiologic technoll-
ogistN; members; appointment by governor; quali-
fications; terms; vacancies; officers; oath; compensa-
tion; general provisions.

1 There is hereby created a West Virginia radiologic
2 teclmnology board of examiners, hereinafter r led the
3 board, The governor shall appoint the member such
4 /board, by and with the advice and consent of the Sena
5 The board shall consist of seven members, compose
6 one member from the divlion of radiologic health of
7 the We,,t Virginia state department of health, three
8 licensed practitioners, two of whom shall be radiologists,
9 and three radiologic technologists who are licensed here-

10 under, or, in the case of the members first appointed,
11.' are eligible for a license hereunder without passing a
13 proficiency examination if such person has a total of
13 three years' experience as a radiologic technologist leo-

14 mediately prior to the effective date of this article.
15 Each member shall be appointed for a term of three
16 years and shall serve until a successor has been ap-
17 pointed and has qualified: Provided, That of the first
18 appointees, a licensed practitioner and a radiologic
19 technologist shall each be appointed for a term of one
20 year, a licensed practitioner and a radiologic technologist
21 shall each be appointed for a term of two years a d a
22 licensed practitioner, a radiologic technologist d a
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23 representative from the &vision of radiologic health,
24 West Virginia state department' of health chat] each be
25 'appointed for a term of three years. All members of the
26 board shall be residents of West Virginia. A member
27 may succeed hitrisell. Vacancies shall be filled by ap-
28 pointment by tie governor for the unexpired term. Be-
29 fore entering upon the performance of his duties, each
30 member shall take and subscribe to the oath required
31 by section five, article four of the constitutiona of this
32 state.
33 The board shall elect from its membership a chair-
34 man and secretary who shall serve at the will and
35 pleasure of the board. A majority of the menAnarp of
36 the board constitutes a quorum, and meetings shall be
37 held at the call of the chairman or upon the written
38 request of three members at such time and place as
39 designated in such call or request, and, in any event.

,!4,0
.4,

the board shall meet at least twiee annually to conduct
4l the examination hereinafter provided for and to trans-
42 act such other business as may come before it. The board
43 shall hold its first meeting within thirty days after the
4.4 appointment of the members. The members of the board
45 shall receive no compensation for their services as
46 members, but shall be reimburrt,d for all reasonable and
47 necessary expenses actually incurred in the performance
48 ref their duties under this article. Any member may be
49 removed by the governor in: case of incompetency,
50 neglect of duty, gross immorality or malfeasance in office.

§30-23-5. Board of examiners: powers and duties; funds of
board.

I (a) The heard shall: ,

2 (1) Promulgate reasonable rules and regulations
3 plementing the provisions of this article and the powers
4 and duties conferred upon the board hereby and 4uch
5 reasonable rules and regulations shall be promulgated
6 in accordance with the provisions of article three, chapter
7 twenty_-nine-a of this code;
8 (2) Examine applicants and determine their eligibility
9 for a license or temporary permit to practice radiologic

10 technology;
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11 (3) Prepare, conduct and grade an examination of
12 applicants for a license and determine the satisfactory
13 passing score thereon;
14 (4) Issue, renew, deny, suspend or revoke licons'es
15 and temporary permits to engage in the practice of
16 radiologic techno!ogy in accordance with the provisions
17 of this article and, in accordance with the administra-
18 tive procedures hereinafter .provided, review, affirm,
19 reverse, vacate or modify its order with respect to any
20 such denial, suspension or remcation;
21 (5) Investigate alle,--;ed violations of provisions of this
22 article, reasonable rules and regulations promulgated
23 hereunder asnd orders and final decisions of the board
24 and take appropriate disciplinary action against any
25 licenQe for the violation thereof or institute appro-
26 priate legal action for the enforcement of the provisions
27 of this article, rules and regulations promulgated here-
28 under and orders and fnal decisions of the board;
29 (6) Employ, direct, discharc,re and define the duties of
30 full or part-time -professional, clerical or other personnel
31 necessary to effectuate the provisiOns of this article;
32 (7) Keep accurate and complete records of its pro-
33 ceedings, certify the same as may be appropriate, and
34 prepare, from time tr. time, a list showing the names
35 and addresses of all licensees;
36 (8) Provide standards for approvd schools of
37 technology, procedures for obtaining ari maintaining
38 approve', and procedures of revocation of apptval
39 where standardseare not maintained: Provided, That Lich
40 standards for approved schools meet at least the minimal
41 requirements of the Arnertcan society of radiologic tech-
42` nologists;
43 (9) Whenever it deems it appropriate, confer with the
44 attorney generdl or his assistants in connection with all
45 legal matters and etuestions; and
46 (10) Take such other action as may be reasonably
47 necessary or appropriate to effectuate the provisions of
48 this article.
49 (b) All moneys paid to the board shall he accepted
50 by a person designated by the board and deposited by
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51 him with the treasurer of the state and credited to an
account to be known as the "board of examiners of radio-
logic technologist fund." The reimbursement of all rea-

54 sortable and necessary expenses actually incurred by
55 members of the board and, all other costh and expenses
56 incurred by the board in the administration of this article
57 shall be paid from such fund, and no part of the state's
58 general revenue fund shall be expended for this purpose.

§30-23-6. Qualifications of applicants; exceptions; applications;
fee.

1 (a) To be eligible for a license to practice ad °logic
2 technology the applicant mu

3 (1) Be of good moral character;
4 Have completed four years of high school echica-
5 tion or its equivalent;
6 (3) Have successfully completed a minimum twenty-
7 four-month course in radiologic study in a school of
8 radiologic technology approved by the board;
9 (4) Have passed the examination prescribed by the

10 board, which examination shall cover the basic subject
11 matter oft radiologic technology, skills and techniques;
12 and
13 (5) Not have been convicted of a felony in any court
14 in this state or any federal court in this or any other
15 (state within ten yeiFs preceding the date of application
16 for registration, %%fifth conviction remains unreversed;
17 and not ave been convicted of a felony in any court
18 in this state or any federal court in this or any other
19 state at any time if the offense for which he was con-
20 victed related to the practice of radiologic technology,
21 which conviction remains unreversed.
22 (b) Any person who holds a license or certificate.
23 including the American Registry of Radiologic Tech-
24 nologists, to practice radiolog4c technology issued by any
25 other state, the requirements for which license or certif-

icate are found by the board to be at least equal to
27 those provided in this article, shall be eligible for a
28 license to practice radiologic technology in this state
29 without examination.

4

21!
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30 (c) The following persons are nOt required to obtain
31 a license n accordance with the provisions of this article:
32 (1) A technology student enrolled in or attending an
33 approved school of technology who as part of his course
34 of study applies_ ionizing radiation to a human being
35 IS.nder the super sic i of a licensed practitioner;
36 (2) A person acting as a dental assistant who under.
37 the supervision of a licensed dentist operates only radio-
38 graphic dental equipment for the sole purpose of dental
39 radiography;
40 (3) A person engaged in perforAng the duties of a
41 technologist in his employment by an agency, bureau
42 or division of the governrpent of the United States; and
43 (4) Any licensed practitioner, radiologist or radiology
44 resident.

Any person who has engaged in the practice of
46 radiologic technology in this state for a period of three
47 years or more within the last five years as of the ef-
48 fective date of this article is eligible for a license to
49 engage in the practice of radiologic technology without
50 examination and without meeting the requirements of
51 subdivision (3), subsection (a) of this section, if ap-'
52 plication for such license is made within twelve months
53 after the effective date of this article and if such person
54 meets the requirements of subdivisions (1), (2) and (5),
55 subsection (a) of this section.
56 (e) Axiy person who has been engaged as a radiologic
57 technologist for at least one of the three years irn-
58 mediately prior to the effective date of this article and
59 passes a proficiency examination prepared by the board
60 is elii_jble for a license to engage in the practice of
61 radiologic technology without further examination and
62 without meeting the requirements of subdivision (3),
63 subsection (a) of this section, if application for such
64 license is made within twelve months after the
65 effective date of this artife and if such person
66 meets the requirements of subdivisions (1), (2) and (5),
67 subsection (a) of this section.
68 (1) Any applicant for any such license shall submit
69 an application therefor at such time (subject to -e time

'211
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70 limitation set forth in subsection (d) of this section) , in
71 such manner, on sleh forms and containing such inforrna-
72 tion as the board may from time to time by reasonable
73 rule and regulation prescribe, and pay to the board a
74 license fee of thirty dollars, which fee shall be returned
75 to the applicant if he is denied a license.

§30-23-7. Issuance of license; renewal of license; _renewal fee.

1 Whenever the board finds that an applicant meets all
2 the requirements of this article for a license to engage in
3 the practice of radiologic technology, it shall forthwith
4 issue to hind such license; and otherwise the board shall
5 deny the same. The license is valid for a period of two
6 years from the date issued and shall be renewed every two
7 years without examination upon application for renewal
8 on a form piescribed by the board and payment to the
9 board of a renewal fee of twenty dollars: Provided, That

10 ithe board may deny an application for renewal for any
11 reason whic.h would justify the denial of an original
12 application for a license.

§30.23-8. Teniporary permits.

1 Upon proper application the board may issue a tempo-
2 rary permit to engage in the practice of racliologic teehnol-
3 ogy in this state to an applicant who meets the qualifica-
4 tions of subdivisions (1), (2), (3) and (5), subsection (a),
5 section six of this article, pending examination of such
6 applicant, which temporary perrnit shall expire thirty
7 days after the board gives written notice of the results of
8 the examination held following the issuance of such tern-
9 porary permit, and such permit may not be renewed or

10 another thereof issued to the same person.

§30-23-9. Suspension or revocation of license or temporary
permit.

(a) The board may at any time upon its otion and
2 shall upon the verified written complaint of any person
3 conduct an investigation to determine whether there are
4 grounds for suspension or revocation of a license or a

' 5 temporary permit issued under the provisions of this
6 article,
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7 (b) The board shall suspend or revoke any license or
8 temporary permit when it finds the. holder thereof has:
9 (1). Been convicted of a felony in any court in this

10 state or any federal court in this or any other state within
11 ten years preceding the date of the motion or complaint,
12 which conviction remains unreversed; or been convicted of

a felony in any court in this state or any federal court in
14 this or any other state at any time if the offense for which
15 lie was convicted related to the practice of radiologic
16 technology, which conviction remains unreversed;
17 (2) Obtained a license or temporary permit by
18 of fraud or deceit;
19 (3) Been incompetent, grossly negligent, or gwilty of

other malpractice as defined by the board by reasonable
21 rules and regulations;
22 (4) Failed or refused to comply with the provisions of

dir 23 this article or any reasonable rule and regulation prornul-
24 gated by the board hereunder or any order or final deci-
25 sion of the board; or
26 (5) Except in emergency ions, failed to obtain
27 written authorization from the attending licensed prac-
28 titioner or from the patient, and if the patient is a minor,
29 from a parent or a perse (having custody of the minor.
30 (c) The board shall al_ o suspend or revoke any license
31 or temporary peiinit if it finds the existerwilo of any
32 grounds which would justify the denial of an application
33 for such license or temporary permit if application were
34 then being made for

§30-23-10. Procedures for hearing.
1 (a) Whenever the board denies an application for any
2 original or renewal license or denies an application for
3 a temporary permit or suspend; or revokes any license
4 or temporary permit, it shall make an interim order to
5 that effect and serve a copy thereof on the applicant or

licensee, as the case may he, by certified mail, return
receipt requested. Such order shall state the grounds

8 for the action taken and shall require that any license or
temporary permit suspended or revoked thereby shall be
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returned to the board by the holder within twenty days
receipt of said copy of said order.
Any person adversely affected by any such order

is entitled toy a hearing thereon (as to all issues not
14 excluded from the definition of a "contested case" as set
15 forth in article one, chapter twenty-nine-a of this code)
16 if, within twenty days after receipt of a copy thereof,
17 he files with the board a written demand for such hear-
18 ing. A demand for hearing shall operate automatically
19 to stay or suspend the execution of any order suspenc
20 lag or revoking a license or temporary permit or deny _g
21 inn application for a renewal license. The board may re-
22 quire the person demanding such hearing to give reason-
23 able seciirit facthe cost thereof and if such person does
24 not sub: revail at such hearing such cost shall
25 be assessed agains him and may be collected by civil
26 action or other proper remedy.
27 (c) Upon receipt of a 'written demand for such hear-
28 ing, the board shall set a time and place therefor not
29 less than ten and not more than thirty days thereafter.
30 Any scheduled hearing may be continued by the board
31 upon its own motion or for good cause shown by,the
32 person demanding the hearing.
33 (d) All of the pertinent provisions of article five,
34 chapter twenty-nine-a of this code apply to and govern
35 the hearing Lend the administrative procedures in connec-
36 tion with and following such hearing, with like effect
37 as if the provisions of said article five were set forth in
38 this subsection.
39 (e) Any such hearing shall, be conducted by a quorum
40 of the board. For the purpose of conducting any such
41 hearing any member of the board may issue subpoenas
42 and subpoenas duces tecum which shall be issued and
43 served within the time, for the fees and shall be enforced
44 as specified in section one, article five of said chapter
45 twenty- nine -a, and all of the said section one provisions
46 dealing with subpoenas and subpoenas duces tecum shall
47 apply to subpoenas and subpoenas duces tecum issued
48 for the purpose of a hearing hereunder. )

49 f) At any such hearing the person who demanded
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50 the same may represent himself or be represented
51 a attorney-at-law admitted to priactice before any circuit

52 court of this state. Upon request by the board, it shall
53 be represented at any such hearing by the attorney
54 general or his assistants without additional compensa-
55 tion.
56 (g) After any such hearing and consideration of all

57 testimony, evidence and record in the case, t le board
58 shall render its decision in writing. The written decision

59 of the board shall be accompanied by findings of fact
60 and conclusions of law as specified in section three, article
61 five, chapter twenty-nine-a of this code, and a copy of
62 such decision and accompanying findings and conclusions

63 shall be served by certified mail, return receipt requested,
64 upon the person demanding such hearing, and his at-
65 torney of record if any.
66 (h) The decision of the board is final unless reversed,

67 vacated or modified upon judicial review thereof in
68 accordance with the provisioni, of section eleven of thi.;

69 article.

§30-23-11. Judicial review; appeal to supreme court of appeals;

legal representation for board.

Any person adversely affected by a decision of the
2 board rendered after a hearing held in accordance with

3 the provisions of section ten of this article is entitled to

4 judicial review thereof, All of the pertinent provisions
5 of section four, article five, chapter twenty-nine ..a of this

6 code apply to and govern such judicial review with like

7 effect as if the provisions, of said sectioli four were set

8

9
0

forth in this secti
The judgift

versed, vacate
court of appeals
tion one, article

on,
circuit court is final unless re-
fled on appeal to the supreme

ordance with the provisions of'sec-

_. chapter twenty-nine-a of this code.

13 Legal counsel and srviees for the board in all appeal

14 proceedings in any circuit court and the supreme court
15 of appeals shall be provided by the attorney general or
16 his assistants and in any circuit court by the prosecuting

17 attorney of the county as well, all without additional
18 cornpc nsation_
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§30-23-12. Actions enjoin violations.

1 Whenever it appears to the board that any person has
2 been or is violating or is about to violate any provision
3 of this article, any reasonable rule and regulation prornul-
4 gated hereunder or any order or final -decision of the
5 board, the board may apply in the name of the state to
6 the circuit court of the county in which the violation or
7 violations or any part thereof has occurred, is occurring
8 or is about to occur, for an injunction against any such
9 person and any such other persons who have been, are or

10 are about to be, involved in any practice, acts or omissions,
11 so in violation, enjoining such person or persons from
12 any such violation or violations. Such application may
13 be made and prosecuted to conclusion whether or not any
14 such violation or violations have resulted or shall result
15 in prosecution or conviction under the provisions of
16 section thirteen of this article.
17 Upon application by the board, the cirtiiit courts of
18 this state 'nay by mandatory or prohibitory injunction
19 compel compliance wtitli the provisions of this article, the
20 reasonable rules and re,gulationa promulgated hereunder
21 and all orders and final decisions of the board. The court
22 may issue a temporary injunction in any case pending
23 a decision on the merits of any application filed.

24 The judgment of the circuit court upon any : : Ilication
25 permitted by the provisions of this section shall be final
26 unless reversed, vacated or modified on appeal to the
27 supreme court of appeals. Any such appeal shall be
28 sought in the inal-inor and within the time provided by
29 law for appeals from circuit courts in other civil actions.
30 The hoard shall be represented in all such proceedings
31 by the attorney general or his assistants and in such
32 proceedings in the circuit court by the prosecuting at-
33 tornoys of the several counties as well, all without
3-4 additional compensation.

X30 - 23.13. Pen al ties.

1 article,Any person who-violates any provisions of
2 any of the reasonable rules arid regulations promulgated
3 hereunder or any order or any final decision of the board
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a pnisdetnenor, and, upon conviction
red not more than on hotisand dollars,
e county Jan not mo

7 or both fined and imprisoned.
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ENROLLED

Senate Bill Na. 168
(By Mn. HA1TIXLD lagb MR. Rams)

[Passed Mrch ii, 107f; In effect nicety day* from pimp.]

AN ACT to amend and reenact article three-a, chapter thirty
of the code of West Virg_ inia, one thousand nine hundred
thirty-one, as amended, relating to physician assistants:
providing for definitions; rules and regulations of the
board; certification and classification of physicijm assis-
tants; temporary certification; recertification; responsibili-
es of supervising physician; identification requirements;

itations on physician assistants; unlawful use of title
f physician assistant; unlawful representation as physi-

cian; and providing criminal offenses and penalties.
Be it enacted by the Legislature of West Virginia:

That article three-a, chapter thirty of the code of West Vir-
a, one thousand nine hundred irty-one, as amended, be

amended and reenacted, to read as ows:

ARTICLE 3A. ASSISTANTS TO PHYSICIANS.

-3A-1. Definitions.

1 As used in this article the following terms shall have
2 the following meanings:
3 (a) "Board" means the medical licensing board
4 West Virginia.
5 (b) "Type 'A' physician assistant" means an assistant
6 to a primary care physician who is a graduate of an ap-
7 proved program of instruction in primary health care,
8 who has passed the national certification examination and
9 js qualified to perform direct patient eat, services under

10 the supervision of the primary care physician.
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'B' physician assistant" means an assistant
e physician who is a graduate of an approved pro-

gram for instruction in a recognized clinical speciality or14 has received training' from a physician adequate to qual-ity film to perform patient services in that specialty .as
defined by the supervising physician.

(d) "Supervising physician" means a doctor of Medi-
cinei or podiatry permanently licensed in West Virginia
who assumes legal and supervisory responsibility for thework or training of any physician assistant in his employ-ment. .

(e) "Approved program" means an educational pro-
gram for physician assistants approved and accredited by
the American medical association, or American podiatry
association.

(1) "Health care facility" means any licensed hospital,
nursing home, extended care facility, state health or
mental institutions, clinic or physician's office.

30 -3 A-2. Medical licensing board; rules and re
limitations.

1 (a) The board shall promulgate rules and regulations
2 governing the extent to which physician assistants may3 function within t ys state.
4 Such regulati t shall provide:
5 (1) That the physician assistant shall be limited to the6 performance of those services for which he is 'rained;7 and
8 (2) That each physician assistant shall perform only
9 under the supervision and control of a physician per-

10 menently licensed in this state, but such supervision and
11 control shall not require the personal presence of thlr
12 supervising physician at the place or places, where serf
13 vices are rendered: Provided, That the physician assis-,
14 tant's normal place of employment shalt be on the preen-'
15 ices of his supervising physician. The supervising
16 physician may send the physician assistant off the17 premises of the supervising physician to perform
18 duties at his direction, but no separate place of s.01-1:
19 for the physician assistant shall be established, ()flit!
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preen see which are established by, and for the
supervising physician.

(b) In promulgating such rules and regulations, the
allow the physician assistant to perform those
and examinations submitted to the biard in

ob description pursuant to section five of this ar-

(c) In addition thereto, the board shall compile and
publish an annual report that includes a list of curren
certified physician assistants, their employers and loca-
tion in the state; a list of approved proems; the number
of graduates per year of such approved programs and the
number of physician assistants from other states practic-
ing in West Virginia.

1130-3A-3. Certification.

1 (a) The board shall certify as a Type A physician
2 assistant any person who files an application and furnishes
3 evidence to the board that he has met the following
44Atandards for qualification for the type of physician
5 assistant certificate for which he has applied:
6 (1) Shall be a graduate of an approved program of
7 instruction in primary health care, and
8 (2) Shall successfully have passed the examination for
9 a primary care physician ass! ant and be certified by the

10 national board of medical examiners, and
11 (3) Shall be of good moral character.
12 (b) The board may certify as a Type S physician
13 assistant any person who files an application and fur-
14 nishes evidence to the board that he has met the following
15 standards for qualification for the type of physician
16 assistant cor which he has applied:
17 (1) Shall be a graduate of an approved program Ln a
18 recognized clinical specialty, or
19 (2) Shall have received specialized training and ex-
20 periencer from a physician adequate for him to perform
21 patient services in that specialty, and
2 (3) Shall be of good moral character.

(c) Certification of an assistant to a physician prac-
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.34 the specialty of ophthalmology shall neither be
25 required nor permitted under this article.

Temporary certification.

1 When any graduate of an approved program submits an
2 application to the board, accompanied by a job description
$ in conformity with section five of this article, for a Type
4 A physician assistant certificate, the boardi-shall issue to
5 such applicant a temporary certificate allowing such ap-
e plicant.to function as a Type A physician assistant for
7 the period of one year Said temporary certificate may be
8 renewed for one additional year upon the request of the
9 supervising physician. A Type A physician assistant

10 who has not been certified as such by the national
11 board of medical examiners will be restricted to
12 work under the diredt super iision of the supervising
13 physician.
14 When any person who meets the qualifications for a
15 Type B physician assistant as defined in this section and
16 who submits an application accompanied by a job descrip-
17 Lion for a Type B physician assistant certificate, the board
18 mey certify such applicant as a Type B physician assistant
19 for a period of four months. Upon expiration of the four-
20 month temporary certification, the board may certify the
21 applicant as a Type B physician assistant. During the
22 period of temporary certi cation, the Type B physician
23 assistant shall be restrict to work under the direct
24 supervision of the super sing physician.
25 At of the effective date of this article, any person
26 holding a valid certificate from the board allowing such
27 person to practice as a physician assistant within this
28 state shall be eligible for certification for a per-lad of one
29 year as a Type A or Type B physician assistant depending
30 upon such person's education, training or experience, as
31 determined by the board.

420-3A-3b. Reeeitification.

1 Certification of a Type B physician assistant shall be
2 subject to review and recertification annually for the
3 first five years following the first certification. Such
4 recertification shall require the supervising physician
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5 of a Type B physician assistant to report to the board
6 on the status of the Type B physician assistant.
7 This report shall include a performance evaluation,
3 a summary of experience or continuing medical edu--
IP cation, and any proposed changes in job descAption.

pte-3A-4. procity.

1 The board may certify as a physician assistant in this
2 state, without examination, any person who has been so
3 certified or licensed by examinationin another state of the
.4 United States which has requirements substantially equiv-
5 alent to the requirements contained in this article.

PO-4A-5. JoiVdescription.

1 Any supervising physician making applica n to the
2 medical licensing board to employ either a Type A or Type
3 B physician assistant shall provide a job description which
4 shall set forth the range of medical services to be provided
5 by such assistant. Befori employing a physician assistant
6 the supervising physician must obtain approval of the job
7 description from the board_ The boesrd shall- have the
3 power to revoke or suspend any certification of an assis-
9 tant to a physician or podiatrist, for cause, after having

10 given the person an opportunity to be heard in the man-
11 ner provided by sections eight a ne, article one,
12 chapter thirty of this code.

130-3A-6. Supervising physicianrespo _abilities.,

1 The supervising physician is resp sible for observing,
2 directing and evaluating the w rk, ords and practices
3 performed by the physician as_ ant pursuant to this
4 article. The supervising physician shall notify the medical
5 licensing board, in writing, of any termination of the
6 employment of his physician assistant within ten days of
7 said termination. The legal responsibility for any physi-
8 clan assistant shall rem lin that of e employing physician
9 or physicians at all times inc.udii occasions when the

10 assistant, under the direction an supervision of the
11 employing physician or physicians. aids in the care and
12 treatment of patierii w health care facilities. Such
13 health care facilities shall not be legally responsible for

2 4



14 the actions or omissions of the physi

15 unless such physician assistant is an em

18 facility.
Idealkiicstion of physician assistant.

When functioning as a physician Mane~ the
2 physician assistant shall wear a name tag which identifies

3 the physician assistant as a physician assistant and which

4 also specifies the type of classification of such assistant

5 and the name of his supervising physician.

0 (b) A two and one-half by three and one-half inch cud

7 of identification shall be furnished by the board upon

5 certification of the physician assistant and shall specify

9 the type Of classification.

oyes of the

§30 -3A -8. Limitations on employment of physician asiblants.

1 (a) A supervising physician shall not employ at any

2 one time more than two physician assistants.

3 (b) Physician assistants shall not sign prescriptions.

4 He shall not perform any service -which his employing

5 supervising physician is not qualified, to perform. Fur.

6 ther, he shall not perform any service which is not

7 included in his job description and approved as provided

8 in section five of this article.

9 (c) Nothing in this article. shall be construed to f

10 authorize physician assistants to perform those specific

11 functions and duties delegated by law to those persons

12 licensed chiropractors, dentists, dental hygienists,

13 optometrists, pharmacists, or certified as nurse anesthe

14 tists.

n-3A-9. Fees.

1 Each job description submitted by a licensed super-

2 vising physician or supervising physicians shall be ac-

3 cornpanied by a fee of fifty dollars. A fee of five dollars

4 shll be charged for the annual renewal of the certificate.

p0-3A-10. Unlawful use of title of "Physician Assistant";

penalty.

1 It shall be unlawful for any person who is not certified

2 by the board as a physician assistant to use the title of
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present any other person
physician tont And person, who shall

e provisions of this section shall be guilty of a
nor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall be fined

7 in an amount not to exceed two thousand dollars.

130,11A-11. Unlawful representation of ph
as a physician; penalty.

1 It shall be unlawful for any physician
2 defined in sections one- (b) wild one- (e) of this title, to
3 represent to any person that he is a physician or surgeon.
4 Any person who shall violate the provisions of this section
5 shall be guilty of a felony, and, upon conviction thereof,
6 shall be confined in the penitentiary for not less than one
7 nor more than two years, be fined in an amount not to.
8 exceed two thousand do ar
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L. DeMAKiA.

The Medical Licensing Board of West Virginia pursuant to article

three, chapte_ _-enty-nine-a of the Code of West Virginia, one thougand

nine hundred thirty-one, as amended shall convene a hearing at 11:00 a. m..

on Monday, June 27, 1977, in the Conference Rooin of the State Department

of Health. 1800 Washington Street, East, Room 522, Charleston, 'West

Virginia for the purpose of taking evidence pertaining to the filing of

regulations governing certification of Physicians Assistants.

All persons h --ng evidence to present shall be present. The IssueS

to be heard shall be limited to the actual information contained in the

proposed regulations. All evidence to be considered shall be submitted

in written form and klivered to the Medical Licensing Board Office on or

before 4:30 p. Friday, June 24, 1977.

Copies of the proposed regulations may be obtained by telephoning

348-2921 on weekdays- from 8:30 a. en. to 4:15 p. m.
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Effective
Date:

motion 8. REGULATIONS FOR PHYSICIAN'S ASSISTANTS

01 Ern lo meat of AssistaryIsed Physician or Podiatrist;
Services That Ma Be Performed b Assistants. --

A medical physician- or a podiatristklicensed under Chapter 30 of the Code
of West Virginia may submit a job description to the Medical Licensing
Board to employ a physician's assistant:

'Type 'A' hysician assistant" means an assistant to a primary care
physician ho is a graduate of an approved program of instruction in
primary health care, who has pas ed the national certification examina-
tion and is qualified to perform dir -t patient care services under the
supervision of the primary, care phySician.

'Type 'B' physician assistant" means an assistant to the physician who is a
graduate of an approved program for instruction in a recognized clinical
specialty other than primary care or has eceived training from a
physician adequate to qualify,him to perform patient services in that
specialty as defined,by the supervising physician.

Type 'A' and 'B' applicants shall be of good moral character.

The delegation of certain acts ,shall be stated on the job description in a
manner consistent with sound medical practice and with the protection of
the health and safety of the patient in mind. Such services shall he limited
to those which are educational, diagnostic, therapeutic or preventive in
nature, but in no case shall they include the establishment of a final
diagnosis or treatment plan for the patient, nor shall delegated acts
Include the prescribing or dispensing of drugs.

D2 Submission of Application; Job Description. --

An application completed by the applicant and a job description written
and signed by the .physician or podiatrist listing in numerical order the
duties Which will be performed by the assistant .must be in. the office of
the Secretary of the Medical Licensing Board of West Virginia, State
Office Building, 1800 Washington-Street, Charleston, West Virginia
25305, thirty days prior to a Board meeting. Meetings are held bi,manthly,
or as needed beginning in January. The filing of an application and job
description does not entitle a physician's assistant to certification. The
only legal authority for such appfoval must be given by the Medical
Licensing Board.

23t
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03 Ad Interim Certification. --

Type 'A' physician assistant:

When any graduate of an approved program submits an application to
the Board, accompanied by a job description for a Type 'A' physician
assistant certificate, the Board shall issue to such applicant a
temporary certificate allowing such applicant to function as a Type
'A' physician assistant for the period of one year. Said temporary
certificate may be renewed for one additiopal year upon the request of the
supervising physician. A Type 'A' physician assistant who has not been
certified as such by the national board of medical examiners will be
restricted to working under the direct supervision of the supervising
physician.

Type 'B' physician assistant:

When any person who meets the qualifications for a Type physician
assistant as defined in these regulations, and who submits an application
accompanied by a job description for a Type 'B' physician assistant
certificate, the Board may certify such applicant as a Type 'B' physician
assistant for a period of four months. Upon expiration of the four month
temporary certification, the Board may certify the applicant as a Type
'B' physician assistant.- During the period of temporary certification,
the Type 'B' physician assistant shall be restricted to working under the
direct supervision of the supervising physician.

Others:

As of the effective date of these regulations, any person holding a valid
certificate from the Board allowing such person to practice as a physician
assistant within thiS state shall be eligible for certification for a period of
one year as a Type 'A' or Type 'B' physician assistant depending upon
such person's education, training or experience, as determined by the
Board.

04 Fee. -- A cashier's check or money order in the amount of $50. 00 must
accompany each application. Certification must be renewed annually at
a fee of $5.00.

D5 Requirements for Certification.

a. Graduation from an educational physician's assistant training program
as approved by the Board. (Photocopy of graduation certificate must
accompany application.)

b. Evidence of certification by the National Board of Medical Examiners
of having successfully passed the Certifying Examination for Primary
Care Physician's Assistants. (Photocopy of examination result sheet
must accompany application.)
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c. Certification of a Type 'B' physician assistant shall be subject
to review and recertification annually for the first five years
following the first certifi.tion. Such recertification shall require
the supervising physician to report to the Board on the status of the
physician assistant. This report shall include a performance
evaluation, a summary df experience or continuing medical
education, and any proposed changes in th job description.

d. Other applicants as deemed qualified by the Board.

Certification of Assistant Ophthalmologist Not Required or Permitted. --

Certification of an assistant to a physician practicing the specialty of
ophthalmology shall neither be required nor permitted.

Annual Report of Physician's Assistants Performance. --
Annual Report of Board. --

The physician's assistants, Type 'A' and Type 'B' and the physicians or
podiatrists must submit annual signed reports either individually or
combined, as to the professional_ conduct, capabilities, and performance
of those involved. Said report musf`accornpa_ny application for recertifi-
cation and must be submitted to the office of the -Secretaxy of the Medical
Licensing Board by December 1. All applicants for recertification will be
considered for renewal at the January board meeting.

In addition thereto, the Board shall compile and publish an annual report
that includes a list of currently certified physician assistants, their
employers and location in the state; a list of approved programs in West
Virginia, the number of graduates per year of such approved programs and
the number of physician assistants from other states' approved programs
practicing in West Virginia.

Su ervision and Control of Physician's Assist an

Each physician assistant shall perform only under the supervision and
control of a physician permanently licensed in this state, but such super-
vision and control shall not require the personal presence of the super-
vising physician at the place or places, where services are rendered:
Provided, that the physician assistant's normal place of employment
shall be on the premises,of his supervising physician. The supervising
physician may send the physician assistant off the premises of the
supervising physician to perform duties at his direction, but no separate
place of work for the physician assistant shall be established, other than
premises which are established by, and for the practice of the supervising
physician.



Limitations on Emp ment- nd Scope of Duties of Physician Assistants. --

a. A 'supervising physician shall not employ at any one t___ e more than
two physician assistants.

b. Physician assistants shall not sign prescriptions.

c. Physician assistants shall not perform any service which his em-
ploying supervising physician is not qualified to perform.

d. Physician assistants shall not sign orders to be countersigned
later by the employing supervising physician.

e. Physician assistants shall not perform any service which is not
included in his job description and approved by the Board.

Identification Gf Ph .sician A

When functioning as a physician assistant, the physician assistant shall
wear a name tag which identifies the physician assistant as a PHYSICIAN
ASSISTANT and which also specifies the type of classification of such
assistant and the name of his supervising physician.

The name tag, to he worn on the physician assistants outer Barmen
be not less than two and one-half inches long and size of print shall
less than one-fourth inches in size.

ervising Ph sician a Re spons ibilities.

a.

shall
e not

The supervising physician or physicians is responsible for observing,
directing and evaluating the work, records and practices performed
by the physician assistant.

It shall be the responsibility of the supervising physician or physicians
to obtain consent in writing from the patient before Type 'A' and
Type 'B' physician assistants can render general medical or surgical
services; except in emergencies.

c. The supervising physician shall notify the Medical Licensing Board,
in writing, of any termination of the employment of his physician
assistant within ten days of said termination.

d. The legal responsibility for any physician assistant shall remain that
of the employing physician or physicians at all times.



Termination of Certification.

The certification of a Type 'A' or Type TB' physician assistant shall be
terminated by the Board when, after due notice and a hearing in accord-
ance with the manner and form as prescribed by law for civil actions, if it is
found:

a. That the assistant has held himself out or permitted another person
to represent him as a licensed physician or podiatrist;

b. ThatAe assistant has in fact performed other than at the direction
and under the supervision of a physician or podiatrist licensed by
the Board;

c. That the assistant has been delegated and performed a task or tasks
beyond his competence'nid not in accordance with his job description
as approved by the Board;

d. That the assistant is a habitual user of intoiats or drugs to such
an extent that he is unable to safely perform as an assistant to the
physician or podiatrist;

e. That the assistant has been convicted in any court, state or federal,
of any felony or other criminal offense involving moral turpitude;

g.

That the assistant has been adjudicated a mental incompetent or
whose mental condition renders him unable to safely perform as an
assistant to a physician or podiatrist;

That the assistant has failed to comply
of these rei7ilations or the statute.

Denial of Certification of Physicians Assistant.

of the r :.ovisions

Whenever the Board determines that an applicant has failed to satisfy the
Board that he should be certified, the Board shall immediately notify such
applicant of its decision and indicate in what respect the applicant has so
failed to satisfy the Board. Such applicant shall be given a formal hearing
before the board upon request of such applicant filed with or mailed by
registered mail to the Secretary of the Board at Charleston, West Virginia,
within ten days after receipt of the Board's decision, stating the reasons
for such request. The Board shall within 20 days of receipt of such request,
notify such applicant of the time and place of a public hearing, which shall
be held within a reasonable time. The burden of satisfying the Board of
his qualifications for certification shall be upon the applicant. Following
such hearing, the Board shall determine on the basis of these regulations
whether the applicant is qualified to be certified, and this decision of the
Board shall be final as to that application.


